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PREFACE
THE CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
The Seventeenth Annual Conference on Historic Site Archaeology
was held at the Ramada Inn Downtown in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, on November
4, 1976. For fifteen years after its inception in 1960 the Conference
has met on the day prior to the Southeastern Archaeological Conference.
The sixteenth Conference in Gainesville, however, was the first time
that a two day conference was tried, with the second day running concurrent
with the meetings of the Southeastern Conference. The seventeenth Conference
in Tuscaloosa was a one day meeting, however, it was planned to be concurrent
with the Southeastern Conference meetings. The program for the two
conferences has always been carried out by the separate chairmen involved,
with a courtesy announcement of the adjacent meetings being carried in
the respective programs. The Conference on Historic Site Archaeology
budget has always paid for any expences of the Conference such as room
rental, happy hour snacks, etc.
At the Tuscaloosa meeting the fact that both conferences were meeting
on the same day, plus the fact that limited hotel accommodations were
available to serve both conferences, resulted in a recommendation by the
president of the Southeastern Archaeological Conference that the two
conferences "should go their independent ways," and that the Conference
on Historic Site Archaeology should meet on the day prior to the Southeastern Conference. This, in effect, formalized the relationship that
had existed between the conferences for the fifteen years prior to the
Gainesville meeting in 1975.
The officers for the conference who have continued in office since
1970 were continued in office by a vote of the membership. These are:
Stanley South, Chairman and editor, Mary jane Rhett executive secretarytreasurer. Board of Directors: Stanley South, Chairman, Robert L.
Stephenson, Kenneth Lewis, and Leland Ferguson.
A resolution sponsored by Kathleen Deagan was read to the members,
seconded by Richard Carrillo, and unanimously passed, which asked that
the officers look into the possibility of the Conference assuming an
independent tax-exempt, corporation status independent of the University
of South Carolina. This procedure is now being investigated.
This volume of The Conference on Historic Site Archaeology Papers
is composed of three parts, Contributed Papers, Presented Papers, and
the John M. Goggin Award winning paper for method and theory in historical
archaeology by Sarah Peabody Turnbaugh.

Stanley South, Chairman
The Conference on Historic Site ArchaeologJ
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DISCOVERY AND INTERPRETATION OF THE INDIAN BARRICADE AT HORSESHOE
BEND NATIONAL MILITARY PARK, ALABAMA
Roy S. Dickens, Jr.
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0 ~f-~: ,-:;:~;:,-===:::::===Artist's Depiction of Horseshoe Bend Barricade During Construction .
Courtesy of Laboratory of Archaeology, Georgia State University.
Drawn by Ruthann Mit chell .

I wish to express my appreciation to Richard Faust, John Walker,
James Kretchman and Roy Beasley of the National Park Service for their
cooperation on this project. Students and staff at Georgia State
University who contributed to the barricade research were Michael
Bower, Linda Carnes, Catherine Lee, James McKinley, Ruthann Mitchell,

and Joan Rupp. John Combes and Marshall Williams conducted the soil
resistivity tests, James Liesendahl assisted me in the metal detector
surveys, and Larry Lee piloted th e plane for the aerial photographs.
The road grader and operator were provided courtesy of the Montgomery
County, Alabama Highway Department .
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DISCOVERY AND INTERPRETATION OF THE INDIAN BARRICADE AT HORSESHOE
BEND NATIONAL MILITARY PARK, ALABAMA
Roy S. Dickens, Jr.

Horseshoe Bend National Military Park is located in Tallapoosa
County, Alabama. The 2000-acre park, established in 1959, contains
within its boundaries the site of the 1814 battle between Andrew Jackson
and the Creek Indian Red Sticks (Reid and Eaton 1817:148-155), the site
of the village of Tohopeka which was occupied for .severa1 months
immediately prior to the battle (Pickett 1851:341-342), and the site or
the older village of Nuyaka which was founded in 1777 (Swanton 1922:
248) and destroyed by Georgia militia in 1813 (Georgia Military Affairs,
Vol. 3, 1801-1813:316-321).
The Battle of Horseshoe Bend, fought on March 27, 1814, pitted
1000 Upper Creek warriors against Jackson's 3300 Tennessee Militia,
United States Regulars, and "friendly" Cherokees. The Creeks had
established a strong defensive position opposite their burned-out village
of Nuyaka (Fig. 1) in a tight bend in the Tallapoosa River (Fig. 2).
Their new village, Tohopeka (Fig. 1), was protected on the east, west,
and south sides by the river; on the north side, across a neck of land
within the river bend, the Indians had constructed a substantial logand-earth barricade (Fig. 1).
On the morning of the battle, Jackson placed two pieces of small

field artillery on a hill opposite the west end of the barricade and
opened fire with canister and grape (Bassett 1926:488-489). A continuous
small arms fire was also maintained, but little damage was inflicted
upon the barricade or its defenders (Reid and Eaton 1817:149). Around
noon, the friendly Cherokees swam the river in the rear of the barricade
and set fire to the houses of Tohopeka (Reid and Eaton 1817:152). In
the midst of the confusion created by this action, the Tennessee militiamen stormed and broke through the barricade. By late afternoon, the Red
Sticks had been soundly defeated (Bassett 1926:491-492).
Although the area of the battle and many features of the landscape
described in contemporary documents have been identified, the precise
location of the barricade and details of its construction have remained
uncertain (Mackenzie 1969:v). Today, the battle site comprises a 1000
foot-wide strip of rolling terrain that is elevated about 30 feet above
the river floodplain (Figs. 3 and 4). For interpretive purposes, most
of the site is maintained as open ground, while a smaller portion is covered
in pines and other secondary growth. That the entire site was cultivated
in recent years (prior to its purchase by the National Park Service)
is attested by numerous remnants of farm terraces and access roads.
2
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Figure 2.

Aerial view of Horseshoe Bend. The site of Tohopeka is in the toe of the bend (right),
and the barricade site is in the neck of the bend just above the island (left).

Figure 3.

Aerial view of the barricade site from directly overhead, with the grass cut for the first
metal detector survey (center).
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Figure 4.

Contour map of the barricade site, showing grader trenches and the barricade features.

HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY CONTRIBUTED PAPERS - Dickens
Aerial photographs from the late 1920's through the 1950's (on file
at the park headquarters) show all of the site, except for a few deep
ravines, cleared for cultivation.
In the summer of 1961, two years after the park was established,
an archaeological project was conducted at the battle site by a crew
from Florida State University, under the direction of Charles Fairbanks.
In a search for remains of the barricade, Fairbanks dug 1030 feet of
hand-excavated trenches and another 1210 feet of trenches excavated
with a ditching machine (Fig. 4). These trenches produced no definite
evidence of the fortification and no artifacts of the battle. After
his extensive trenching, Fairbanks (1962a:20-2l) concluded that "all
traces of the land surface during Indian times have been removed by
row cropping and erosion. I do not think that further archaeological
excavation will be any more rewarding than our recent excavations ••••
I believe interpretation [of the barricade] must rest on documentary
evidence, not on archaeological recovery."
In 1969, historian George Mackenzie carried out a study
entitled "The Indian Breastwork in the Battle of Horseshoe Bend, Alabama."
Mackenzie searched the available records of the battle, and from this
search he set out "to analyze all that is known concerning the breastwork from the various sources checked, and then relate this to the
events as they are known to have happened, the topography of the battleground, both then and now, use of the terrain, and the archaeological
[Fairbanks'] investigation" (Mackenzie 1969:vi). He further stated
that "this study aims to furnish sufficient basis for continuance of
archaeological investigation at the earliest opportunity and to give
official support to a proposal to reconstruct the breastwork" (Mackenzie
1969:vi-vii).
In his study of contemporary and later accounts of the battle,
Mackenzie (1969:38-47a) found ample evidence that the barricade had
been a substantial and well-planned fortification. He pointed out that
the Creeks had long been involved in White military activities, and
that some of the Indian leaders, such as William Weatherford, had received
European military training and were familiar with the defensive works
at Pensacola and Mobile.
In addition to the historical evidence, Mackenzie (1969:33,46)
noted that when a park road was constructed across the battle site in
1964, several "burnt areas" had been uncovered at a depth of about two
feet below the present ground surface. He thought that such features
might represent remains of the barricade, or even if they were burned-out
tree stumps they would provide evidence for soil deposition rather than
erosion.
On the basis of this evidence, Mackenzie (1969:48-52) concluded
that the 1961 excavations had not been sufficient to preclude further

7
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search for archaeological remains of the barricade. He even suggested
that additional archaeological work, together with a study of contemporary maps and documents, might yield enough evidence on which to
base a reconstruction of the barricade.
In the summer of 1973, the author with a crew from Georgia State
University conducted three weeks of archaeological investigations on
the battle site as part of a larger program of field research at the
park.
This work was sponsored by a grant from the National Park
Service. The new investigations at the battle site were undertaken
in an effort to establish finally whether there remained any physical
evidence of the barricade, and if so to determine the fortification's
overall configuration and structural form, and to contribute possible
information on the circumstances of the battle. Such data would be
useful in checking the credibility of the historical records, in determining the extent to which the Creeks had adopted European military
tactics, and in providing the National Park Service with a basis for a
more accurate and informative interpretation of the battle site.
The 1973 investigations utilized a multi-faceted strategy, which
consisted of studies of period documents and maps prior to the fieldwork, and application in the field of aerial photography, soil resistivity surveys, metal detector surveys, and excavations. It was hoped
that information gained from each facet of investigation would culminate
in the discovery and documentation of at least a portion of the barricade.
Historical Sources
Early descriptions and maps of the battle were examined for information on the barricade's location and overall configuration, structural
details (especially those relating to possible subsurface construction
features), and condition after the battle. The following are descriptions
from primary sources, and from several of the more credible secondary
sources.
Letter from Andrew Jackson to Thomas Pinckney, March 28, 1814
(Bassett 1926:488-489):
It is impossible to conceive a situation more eligible for
defence than the one they had chosen; and the skill which
they manifested in their breast-work, was really astonishing. It extended across the point in such a direction
as that a force approaching would be exposed to a
double fire, while they lay entirely safe behind it.
It would have been impossible to have raked it with
cannon to any advantage even if we had had possession
of one extremity •••• Having planted my cannon (one six

8
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and one three pounder) on an eminence at the distance
of a hundred and fifty or two hundred yards from it,
I opened upon it a very brisk fir:e, occassiona11y
playing upon them with the musquetry and rifles
whenever they shewed out from behind it. This was
kept up, with a few intermissions, for about two
hours.
Letter from Andrew Jackson to William Blount, March 31, 1814
~assett 1926:489-492).:

Across the neck of land which leads into it [river
bend] from the North, they had erected a breast-work
of greatest compactness and strength, from five to
eight feet high, and prepared with double rows of
port-holes very artfully arranged. The figure of
this wall manifested no less skill in the projection
of it, than its construction: an army could not
approach it without being exposed to a double and
cross fire from the enemy who lay in perfect security
behind it. The area of the peninsular, thus bounded
by the breast-wQrks includes, I conjecture, eighty
or a hundred acres.... I had planted my artillery
on a small eminence, distant from its [barricade]
nearest point about eighty yards, and from its
farthest, about two hundred and fifty; from whence
I immediately opened a brisk fire upon its center.
With the musquetry and rifles I kept up a galling
fire whenever the enemy shewed themselves behind their
works or ventured to approach them.
Letter from Andrew Jackson to his wife, April 1, 1814 (Bassett
1926:492-494):
They [the Indians] had possessed themselves of one
of the most military sites, I ever saw, which they
had as strongly fortified with logs, across the neck
of a bend. I endeavoured, to levell the works with
my cannon, but in vain. The balls passed thro the
works without shaking the wall, but carrying destruction
to the enemy behind it.
Letter from Gideon Morgan to William Blount, April 1, 1814 (Niles'
Weekly Register, April 30, 1814:148-149):
The
two
had
The

breastwork was
ranges of port
no effect more
breast-work in

composed of five large logs, with
holes well put together, artillery
than to bore it whenever it struck .•••
its whole extent was lined by savages.

9
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From The Life of Andrew Jackson (Reid and Eaton 1817:149):
Surrounded almost entirely by the river, it [Tohopeka]
was accessible only by a narrow neck of land, of
three hundred and fifty yards width, which they had
taken much pains to secure and defend, by placing
large timbers and trunks of trees horizontally on
each other, leaving but a single place of entrance.
From a double row of port holes formed in it, they
were enabled to give complete direction to their
fire, whilst they lay in perfect secu~ity behind.

90):

From Life and Public Service of Gen'l Andrew Jackson (Jenkins n.d.:
Across the neck of land by which the peninsular was
entered from the north, the Indians had thrown a rude
breast-work of logs, seven or eight feet high, but
so constructed that assailants would be exposed
to a double and cross-fire. About a hundred acres
lay within the bend.
From Red Eagle (Eggleston 1878:318,322):
Across the isthmus the Indians had constructed a
strong breastwork composed of heavy timbers built
up into a thick wall, and designed, unlike the
ordinary Indian stockade, to withstand artillery
fire. This breastwork was provided with port-holes
through which the fire of the garrison could be
delivered, and the angles of the fortification
were so well and so regularly drawn after the
manner of educated military engineers, that any
force which should approach it in assault must
do so at cost of marching under a front and an
enfilading fire •••• The cannon-shot plunged into
the fortifications at every discharge; but the
parapet was too thick to be penetrated and except
when a missile chanced to pass through a porthole, the artillery fire accomplished very little.
From The Life of Sam Houston (Lester l866:page unknown):
Where, but a few hours before a thousand brave
savages had scowled on death and their assailants,
there was nothing to be seen but volumes of dense
smoke, rising heavily over the corpses of painted
warriors, and the burning ruins of their fortifications.

10
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HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY CONTRIBUTED PAPERS - Dickens
Although the last quotation is the only direct reference to
burning the barricade, there are statements in other accounts concerning
the burning of Tohopeka (e.g. Niles' Weekly Register 1814:147) and the
burning of brush piles behind which the Indians took refuge during the
battle (e.g. Reid and Eaton 1817:151). It seems probable that the
barricade would have been destroyed in order to prevent its further use.
Three contemporary battle maps of Horseshoe Bend clearly depict
the barricade, and show to some extent topographic features in the
vicinity of the fortification. A map drawn by Andrew Jackson (National
Archives, Washington) shows the barricade with seven sections that
zig-zag to produce three reentrant angles. The sections seem to follow
the contours of the terrain, in that the end sections are farther forward
than the middle sections. Gun Hill, where Jackson set up his two pieces
of artillery, is accurately positioned opposite the west end of the
barricade and near the river island (Fig. 5).
On a map by General John Coffee (Alabama Department of Archives
and History, Montgomery), the barricade is crudely depicted as having
only four sections with two reentrant angles. The fortification appears
to follow the slope of the terrain, with the end sections farther forward
than the middle sections. Gun Hill is incorrectly positioned opposite
and a little west of the center of the barricade (Fig. 6).

John Cheatham, Jackson's topographic engineer, presents the barricade in great detail on his map (National Archives, Washington). It
is shown with six sections of approximately equal length arranged to
produce three reentrant angles. The four central sections are pulled
back at the lowest point in the terrain, while the east and west ends
are brought forward along the higher east west trending slopes. Such
an arrangement would have allowed for the cross fire described in the
preceding accounts. Gun Hill is shown in its proper position opposite
the west end of the fortification (Fig. 7).
Using a Map-O-Graph machine, the three battle maps were enlarged
to the same scale as a modern topographic map. Since the early maps
displayed definite inaccuracies and inconsistencies, certain universal
features were chosen as match points in controlling the enlargements.
These features were: the point of greatest width in the river bend, the
center of Gun Hill, the center of the island, and the narrowest point
in the river bend (neck of the horseshoe). Each map was enlarged on the
machine until a maximum "fit," utilizing the above features, was obtained.
After the enlargements were completed, the three depictions of the
barricade were traced onto the modern topographic map (Fig. 8). These
enlargements place the barricade at varying distances from Gun Hill.
Cheatham's location is farthest to the north, Jackson's is farthest to
the south, and Coffee's is intermediate but closer to Cheatham's location.
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Figure 5 .

Andrew Jackson's 1814 map of Horseshoe Bend
(original in National Archives, Hashington).
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John Cheatham' s 1814 map of Horseshoe Bend (original
in National Archives, lVashington).
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BARRICADE LOCATIONS
fROM HISTORICAL SOURCES
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Figure 8.

Barricade locations taken from the three contemporary maps and superimposed on a modern contour map.

HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY CONTRIBUTED PAPERS - Dickens
The location taken from the Jackson map is closer to the traditional
placement by historians; this is where Mackenzie (1969:37) suggested
that archaeologists should concentrate their efforts and where the
Park Service had placed logs to mark the probable location of the
barricade. It is the highest ground opposite Gun Hill and probably
for this reason seemed the most logical location to ma~y students of
the battle.
However, since Cheatham's map appears in every way to be the most
accurate compilation, and since he was a professional topographic
engineer, one is more inclined to accept his rendition of the form and
location of the barricade, even though it may seem unlikely that the
Indians would have built their fortification across the lower ground
with high ground to their front and rear.
The studies of contemporary descriptions and battle maps led to the
following conclusions which were helpful in planning the field work:
(1) The barricade was a strong and well-planned fortification; (2) it
was constructed of a double row of horizontal logs, probably having
earth fill between the walls; (3) it was five to eight feet high and
had a double row of port holes; (4) it must have had vertical posts
at relatively close intervals on the outside to support the heavy and
tall horizontal walls; (5) it had approximately six segments, arranged
in a zig-zag pattern to produce strategic reentrant angles; (6) it was
designed, in overall pattern, to conform to the advantages offered by
the natural topography (i.e. it was recessed at its center to allow
for a cross-fire from the higher ground on the east and west ends);
(7) it was probably located farther to the north than previously thought,
even though the ground in the area traversed by the middle of the barricade was lower than to the south; (8) and it probably was burned
following the battle.
Aerial Photography
At the beginning of the field season, a small aircraft was flown
over the barricade site and vertical photographs were made with standard
black-and-white, color, and infrared black-and-white film. We hoped
that these photographs, especially the infrared shots, would reveal
soil or vegetation marks related to the barricade.
After careful studies of the photographs, two linear features were
defined. These appeared as vague dark streaks running east-west in
the open field southeast of Gun Hill and in the area of Cheatham's and
Coffee's placement of the barricade. These streaks were present with
approximately equal clarity in all three types of photography.
When these photographs were checked against older aerial photographs
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on file at the park headquarters (one pair of oblique black-and-white
shots had been made as early as 1929), it was discovered that one of
the features was an old farm road bed and the other an eroded agricultural terrace. Although the aerial photographs were valuable later in
constructing maps of the barricade area, they did not produce any information to aid in placement of the electronic surveys and excavations.
Metal Detector Surveys
Metal detector surveys were conducted in the barricade area in
hopes that, in spite of intensive farming ,a nd other surface disturbances,
some amount of the metal artifacts lost at the time of the battle would
still be present. Furthermore, if Jackson's artillery and small arms
fire had been concentrated on the barricade for two hours, after which
there had been heavy hand-to-hand fighting at the fortification, one
would expect any remaining metal artifacts, especially ammunition, to
be concentrated along the route of the barricade.
The instruments used in these surveys were a Metrotec Model 220
and a Fisher Model 0121 (Fig. 9). The Metrotec instrument is very
sensitive in detecting small non-ferous objects at shallow depths; the
Fisher instrument, when set on its "minus" adjustment, is more sensitive
than the Metrotec in detecting ferous metals and its depth penetration
is somewhat greater. During the surveys, both instruments were used
in succession to cover the same ground. The desirability of using both
types of detectors is demonstrated by the fact that most of the lead
balls were located with the Metrotec, whereas all three of the iron
grape shot were recovered with the Fisher on its "minus" setting.
Survey Area 1 (Figs. 3 and 10) was demarked on the north by the
approximate location of the barricade on the Cheatham map, the southern
boundary was the approximate location of the barricade on the Jackson
map, the eastern limit was the edge of the woods, and the western boundary
was the park road. The total area amounted to over 100,000 square feet.
In order to work the detectors close to the ground, the park maintenance crew cut the grass, first with a rotary mower and then with a
reel mower, over the entire survey area. The final mower paths, about
three feet in width, were then used as guides in the survey work. The
two operators, one using the Fisher instrument and the other the Metrotec
instrument, walked in succession, along the mower paths. The coverage
(swing of the instrument) on each path was overlapped with the previous
one in order to avoid missing any areas. Each find was marked with a
wooden stake, with numbers being assigned only to the finds that were of
possible early 19th-century origin.
Numerous artifacts of the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries
were recovered in Survey Area 1. These included plow blades, tin cans,
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Figure 9 .

Metal detector survey in progress. The wooden stake marks
the location of a find. Gun Hill is in the background.
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bottle caps, screws, and nails. The only battle-related artifact
(designated Find No.1) recovered in Survey Area 1 was a small,
faceted lead shot (probably a canister shot) that was found close
to the northern edge of the survey area (Fig. 10).
The poor results of the initial metal detector survey led to a
decision to extend the soil resistivity surveys and grader trenching
to the north of Area 1. Plans were also made to conduct additional
metal detector surveys farther to the north.
Survey Area 2 (Fig. 10), containing approximately 33,000 square
feet and located adjacent to the northeast end of Area 1, was explored
following the discovery of portions of the barricade in Grader Trenches
3 and 4. This area was surveyed for the purpose of testing our original
hypothesis that battle-related artifacts would be clustered along the
route of the barricade.
The search in Area 2 was conducted in the same manner as in Area 1.
As in Area 1, numerous recent metal items were present, but in addition,

ten definite battle-related artifacts were recovered (Fig. 10). In all,
twenty-two finds from Area 2 were assigned numbers, but only Finds 3,
6, 7, 8, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, and 21 could be positively related to
the battle period. These finds consisted of five lead rifle balls,
three iron grape shot (Fig. 11), and two iron cut nails. The finding
of ten battle-period artifacts in Area 2, which was less than onethird the size of Area 1, and the patterned distribution of these
artifacts along the route of the barricade (or at least the projected
route in the cases of Finds 14, 15, 18, and 19), provided substantiation
of the original hypothesis.
Soil Resistivity Surveys
Following the metal detector survey in Area 1, five parallel lines
spaced 100 feet apart were laid out in a north-south direction, crossing
at right angles the long axis of the barricade as depicted on the three
battle maps (Fig. 4). Line 1, the western-most, was 700 feet long. It
began just north of the park loop road near the Nuyaka overlook, ran
400 feet northeast, and then turned due north for another 300 feet.
Line 2, 400 feet long, was located 100 feet east of Line 1 and extended
100 feet farther north than Line 1. Line 3, 450 feet long, extended 150
feet farther to the north than Line 2. Line 4 was 300 feet long, and
Line 5 was 200 feet long.
Soil resistivity surveys, using a 1000-cycle bridge-type instrument,
were conducted along these lines, with readings being taken at threefoot intervals (Fig. 12). The purpose of these surveys was to detect,
if possible, any burned or disturbed subsurface anomalies, which would
register as points of increased or decreased resistance to an electrical
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Figure 12.

Soil resistivity survey in progress along Line 1 at
the barricade site.
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current passing through the ground between two metal probes.
Although irregularly spaced anomalies were recorded along the five
lines, there were no definite patterns from one trench to another.
Nevertheless, all readings were recorded and plotted as continuous
graphs. The points along these graphs where anomalies had been suspected
were later checked in the grader trenches, but all of these points proved
to have no relationship to aboriginal features. Actually, when the
barricade was finally discovered, it was found that the resistivity
surveys had crossed it only on Lines 3 and 4, and that the instruments
had not registered the barricade features.
Grader Trenching
Following the metal detector survey in Area 1 and the soil resistivity surveys along Lines 1 through 5, excavations with a road grader
were begun. These excavations consisted of stripping the plow zone
in ten foot-wide trenches along the lines previously laid out for the
resistivity surveys. Lines 1-5 now became Grader Trenches 1-5
(Figs. 13 and 14).
The grader operator worked with care and skill to remove only the
plow zone and to conclude his work in each trench by leaving the floor
as clean as possible. In most cases, it was easy to detect even the
most subtle disturbances on the floors of these freshly graded trenches.
A few sub-plow zone disturbances were observed in Trenches 1 and 2.
At the angle in Trench 1, the remains of an erosional gully, filled in
by the park crew in 1960, was uncovered. Several smaller disturbances
appeared at random locations, but these seemed to be rotted or burnedout stumps. The few artifacts uncovered in these two trenches were of
modern vintage. The southern portions of Trenches 3 and 4 also contained
a few stump molds and other random disturbances.
In the northern ends of Trenches 3 and 4, at points approximately
opposite one another, the grader revealed two very distinct disturbances,
which later proved to be parts of the same feature. The disturbance in
Trench 3 consisted of a six-foot wide, sand-and-c1ay filled feature
with its long axis running east-west. A similar feature, which was
aligned eastnortheast by westsouthwest, was encountered in Trench 4
(Fig. 15). Just north of this feature was a large, roughly circular
disturbance containing sand, burnt clay, ash, and charcoal. In the area
of this latter feature, the grader blade also turned up several Ocmulgee
Fields Plain sherds.
Next, small excavations were made across each of the features to
obtain profiles (Fig. 15). The two linear features proved to be
separate portions of a shallow ditch that was filled near the edges with
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Figure 13.

Figure 14.

Grader trenching on Line 1 at the barricade site.

Aerial view of the grader trenches, looking southwest.
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Figure 15.

Barricade features uncovered in Grader Trench 4,
l ooking so utheast. Text excavation across

Featur e 1 is in progress .
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laminated sands and clays and in the center with more homogeneous
clay (Fig. 16). At the bottom of the ditch, and parallel to its
long axis, were distinct linear impressions that appeared to be the
molds of horizontal logs.
The large, circular feature proved to be a pit, four feet deep
and with complex stratigraphy. It contained a large amount of burnt
clay throughout, but there were also patches of unburnt clay, gravel,
and sand, especially near the bottom. At the top of the pit were
concentrations of charcoal and ash, sections of burnt posts, several
wedge-shaped, hard-fired chunks of clay, and a few additional plain,
sand tempered pottery sherds.
It was at this time that the second metal detector survey (Area
2) was initiated. The positive results of this survey (which have
already been described), along with the findings of the excavations,
made it highly probable that we had encountered features related to
the barricade. If these suspicions were correct, we should expect to
find the sand-and-clay filled ditch to be continuous between Grader
Trenches 3 and 4, and possibly to find additional pits similar to the
one in Grader Trench 4, along with further evidence of burning.
The road grader was now employed to carefully scrape the plow zone
from a twenty-foot wide corridor between the locations of the previously
defined features (Fig. 17). As this scraping reached the base of the
plow zone, it became obvious that our suspicions were correct. The
shallow, sand-and-clay filled ditch was continuous, and there were
three additional large pits containing burned debris. There was also
evidence of burning of the soil between the pits and along the entire
north margin of the ditch.
At this time, it was decided to use the grader to trace the ditch
east of Trench 4, However, several days of heavy rain deterred this
effort. When the rain had ceased, the grader was brought back and an
attempt was made to scrape the plow zone from the new area. After a
few passes with the grader, it became obvious that the ground was too
wet for the heavy machine to be used properly. The tires would slip
and become mired, destroying the freshly scraped surface. Rather than
risk damaging the shallow remains of the ditch, no further effort was
made to trace the barricade features to the east or west of the portions
already uncovered.
It may be possible through further metal detector surveys and
excavations to delineate additional portions of the barricade. However,
much of the slopes to the east and west of the present location seems
to be heavily eroded, which would be a consideration in planning further
explorations.
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Figure 16.

Profile of the barricade ditch in Grader Trench 3.

Figure 17.

Portion of the barricade ditch exposed (but not yet excavated)
between Grader Trenches 3 and 4, looking northeast.
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Barricade Ditch
The portion of barricade ditch uncovered by the current work
measured 132 feet long and from 4.5 to 6 feet wide. It was from 0.5
to 1:3 feet deep (generally deeper on the east end). The middle
port10n of the ditch, for a distance of about 90 feet, was aligned
northeast by southwest. There was a distinct turn about 15 feet
from the west end, where it appeared to take a due west direction.
About 20 to 25 feet from the east end, there was a more gradual turn
to a nearly due east direction (Fig. 18).
A l2-foot section of the ditch on the west end and a 48-foot
section on the east end were carefully excavated. The fill was
composed of rather homogeneous clay, intermixed with lensed sands
and clays. The lensed material could have resulted from water seepage
between the time the ditch was dug and the completion of the barricade.
Parallel, linear molds, generally concave to slightly angular in
cross section, were found in the bottom of the ditch (Figs. 19 and
20). These molds, apparently resulttng from embedded horizontal
logs, numbered four along most of the excavated portions of the ditch.
The greatest space was usually between the two center molds, suggesting
that the logs were paired on the bottom tier. It was not possible to
determine precisely the overall length of anyone of the molds, but
I would estimate that the original logs were about 20 to 40 feet
long. The widths of the molds ranged from 0.8 to 1.5 feet, indicating
the approximate diameters of the original logs. One mold contained a
short, badly decayed section of log, possibly "heart" pine.
At several locations on the north slope of the ditch there were
small, horizontal, sand-filled molds positioned at right angles to
the larger log molds. Along one portion 'of the ditch, adjacent to
Features 2 and 3, these small molds were equally spaced at intervals
of approximately 0.6 foot (Figs. 19 and 20). They measured about
0.15 foot wide and 0.8 foot long. These molds sloped upward, as if
they had resulted from poles driven into the ground along the edge
of the ditch at an angle of about 30 or 40 degrees.
The ditch contained only a small number of artifacts. This was
to be expected, however, if the interpretation of the barricade
architecture presented at the end of this paper is correct. The only
military artifact was an iron grape shot found by the metal detector
in the fill, just inside the north edge of the ditch where it crossed
Grader Trench 3 (Fig. 21). Other artifacts from the ditch were:
5 sherds, Ocmulgee Fields Plain
2 sherds, Ocmulgee Fields Burnished Plain
1 sherd, Ocmulgee Fields Incised
I sherd, European Plain Pearlware
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Plan view of the barricade features uncovered during the 1973 excavations.
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Features 1 and 2 , and a portion of the barricade ditch, showing
pl an and profile vi ews .
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Figure 20.

Portion of the excavated barricade ditch, showing log
impressions and stake molds.

Figure 21.

Iron grape shot (find No.3) in the fill of the barricade ditch.
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1
2
5
1
1
1
1

sherd, green bottle glass
basal pieces of quartzite projectile points or knives
quartzite flakes
quartzite core
quartzite pebble hammer
piece of animal bone
piece of burnt clay

Postmolds
Thirty-four postmolds, or postmold-like features, were defined in
the barricade area (Fig. 18). Eleven of these, averaging 0.8 foot in
diameter, appeared to be aligned along the south edge of the barricade
ditch, with four on the east end being spaced at 10 foot intervals;
the remaining 8 were irregularly spaced. The postmolds in front of
the ditch formed no definite pattern. There were two postmolds within
the ditch itself.
Features
Four large filled-in pits were
the barricade ditch (Fig. 18). The
farthest to the east were excavated
pits, all of which contained burned
north margin of the barricade ditch
burned.

located along the north margin of
three of these pits located
(Fig. 22). In addition to these
debris, the soil along the entire
showed evidence of having been

Feature 1 measured 10 by 12 feet across the top and was 3.2 feet
deep at the center (Figs. 19 and 24). Its north wall was almost
vertical, whereas the south wall sloped less steeply down from the edge
of the barricade ditch. The fill in this pit consisted of sandy-clay
and gravel (similar to the surrounding soil) in the bottom, and gray
sand and sand mixed with burnt clay in the middle and upper portions.
Near the top, there was a large amount of heavily burnt clay, sections
of charred posts or logs, and pockets of charcoal and ash. At the
center there was a concentration of slabs of clay, fired almost pottery
hard, the largest of which measured 0.8 foot long, 0.6 foot wide, and
0.4 foot thick (Fig. 23). Several of these clay slabs were wedgeshaped in cross-section, with slightly concave sides, as if they had
been formed from clay packed between logs that had burned. The rather
jumbled arrangement of these pieces suggests that they had fallen into
a depression in the top of Feature 1.
Feature 1 contained the following artifacts:
7 sherds, Ocmulgee Fields Plain
6 sherds, Ocmulgee Fields Burnished Plain
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Figure 22.

Portion of tfie barricade ditch and Features 1, 2, and 3 following excavation,
looking west from Grader Trench 4 .

Figure 23.

Concentration of burnt clay slabs in Feature 1.

Figure 24.

Feature 1 following excavation.
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I sherd, Ocmulgee Fields Incised
2 sherds, Chattahoochee Brushed
I sherd, European Pearlware
I sherd, green bottle glass
3 quartzite flakes
1 fragment of greenstone earspool
1 quartzite pebble hammer
4 iron cut nails
Many fragments of charred wood
Many fragments of burnt clay
16 charred hickory nut shells
1 almost complete dog skull
Feature 2 was very similar to Feature 1 (Figs. 18, 19, and 22).
It measured 8 by 11 feet across the top and was 2 feet deep at the center.
It was basin-shaped in cross-section. As with Feature 1, this pit
contained clay-and-gravel fill near the bottom and burnt clay and
charcoal near the top. Near the top, there also were several chunks of
hard-fired clay and a 3-foot section of heavily charred log. Imbedded
in the charred log was a small, quartzite projectile point or knife.
Feature 2 contained the following artifacts:
1 quartzite projectile point or knife
4 quartzite flakes
1 quartzite pebble hammer
2 iron cut nails
1 fragment of animal bone

Feature 3 was a pit of similar form to Features I and 2, although
somewhat smaller (Figs. 18 and 22). It measured 6.5 by 9 feet across
the top and was 1.8 feet deep at the center. The sides of the pit
sloped to an irregular bottom. The fill was composed of clay-andgravel and lensed gray sand in the lower portions, with burnt clay and
a large concentration of charcoal at the top. No artifacts were found
in this feature.
Feature 4 was an oval area of burnt clay, less clearly defined than
the other three pits, located approximately 25 feet southwest of Feature
3 (Fig. 18). It measured 7 by 9 feet across the top. Time did not
permit the excavation of this feature.
Interpretations
There is little doubt that the above-described ditch, postmolds,
and pits are remains of the Indian barricade. This conclusion is based
on the following evidence: (1) the general shape and orientation of
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the archaeological features conform to depictions of the barricade
on contemporary maps, (2) the ditch contained the molds of horizontal
logs as described in contemporary accounts, (3) definite battlerelated artifacts were found in association with the features, (4)
historic Creek pottery and stone artifacts were found in the features,
and (5) there was considerable evidence of destructive burning in the
area of the features.
In his conjectural reconstruction, Mackenzie (1969:47-47b)
proposed that the barricade had consisted of "a double row of
timbers laid down horizontally, one upon another and parallel to each
other." These rows of timbers, he thought, would have been "held in
place by vertical posts placed five feet apart." Then, "the clay fill
was well tamped into place as the fortification was raised layer by
layer to full height."
Mackenzie's basic reconstruction is supported by the archaeological findings. To it, might be added: (1) the lowest tier of
horizontal logs was embedded in a ditch to provide added support
for the upper tiers, (2) the lower logs were paired, (3) wooden stakes
were driven into the ground along the front of the ditch as crude
chevaux-de-frise, and (4) clay fill for the barricade was obtained
from borrow pits dug at irregular intervals in front of the ditch,
with these pits also serving as obstacles to the enemy. Figure 25
is an artist's interpretation of the above construction features
(see also frontispiece).
Since the present surface on which these features were defined
has probably been plowed and eroded a foot or more below the 1814
surface, I would speculate that the barricade ditch was originally
about two feet deep. Many of the vertical support posts along
the front and back of the barricade walls probably were shallow and
have been lost to erosion. The existing evidence suggests, however,
that posts were spaced widely in some areas and closely in others,
as the need required. The seemingly disarranged postmolds in front
of the ditch cannot be explained at the present time.
The large pits, presumably borrow pits for clay used as fill
between the log walls, produced some valuable information. The burned
debris (charred logs, ash, and burnt clay) found in the upper portions
of these pits provide convincing evidence that the barricade (or
at least a portion of it) was burned during or after the battle. The
fired clay slabs in Feature 1 indicate that earth had been packed
tightly between the logs, some of which fell forward into the partly
open borrow pits.
The configuration of the portion of ditch uncovered in 1973
matches closely the second section from the east end of the barricade
on the Cheatham map (Fig. 7). When the excavation plan and Cheatham's
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drawing are enlarged to approximately the same scale, the match is
even more convincing (Fig. 26, top). One then needs only to project
the missing portions (maintaining comparable scale) to obtain a
general indication of the relationship of the total fortification
to the existing terrain (Fig. 26, bottom). It is important that
the distances of 85 and 250 yards, given by Jackson as the nearest
and farthest points from his cannons to the barricade, match closely
the measured distances of 125 and 260 yards from the summit of Gun
Hill to the same points on the projected barricade.
Jackson's several references to the formidable characteristics
of the barricade--"the skill which they manifested in their breastwork, was really astonishing •••• they had erected a breast-work of
greatest compactness and strength •••• the figure of this wall manifested
no less skill in the projection of it, than in its construction"
(Bassett 1926:488-492)--do not seem to be overstatements. It is
not surprising that grape and canister, projectiles normally used
in open-field fighting (Manucy 1955:68-69), were ineffective against
the barricade. Jackson probably had not anticipated encountering
such a well constructed fortification and had not brought along
projectiles sufficient to breach it.
It has been suggested that William Weatherford, .an influential
Creek with European military training, was responsible for designing
the barricade. The overall strength of the fortification, together
with the use of salients and reentrant angles, does suggest some
knowledge of European-type fortifications. Jackson, himself, used
earth-and-log works similar to the Horseshoe Bend barricade in his
defense of New Orleans in 1815 (Roush 1958:26-29).
Artifacts were not plentiful at the barricade site. This probably
can be attributed to the extensive plowing and erosion in modern times,
along with the efforts of artifact collectors on the site prior to
its acquisition by the National Park Service. There are many local
stories about military relics having been removed from the battlefield
in great numbers in the early part of the twentieth century.
Iron cut nails, found in two of the features, may indicate the
use of nails in construction of the barricade. It is also possible,
however, that these nails along with the European ceramics were the
result of activity on the site in the middle or late nineteenth
century. The historic Creek pottery sherds were identical to those
recovered in our excavations at Tohopeka and Nuyaka (Dickens n.d.:
l72-2l3). Pottery vessels probably were used to transport food to
the barricade workers, and such vessels may also have been used to
carry fill dirt for construction. The three chipped quartz artifacts
(presumably projectile points or knives) must be explained either as
intrusive prehistoric items or as evidence that some of the Red Stick
warriors were armed with traditional Indian weaponry.
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The use of multiple techniques in the search for the barricade
proved successful. Only the aerial photographs and the soil
resistivity surveys were nonproductive. The historical records,
metal detector surveys, and finally the excavations all produced
information needed to successfully locate and interpret an elusive
set of archaeological remains.
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ARTIFACTS ARE NOT ENOUGH

1

Garry Wheeler Stone
We weave our theories about the colonial past from materials that were
never intended as historical evidence: tax lists, court records, pot sherds,
or artifactual survivals. These materials have survived largely by
accident. Constructing theory from such spotty and ambiguous evidence
requires the greatest care. Hypotheses based on anything less than the
critical use of all the relevant evidence are tenuous~ 2
For no group of researchers are the problems of data interpretation
more difficult than for archaeologists. The forces that determined
1) what materials were buried, 2) what buried materials survive, and
3) which of these buried materials archaeologists subsequently recover
are complicated and infinitely variable. In attempting to deal witn
excavated potential evidence, archaeologists are confronted with the
difficult choice of interpolating haoits and ideas from incomplete
material remains or retreating to technological studies or ~ere
description.
Fortunately·, the archaeologist studying the recent Euro-American past
has a wealth of other evidence available, including artifacts surviving in
use or in museums, prints and maps, and ton after ton of written and
printed documents. All of these sources must be used with discrimination,
but, by combining the skills of social historian (or historical ethnographer)
and archaeologist, the historical archaeologist may find evidence bearing
directly on the non-material culture of the group he is studying and on
the social and economic correlations of his excavated materials. Often
documents provide means by which archaeologists can test hypotheses derived
from excavated data. Excavated data may provide the means for historians
to test hypotheses derived from documents.
This paper is a plea for historical archaeologists to make more use
of documentary evidence. It proceeds largely by suggestion, first discussing
an example of the distortion possible when one kind of evidence is used
uncritically, without resort to other data for hypothesis confirmation.
The paper then illustrates some of the data that may be found in one legal
record, the probate inventory. I make no attempt here to deal with the
problems involved in trying to combine documentary and non-documentary
1

An earlier version of this paper was read at the 1975 meeting of the
Society for Historical Archaeology, where it was part of a symposium
organized by Richard F. Carrillo on the use of probate records in
historical archaeology. In revising this paper, I have benefited
from criticism from the staffs of the St. Mary's City Commission and
the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of South
Carolina, M. Don Graham, and my wife, Sara Jane.
~urray G. Murphey, Our Knowledge of the Historical Past (Indianapolis,
Indiana: Bobbs-Merrill, 1973).
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evidence.

3

Henry Glassie would disagree with my contention that extensive use
of documents is essential for good historical archaeology, Glassie has
written that "a methodological limitation to print binds the scholar to
studying only the handful of people who were literate. The artifact is
potentially democratic; artifacts from the past are so abundant that they
can be utilized to replace romantic preconceptions with scientifically
derived knowledge." 4 This methodological hypothesis is the basis of
Glassie's provocative new monograph, Folk Housing in Middle Virginia:
A Structural Analysis of Historic Artifacts. 5

An exhaustive survey of the Orchid-Gum Spring area of Louisa and
Goochland Counties, Virginia, provided the data for Folk Housing in
Middle Virginia. The survey recorded 338 dwelling units. Of these,
174, including house trailers, were modern and were excluded from
further analysis. Of the remaining structures, Glassie implies that
only 20 or 30 date from the eighteenth century. He discusses twelve
eighteenth-century structures in detail, 6 On the basis of these twelve
structures, Glassie presents a theory of eighteenth-century housing
and cultural change. He applies these conclusions not just to Louisa
and Goochland Counties, but to the entire area west of the Chesapeake
Bay and east of the Blue Ridge, from Albemarle Sound, North Carolina,
to Anne Arundel County, Maryland,
3 But see: Marley R. Brown, III, "Ceramics from Plymouth, 1621-1800:
The Documentary Record," Ceramics in America, edt by Ian M.G. Quimby
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1973), pp. 41-74; Garry
Wheeler Stone, J. Glenn Little, III, and Stephen Israel, "Ceramics from
the John Hicks Site, 1723-1743: The Material Culture," Ibid., pp. 103-139;
Garry Wheeler Stone, "St. John's: Archaeological Questions and Answers,"
Maryland Historical Magazine, vol. 69, no. 2 (Summer, 1974), 146-168);
George L. Miller, "A Tenant Farmer's Tableware; Nineteenth-Century
Ceramics from Tabb's Purchase," Ibid., pp. 197-210; Lynne L. Herman,
John o. Sands, and Daniel Schecter, "Ceramics in St. Mary's County,
Maryland During the 1840's: A Socioeconomic Study," The Conference
on Historic Site Archaeology Papers, vol. 8 (1973), pp. 52-93; Stanley
South"Pa1metto Parapets: Exploratory Archeology at Fort Moultrie, South
Carolina," Anthropological Studies no. 1 (Columbia: Institute of Archeology
and Anthropology, University of South Carolina, 1974), pp. 168-169, 175-176,
203, 222.
4 Henry Glassie, "Eighteenth-Century Cultural Process in Delaware
Valley Folk Building," in Winterthur Portfolio 7, edt by Ian M.G.
Quimby (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1972), p.29.

SKnoxvil1e, University of Tennessee, 1975,
6Glassie, Folk Housing, ~hapters 3,5; structures A,E,G,H,K,Ll and
L2, M,N,Q,R,V, pp. 43, 69,72,77,81,84,87,91,97,105; see also pp.5l,
64-65, 89.
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Consciously revisionist, in one of his conclusions Glassie attacks
the traditional stereotype of Chesapeake housing as the "grandiose mansion
and the humble hut." Noting that in contrast to the lavish homes of no
northern merchants, the mansions of southern planters were rarely
exceptional, he reports that a middling sort of wooden farmhouse
typified the Chesapeake region. Glassie states that traditional houses
had two or four rooms; few were larger or smaller. While Glassie notes
that "many, probably most, of the smallest early homes have been
reclaimed by nature," he does not appear to consider this a serious
research problem. 7
By ignoring the processes that created his data, Glassie misuses his
evidence to project a far too rosy picture of eighteenth-century housing.
The forces that lead artifacts to survive above ground are as non-random
as those which preserve buried evide~_c~. Sturdy construction, economic
suitability, and conformity to changing cultural values are all survival
factors. Even the smallest structure Glassie describes appears to be a
fully framed building, weather boarded, with orick underpinnings, brick
chimney stack, and glazed windows. None of the structures lie illustrates
seem to have originated as the cheap, impermanent stru~tures that dominate
eighteenth century listings of Maryland tenant houses.
[Some of these
weathered, gray buildings of riven clapboard and wooden chimneys lacked
glazed windows and plank floors~]9 If we want sociologically correct
knowledge of folk housing, we must consult a democratic source. Fortunately,
for the Southern Maryland part of Glassie's area of inquiry, such a source
is available: a tax list that provides a housing survey as detailed as a
modern census.
The Direct Tax of 1798 was a short-lived experiment in a federal
real estate tax. The appraisers had instructions to record the dimensions,
materials, and windows of every existing structure. They listed privies
and hen houses along with tobacco houses and dwellings. The detailed
descriptions of additions and sheds often make it possible to decipher the

7 Ibid .,

64-65.

8 Ibid .,

43, 153, 156.

~norial surveys and Orphans' Court valuations frequently list clapboard. The valuations occasionally note wooden chimneys, and they frequently
are implied by the absence of references to brick chimneys. The lack of
glazed windows is clear from the lists of the Federal Direct Tax of 1798.
How common the absence of plank floors was is unclear, but during the period
1780-1808, the Orphans'Court appraisers described two tenements as having
plank floors in only one room: St. Mary's County Valuations and Indentures,
1780-1808 [Hall of Records, Annapolis, Maryland], f. 33, 49. For the Federal
Direct Tax of 1798, see Figure 2. For one manorial survey, see Figure 4.
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evolution of enumerated structures. Lists of lands and slaves extend the
possibilities for sociological analysis.
For illustration, I have chosen the area with which I am most familiar,
Upper and Lower St. Mary's Hundreds, St. Mary's County, Maryland. [See Figure
1]. These precincts made up a tobacco-growing district bounded by the St.
Mary's and Potomac Rivers and the Chesapeake Bay. Within this area, the tax
lists include 128 dwellings. 10 There is reason to believe that the lists
included all structures of economic value. Many were appraised at only
ten dollars, and some, though not all, derelict structures of tl no value tl
were included. The low appraisal of one unfinished building was justified
by noting that it was "not cover'd & without Windows, doors, or Floors."ll
Almost half of the hundreds' white population lived and worked in groups
of buildings that had as their nucleus a one room house. Some, with shed
wings and exterior kitchens, provided perhaps four or five living spaces
for the planter's family. But a third of the area's total population lived
in houses of one room, with an attic above. Only one two-story, double-pile,
brick house was listed, and it was small in comparison with the mansions of
the great Virginia planters. 1 2
Figure 2 is a superficial analysis of these tax lists. [Its preparation,
beginning with faded microfilm, took less than twelve hours.] Its only
purpose is to demonstrate that archaeologists of whatever discipline ignore
ethnography at their peril. Cary Carson and Merry Stinson of the St. Mary's
City Commission are conducting a complete survey of vernacular architecture
in St. Mary's County. A full analysis of the 1798 St. Mary's County tax
lists will be forthcoming with that report.
The information presented in Figure 2 has been simplified and rearranged
in Figure 3 to correspond with the categories Glassie uses. Note that the
two sources agree only that two room structures were common. Few smaller
dwellings survived in Glassie's survey area; few larger houses were present
in St. Mary's County in 1798.

10 Excluding structures identified as slave quarters. While most of
these buildings are assumed to have been occupied by whites, at least one
was occupied by a free black tenant. Others, dwellings on subsidiary
plantations farmed by slaves, must have been occupied by the slaves themselves.
11

Particular list of dwellings: Dr. Barton Tabbs.

12

44' X 38' versus 73' X 43' for Carter's Grove, see Thomas T.
Waterman and John A. Barrows, Domestic Architecture of Tidewater Virginia
[New York: Dover, 1969], pp. 104-06.
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DWELLING a PLAN TYPES IN UPPER AND LOWER ST. MARY 'S HUNDREDS,
ST. MARY'S COUNTY, MARYLAND
1799

Transitional and Georgil
Two rooms deep

Traditional plans
One roOlll deep

One story

One story

Two

stO!

N-59

1 or 2
rooms

(46.1%)

N-17

1 roo.

2 roOllll +
N-52
(40.6%)

(13.3%)

Exteriorb
kitchenll :

31

without

10

Ii .1 III • II

7
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IIUimum:
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frame:
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~
ld

+She

6

6

lor2 e+Shed

2

+Shed

4

3f
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• 6

3

2
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4h

l6x12 (4)
20x20 (3)
20x16 (36)

24x14 (1)
24%16 (15)
24x16 (15)

32x12 (1)
36x20 (1)
32x16 (12)

34x16
5Ox20

20x26
26x28

3Ox32
48x30

52

17

3
33

2
3

6

3

7

1

Figure 2
See following page for figure notes.
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FIGURE 2 NOTES

a Dwellings: structures identified as dwellings, exclusive of specified
slave quarters. The reconstruction of slave housing is complicated
and beyond the scope of this investigation.
b

Separate outbuildings.

c Exclusive of sheds. Surviving structures and manuscript sources
suggest that St. Mary's countians partitioned small houses less
frequently than did the residents of Louisa and Goochland Counties,
Virginia. I am greatly indebted to Cary Carson for his assistance
in making these dimension/room determinations.
d Only one structure of this size (20'4" X 16'0") has been recorded with
a two room plan (a large heated room and a small unheated chamber).
e Three plans seem to be present: one-room, two rooms, and one room and
side passage. Seven houses of this size (length 22'6" - 29'; width
14'10" - 19'6") have been measured. One is a one-room structure. The
other six have the one room and side passage plan. All date from the
late eighteenth century or first half of the nineteenth century. The
St. Mary's County Orphans' Court valuations suggest an older plan of
one heated and one unheated room. The 1780-1808 volume of Annual
Valuations and Indentures lists ten 24' X 16' dwellings (exclusive of
specified slave quarters). Partitions are specified in two. Since
both were miserable dwellings, it is unlikely that either had innovative
side passage plans. The eight other structures are described only as
24 by 16 feet.
f

Four of these structures are two room or one room and passage structures
to which additions have been added. The fifth is described in the
Maryland Gazette as "54 by 20 with 4 rooms below and 3 above, with a
brick chimney and two fire places; ••• [3 February 1774]."

g The wider structures probably had side passages.
dwellings survives. It lacks a passage.

One of the 20' wide

h The smallest (see Figure 4: The Rev. Tabbs) was formed by doubling
the width of a two room dwelling. The largest was a gambrel-roofed,
brick-gabled structure of the second quarter of the eighteenth century.
(See Henry Chandlee Forman, Tidewater Maryland Architecture and Gardens
[New York: Bonanza Books, 1956]. 95-100, 135.)
i Exclusive of sheds and porches.
examples of those dimensions.
Sources:

Bracketed numbers equal number of

Federal Direct Tax of 1798, St. Mary's County, Maryland,
Particular Lists of Dwellings and Lands (Maryland Historical
Society).
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Comparison of dwellings recorded in Upper and Lower St. Mary's
Hundreds, St. Mary's County, Maryland, 1798 (m) with
Traditional Structures surviving in the Orchid-Gum Spring
Vicinity, Louisa and Goochland Counties, Virginia, 1966 (v).
50-

v

v

Percent
of
Houses

m

2

Maryl and:
Virginia:
Sources :

4
5
Si ze of Houses
Number of Rooms

6

7

B

exclude passages and attics; sheds counted as one room.
attics apparently excluded.
Figure 2 and Glassie, Folk Housing, p. 65 .
Figure 3
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IMPERMANENT EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY ARCHITECTURE
THE BOUSING ON SHOW HILL MANOR CIRCA 1765-1824

Few Tidewater structures lasted longer than one or two generations. Five
dwellings stood on Snow Hill Manor in 1765. By 1803 everyone had disappeared
or been rebuilt. This attrition rate does not seem atypical. The fate of the
Snow Hill structures shows why--where vernacular buildings are constructed of
materials as perishable as unpainted clapboard--structures surviving to the
present are almost certain to be a biased sample.
TENANTS
TRACTS

ACRES
WIll & Geo Hicks

St. John's
378*

c.1765°
DWELLINGS
OUT HOUSES
old, large
much decayed

1798 D
DWELLINIS
OUT BOUSES

none

Mary Morris
Pav Paw Fields
186

old, 28x18
clapboard
clapboard. kitchen
tobacco house

l8x16

The Rev. Tabbs

Chancellor's
Orchard
143

good, 28xl6
brick chi_eys
clapboard kitcben
& quarter
tobacco house

30x32

John Baker
Baker's
Purchase +
Inclosure
139

24x16
clapbeard
clapboard kitchen
1 other kitchen
corn house
tobacco house

28x16

'rhos Willinor
Hardabift
80

none

"old Dwelling"
"no value"

1824-41 C
DWELLINGS
OCCUPANT
PLAN
CONST. DATE
OUT HOUSES ACRES
28x30
Brome [owner]
2 rooms +
c.1816
side passage 3781
kitchen
81II0b house
poultry bouse
barn
com crib
stable
Smith
[tenant]
186

?

log kitchen

Dennis
(tenant]
c.1770
208
log kitchen
dairy
log granary

28x36

4 rooms

kitchen
meat house

kitchen
meat bouse
[dairy) house
log house
log com house

James Taylor
old, 2Ox16
none
Ivy Hills
clapboard
S2
• • owned additional land adjacent to Snow Rill.
See following page for figure notes.

Figure 4
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Bennett
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2 roo1lls +
side passage 1803
kitchen
19S*
8IIloke house
dairy
quarters
bam & stable
com house
none

[Brome,
owner]
87

none

(Smith,
tenant]
29

f

t'

....

L
~ .

--...
......;

,)

Approximate scale: 1 inch = 2500 feet.
1781 bounds o£ manor = •••••••••
National Archives Record Group 77, No. F27 (part).

Map of Snow Hill in 1824.
Source:

FIGURE 4 NOTES
Four of the 1765 tenements fell within the surveyor's standard formula
for recording vernacular housing. The descriptions suggest that three of the
dwellings and all the kitchens were clapboard structures with wooden chimneys.
Only Mr. Tabbs's "good" house would have been weatherboarded. George Hicks's
"Large old Dwelling House much Decayed" fell outside the standard format for
recording tenements (his father had been sheriff). The plantation outbuildings
and his brother's large house were on their Church Point freehold land. These
buildings had also disappeared by 1824.
The 1765 dwellings were above average for tenements (the Calverts gave
long leases at low rents), yet three had disappeared by 1798. Tabbs had purchased
freehold title to his land just before enlarging his house.
The confiscation, partitioning, and sale of the Manor during the American
Revolution does not seem to have made an immediate impact on the quality of
housing, but the extensive nineteenth-century improvements would not have been
made without the change to fee simple ownership. Note how rapid obsolescence
facilitated style evolution. All the 1765 buildings were one room deep. By
1816 three had been replaced by buildings two rooms deep. The new structures
all had good brick chimneys and were faced with sawn weatherboard.
Sources:
~emorandum Book of Snow Hill Manor, Proprietary Leases, Hall of Records.

bFederal Assessment of 1798, Upper and Lower St. Mary's Hundreds, Particular
Lists of Lands and Dwellings.
cAnnual Valuations of Real and Personal Property, 1807-26, f. 94-95; Ibid.,
1826-41, f. 200-01 [Brome: 1825, 1830]; ..l.b.id.., 1826-41, f. 125-26 ["Dennis":
1830]; ~., 1841-64, f. 5 [Bennett: 1841]; Henry Chandlee Forman, Jamestown
and St. Mary's: Buried Cities of Romance (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1938,
p. 242 [Brome]); Henry Chand1ee Forman, Old Buildings, Gardens and Furniture
in Tidewater Maryland (Cambridge, Md.: Tidewater, 1967, pp. 200, 304 [Bennett]).
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What happened to eighteenth-century Chesapeake dwellings? They rotted,
burned, or were torn down with appalling speed. Figure 4 documents this
process for one neighborhood of Lower St. Mary's Hundred. Every dwelling
recorded on Snow Hill in 1765 had disappeared or been rebuilt by 1803.
When Glassie characterized tax lists and probate material as "phantom"
reflections of the past, he was, of course, correct. 13 What he failed to
appreciate is how phantom-like his folk dwellings are, too. Standing
derelict in a twentieth-century landscape, shorn of their inhabitants,
furnishings, outbuildings, and fields, separate from the society and economy
in which they functioned, these artifacts can provide questions, but reveal
little by themselves. Only by juxtaposing all the ghostly images of the
past can we examine the past in enough stereoscopic detail to understand
the causal relationships of its cultures. A surprising amount of documentary
ethnographic material does survive.
St. Mary's County is particularly well endowed with documentary
materials describing housing. Surviving are the lists of the Federal
Direct Tax of 1798, manorial documents, excellent probate records for
1658-1775, and detailed Orphans' Court valuations from 1780. While many
areas do not have all of these records, some have others, including
insurance surveys, newspaper advertisement files, real estate atlases,
and deeds.
The most important of these sources for the study of culture are the
probate inventories, which were made at the death of the head of a
household. In Massachusetts these lists included real property, but
elsewhere only moveables (more subject to embezzlement) were enumerated.
Inventories have to be used with discretion. They vary in quality and
demographic coverage from place to place and decade to decade, but a
good probate file, such as exists for St. Mary's County before the
Revolution, allows the scholar to observe almost every household in the
community. When the enumeration was made room by room, it is almost
possible to retrace the appraiser's steps around the dwelling and through
the outbuildings.~
For a decade social and economic historians, curators, and
archaeologists have been using inventories to study seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century America. But while the social historians, the
ethnographers of this period, have used the data retrieved from inventories

13 Glassie, Folk Housing, p. 11.
14 Gloria L. Main, "Probate Records as a Source for Early American
History," William and Mary Quarterly, 3rd Series, vol. 32, no. 1
(January, 1975), 89-99; Daniel Scott Smith, "Underregistration and Bias
in Probate Records: An Analysis of Data From Eighteenth-Century Hingham,
Massachusetts," Ibid., 100-110; Russell R. Menard, P.M.G. Harris, and
Lois Green Carr, "Opportunity and Inequality: The Distribution of Wealth
on the Lower Western Shore of Maryland, 1638-1705," Maryland Historical
Magazine, vol. 69, no. 2 (Summer, 1974), 169-184.
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to study society, 15 by and large scholars interested in material culture
have used probate records only to study artifacts. We have used them to
date artifacts, track their social incidence, and identify clusters of
associated artifacts, but rarely have we made the step to studying culture
through artifacts, a fault of which I am as guilty as anyone else. 16
My research has focused on the increasing popularity of fine ceramics
in eighteenth-century America. In large part, the popularity of delftware,
porcelain, and the new stone and earthenwares was a reflection of Georgian
taste. The eighteenth-century gentry wanted to be graceful, formal, and
stylish. Tea drinking perfectly suited their requirements. It was novel
and expensive. The clutter of accompanying artifacts and the tedious
steps inherent in preparing and serving it encouraged formality. The
imported and technically superb porcelains with which tea was associated
seemed to be linked with man's increasing sense of control over his world.
And, the tea ceremony was a perfect social symbol. In contrast to the
old communal tankard of ale, the individual cups and saucers of the tea
service matched the gentry's increasing individualism. SimuLtaneously,
these new habits advertised the social gulf between the elite and ordinary
folk. A similar change occurred in dining equipage as precisely matched
sets of serving pieces, soup plates, and plates replaced heterogeneous
collections of pewter and ceramics. These practices first became common
in the l720s. Tea quickly became popular among the urban middle classes,
but in the countryside the tea etiquette remained restricted largely to
the gentry. 17

15 Jackson Turner Main, The Social Structure of Revolutionary America
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1965); Alice Hanson Jones, "Wealth
Estimates for the American Middle Colonies, 1774," Economic Development
and Cultural Change, vol. 18 (1970); Lois Green Carr, "Ceramics from the
John Hicks Site, 1723-1743: The St. Mary's Town Land Co-munity," in Ceramics
in America, 75-102; Allan Ku1ikoff, "Tobacco and Slaves: Population,
Economy, and Society in Eighteenth-Century Prince George's County, Maryland"
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Brandeis University, 1976).

16 Marley R. Brown, ~.'Ceramics from Plymouth, 1621-1800: The Documentary
Record," Ceramics in America, pp. 41-74; Barbara Gorely Teller, "Ceramics
in Providence, 1750-1800," Antiques, vol. 94, no. 4 (October, 1968),
570-577; Paul G. Chace, "Ceramics in Plymouth Colony: An Analysis of
Estate inventories from 1631-1675," Occasional Papers in Old Colony
Studies, no. 3 (December, 1972), 1-12.
17 Rodris Roth, "Tea Drinking in 18th-Century America:
Its Etiquette
and Equipage," U.S. National Museum Bulletin No. 225, Contributions from
the Museum of History and Technology, Paper 14 (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian
Institution, 1961), 61-91: Garry Wheeler Stone, "Ceramics in Suffolk County,
Massachusetts, Inventories, 1680-1775," The Conference on Historic Site
Archaeology Papers 1968, vol. 3, (1970), 73-90 [note: the order of pp.77
and 78 was reversed during pagination]; Stone, Little, and Israel,
"Ceramics from the John Hicks Site, 1723-1743: The Material Culture," in
Ceramics in America, pp. 103-139, and James J.F. Deetz, "Ceramics from
Plymouth, 1620-1835: The Archaeological Evidence," Ibid., pp. 15-40,
especially page 32.
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Throughout the seventeenth century oriental luxuries trickled into
England through Protugal and Holland, but in limited amounts that prevented
widespread distribution. Even in the late seventeenth century, serious
porcelain collecting was largely a queen's perogative, but in 1699 this
changed. In that year the Chinese first permitted the English East India
Company to export large amounts of porcelain. Immediately, among England's
aristocracy and mercantile gentry, exotic chinoiserie became extremely
fashionable.
By 1711 in London, "China-ware" had become a fad, a fad so
pronounced that it was ridiculed by social commentators. 18
I have studied two areas: Suffolk County, Massachusetts, 1680-1775
and St. Mary's County, Maryland, 1730-1760. Suffolk County is a particularly
interesting area because in the early eighteenth century it included
America's largest port as well as conservative rural townships.
The inventories suggest that Boston lagged behind London by about
fifteen years. Porcelain does not appear in the sample until 1721, but
within a decade it is present in a majority of merchant inventories. By
then at least one merchant had booby-trapped his house with porcelain:
William Welsted's inventory lists almost 150 pieces of porcelain (many
of them·gilded and enamelled) scattered about his living room, dining
room, and master bedroom-sitting room. There were 77 pieces and one
large set of porcelain teaware, 48 porcelain dining vessels, three
large bowls and basins of ambiguous function, and two decorative "Images."
Welsted's inventory also lists 73 pieces of tin-glazed earthenware and
30 pieces of fine stoneware. 19 The prominence with which these ceramics
were displayed and the relative care with which they were described indicate
that porcelain and its European imitations had gained substantial social
status. The use of fine ceramics spread rapidly. By the American
Revolution fine ceramics probably were present in a majority of Boston
households.
The diffusion of porcelain in Boston is highly correlated with
economic status. For the 1730 sample, there is a 75 percent correlation
between the presence of porcelain and the value of the inventory, as
measured by the square of Pearson's correlation coefficient. ~ Yet this
index is misleading; the most important factor is group identification.
Wealthy merchants identified with their English peers and therefore
emulated them. In the same way, local economic groups dependent on the

18Hans Syz, "Some Oriental Aspects of European Ceramic Decoration,"
Antiques, vol. 95, no. 5 (May, 1969), 670-681; Robert J. Charleston,
"Porcelain As Room Decoration in Eighteenth-Century England," Antiques,
vol. 96, no. 6 (December, 1969), 894-899; The Spectator, nos. 252,299,
336, 499, and 563. (The 1965 edition edited by Donald F. Bond [Oxford:
The Clarendon Press] has a convenient index.)
19Suffolk County, Massachusetts, Probate Records, 1650-1800 (Microfilm:
Graphic Microfilm of New England, n.p., n.d.), vol. 27, p. 443.
~Hubert M. Blalock, Jr., Social Statistics (N.Y.:
p. 298.
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merchants or the royal bureaucracy--minor customs officials, bookkeepers,
and mariners--aped their betters and purchased porcelain as a cheap status
symbol. Locally oriented townsmen were more conservative and traditional.
They used luxury goods not as a way to achieve social status, but as a
reflection of achieved economic status. The craftsmen and contractors
in the 1730-1770 urban sample had a mean inventory value of 350 pounds;
23 percent owned porcelain. The average mariner's inventory was only
two-thirds as large, but 63 percent contained porcelain. ~
Boston differed from the surrounding rural townships. Suffolk
County yeomen and husbandmen saw that gentry ritual had no relevance to
them, and consequently they ignored it. Not until the 1760 sample does
a countryman appear with fine earthen tableware. Two yeomen in 1775
owned a few pieces of "China, Earthen, & glass," but the values placed
on these parcels (10 shillings; and 15 shillings, 7 pence) suggest that
they contained only a few items. These vessels more likely functioned
as attractive containers than as elements of social ritual. 22
In eighteenth-century St. Mary's County, Maryland, patterns in the
ownership of fine ceramics are similar. Archaeological evidence suggests
that porcelain teawares were availabl~ before 1720. In the late l720s the
inventories of two wealthy gentlemen, one a member of the Governor's
Council, contain porcelain collections comparable to those of Boston
merchants. But the St. Mary's County inventories, more detailed than
the rural Suffolk County lists, show that gentry customs spread only a
short way down the social scale. Virtually all of the minor gentry-planters owning five to fifteen slaves--drank tea. One member of my
sample, Samuel Caldwell (1762:f558), seems to have owned everything-"Dove Co10urd" cups and saucers, sugar dishes, a cream pot, and slop
bowls--his wife needed to set a fashionably complete tea table for a
dozen. 23 Most of his peers' wives could have entertained five or six
for tea in a recognizable copy of elite style. Only two or three of
the minor gentry families in the sample had enough ceramic vessels to
set a dinner table.

~ In 1770 an ounce of silver plate, the traditional English status
symbol, was valued at 6 shillings, 8 pence. Thus a tiny teaspoon was
worth about 2 shillings, and the values of substantial pieces like tankards
began at ~6. In contrast, an enamelled porcelain tea pot was appraised at
only 6 shillings, and large bowls and punch bowls from 6 to 14 shillings.
For prices for Suffolk County silver, see: Abbott Lowell Cummings, Rural
Household Inventories (Boston: The Society for the Preservation of New
England Antiquities, 1964). For circa 1770 see pp. 230,233, 235, 243,
247. Porcelain prices for the same period may be found in Suffolk
County, Probate Records, vol. 68: 470, 511; vol. 69: 53. For the
remainder of the argument, consult Stone, "Ceramics in Suffolk County."
22

Suffolk County, Probate Records, vol. 74: 257, 258.

~ Inventories (Hall of Records), vo1s. 15: 110-119 (Lowe); 13: 79 (Bowles);

79: 255-259 (Caldwell).
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Further down the social scale, among the small planters and tenant
farmers, ceramic vessels appear in most inventories, but in small numbers
and in completely utilitarian roles. Bottle jugs, milk pans, butter pots,
and earthen plates are the predominant vessels. In the l760s refined
ceramics appear in modest homes, but only as colorful accents on a table
otherwise dominated by pewter or coarse earthen. Delft bowls are the
most commonly enumerated item. Tea, now less expensive, is found increasingly in small planters' inventories, but the lack of accompanying equipage
indicates that it was uded as a beverage and not the centerpiece in a
social drama. A gentry ritual requiring leisure time and symmetry had
been transformed into a popular taste for minor luxuries.
Figure 5 did not appear in the first version of this paper, which
was written to "explain" a group of excavated ceramics. 24 In that draft
I correlated economic status with number of ceramic vessels and presence
or absence of fine ceramics and tea equipage. The tea equipage was
included with fine ceramics as a correction factor. In some inventories
the descriptions were so ambiguous that it was impossible to tell whether
earthenware was coarse (slipware, mottle-glazed Staffordshire, etc.) or fine
(i.e., delft or faience). I made the mistaken assumption that the presence
of tea was equivalent to the presence of fine ceramics. And, while I
tabulated the frequency of vessel forms, I neglected to cross-tabulate
them by economic strata. Thus, I missed perceiving fully the cultural
difference between a delftware bowl and porcelain tea equipage. Such
artifact-oriented research has severe limitations. (Figure 5 shows the
weak correlation between fine ceramics and tea in modest inventories • )
The quality of the information we retrieve from inventories is very
dependent on the skill with which we frame the questions. Usually, the
more general the question, the more reliable the resulting answer. I am
appalled to discover that because I dig ceramics as an archaeologist, I
have tried, as a historian, to excavate them from inventories. The
archaeologist's goal, after all, is not to count sherds, but to study
culture. We should approach inventories in the same way, as students
of behavior, not artifacts.
Inventories were designed to record the decedent's economic assets,
and this is what they best reveal. They record artifact attributes
accidentally, as elements of the object's value or as the result of a
merchant's propensity to keep detailed records. Rarely are even the
lengthy listings of fine ceramics detailed enough to permit comparison with
excavated materials. A bowl may be described as blue and white. "Tea
pots, III l6s" is even less informative. Thus a study with a technical
focus (the distribution of porcelain) will sacrifice a great deal of the
available information. From the viewpoint of a social historian or
anthropologist, it is of minor importance whether a teapot was porcelain
or stoneware. Even a telescoped entry such as "Tea table & set, 15
shillings" gives us the necessary information. It tells us that the
24 Recovered from the site of Capt. John Hicks's first house, St.
Mary's City, Maryland, by J.Glenn Little, III and Stephen Israel. See
footnote 3.
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FINE CERAMICS AND TEA EQUIPAGE IN 37 HOUSEHOLD INVENTORIES FROM
ST. MARY'S COUNTY, MARYLAND
1761-1763

Per cent decedents owning:

Value of decedents' moveable
property and their approximate
economic status

Fine ceramics Tea equipage
20

~18-34

[N=5]
(landless)

1238-61 [N=ll]
(landowners)

45

18

~86-304

[N=12]
(small slaveowners)

42

25

1,306-832
(upper 25%)

89

89

Source:

Inventories, Hall of Records, Annapolis, Maryland, vols. 78-81.

Figure 5
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decedent drank tea and that the equipage was on public display. We also
learn the ratio of this asset to others in the decedent's inventory and
to similar expenditures by his neighbors.
Despite this archaeologist's fondness for ceramics, some Americans
lived, or appear to have lived, without them. The 1635 list of utensils
recommended for Maryland immigrants did not include ceramics. ~ During
the first two decades, ceramics rarely appear in the inventories. Forty
inventories survive for the period 1638-1650. This is a small group, but
Maryland's population was tiny, and the mechanics of preservation were
random enough that the surviving lists are fairly representative. It is an
extremely heterogeneous group, encompassing gentlemen, servants, and even
a few non-residents.
There is no reason to believe that more ceramics were present in
these decedents' households, but were not appraised. The lists are
extremely detailed. They give the impression that in a frontier economy
of scarcity, decedents' administrators were hard pressed to compile
inventories long enough to look presentable to the Provincial Secretary.
They listed clothing piece by piece and included items as inconsequential
as Indian baskets and wooden spoons. A few enumerated items were valued
as low as one pence. In early Maryland, ceramics seem to have been
optional. 26
These forty inventories list only a dozen ceramic vessels, largely
jars and pans. Cooking containers were metal; the most common all-purpose
vessel was the wooden bowl. Wood was used also for specialized dining
forms, but pewter was the most important material for tablewares. (The
only fine ceramic vessel listed is Gov.ernor Leonard Calvert's blue jug.)
The almost complete absence of ceramic tablewares does not mean that these
lists are lacking in cultural information. The dining forms specified-especially pewter--are as rich in cultural meaning as the eighteenth-century
ceramics discussed earlier.
In order to facilitate comparison between economic groups, I arranged
the decedents into three categories. These conform to three of the four
ways an individual could belong to a household unit: as ~he head of the
household, as an economic par.tner, or as an "inmate" or boarder (indentured
servant, wage laborer, or dependent sharecropper). The fourth category
that of family member, is not included as inventories were required only
upon the death of the head of a family. As none of the inmates owned
dining vessels, they can be excluded from further consideration.

~ Clayton C. Hall, editor, Narratives of Early Maryland (N.Y.:
Barnes and Noble, 1967), p. 95.
26 The same seems to have been true for early Massachusetts.
See
Deetz, "Ceramics from Plymouth, 1620-1835," pp. 23-26; Brown, "Ceramics
from Plymouth, 1621-1800," pp. 43-45; and Suffolk County, Probate Records,
vol. 1.
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PEWTER DIRING VESSELS IR MARYLAND IRVERTORIES
1638-1650
The

Presence and Absence of Pewter in 338 Inventories

Inventory characteristics
Range

Mean
Humber
Dininl vessels
Rone
Wood only
Pewter
(undescribed parcels)
(vessels specified)

Decedent's economic status
Householders
Mates
Inmate laborers,
Total
sharecro"ers, and
artisans
E372-6
E33-17
E42-7
E24.S
El26
Z19.S
33
13
8
12
1

4

2
9

1
3

13

3

12
(2
(1

(2)

(3)

(7)

18

Pewter Dining Vessels Specified in Ten Inventories
Vessel form
Drinking
GUp

--little
--dram
--caudle (spout]
beer bowl
pot
--quart
--piDt
tankard
flagon
bottle
Eating
basin
disbb
plate
saucer
porringer
salt

Humber of vessels
Householders
Mates
1

2
I
2

Total
:3
1

:3

5

2

2
:3

1
2

1

I
2
1

2

1
3
2

3
2
1

5

11

23
17
17
19

7
3
6

4

1

102

35

1

S
34
24
20
2S
5
137

Source: William Band Brown, Archi...es of Maryland, vol. 4, Judicial and Teat8ll8lltl
Business of the Provincial Court, 16:37-l6S0.(Baltimore: Maryl~Historical
Society, 1887).
aProm a total of 40 inventories. SeveD inventories, of transient8, nOD-resid
and persons of uncertain status, are excluded.
bIncludes platters. The term appears in only one inventory where it is
an alternate designation for dish.
Figure 6
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The remaining comparison is between traditional household units and the
frontier phenomena of "mateships." Mateships were partnerships of two or
three men, generally bachelors, created to undertake the heavy work of
clearing land and planting tobacco. As mates generally were newcomers or
former indentured servants, a comparison of householders and mates is a rough
comparison of the minor gentry and middling sort with those of very modest
means. The mean householder inventory is five times that of a mate.
Three observations about the pewter are especially relevant:
1) The collection is completely homogeneous. There are no distinctions,
other than quantitative, between the forms owned by mates or gentlemen. The
forms are f1atwares for foods (platters, dishes, plates, and saucers), porringers and bowls for liquid foods, and hollow forms for drinking (cups, pots,
tankards, and flagons). The only status distinctions are in silver and
table glass. Zl
2) The ratio of food vessels to drinking vessels is five to one, and almost
one-fourth of the listed drinking vessels are dram cups--tiny containers
too small to be used for drinking water or cider. ~ While in some cases it is
impossible to deduce the size of the households involved, in those cases in
which a minimum number of members is known, there usually were fewer drinking
vessels than household members. The : probab1e explanation is that the
drinking vessels present were shared. Two alternate hypotheses, that
household members did not eat at the same time, or that gourds or comparable
vessels were used for drinking, explain less of the evidence. ~

v Governor Leonard Calvert owned a silver wine cup. Another gentleman
owned a damaged silver can [mug] and a cellaret of drinking glasses.
~ This interpretation of vessel forms is based on those illustrated in
Graham Hood, American Silver: A History of Style (N.Y.: Praeger, 1971).

~ Dutch paintings of the period show glass, ceramic, and pewter vessels
being shared. Two paintings depicting gestures of the urban middle-class with
photographic detail are: Pieter de Hooch, A Dutch Courtyard (Washington,D.C.:
National Gallery of Art, Circa 1660), two men share a Rhenish stoneware tankard: Jan Steen, Tavern Garden (Berlin: Gallery of Old Master's Paintings),
husband, wife, and young boy lunch casually under an arbor.
The mother helps
her son drink from a pewter beaker which she has just refilled from a large
flagon. No other drinking vessels are present. As a specialized form
("loving cups"), English brown stoneware potters continued to throw twohandled cups until at least the middle of the nineteenth century. See Adrian
Oswald and R.G. Hughes, "Nottingham and Derbyshire Stonewares," English Ceramic
Circle Transactions, vol. 9, part 2 (1974), plates 98-100.
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3) Many of the vessels were specifically designed to facilitate sharing.
Despite the ambiguity of the most common terms, a third of the vessels were
described with enough precision, as dram cups, beer bowls, and a caudle cup,
for us to assume that a majority had two handles.
These shared vessels were relics of a medieval European economy of
scarcity, when not just cups, but architectural space, tools, draft animals,
and land were shared intensively. While the pressure of scarcity was
initially economic and political, its ultimate result was to create cultures
with distinctly corporate characteristics. 30
In seventeenth-century Maryland, these corporate habits eroded rapidly.
Unlike New Englanders, Ma~yland's frontiersmen never farmed the land communally.
Tobacco planters were cash-crop entrepreneurs, but perhaps old corporate ways
remained in the readiness of small planters to form mateships and in the
apparent willingness of many former indentured servants to remain as sharecroppers within the households of their former masters. Certainly, at least
in dining habits, an enormous gulf separated the shared drinking pot from the
individualized tea and dining services of the eighteenth century.
This is only the imposition of meaning on isolated fragments of data~ How
could we convert these small questions and answers into problems large enough
to reveal something worth knowing about the workings of culture? The first
requirement is larger questions, and among them might be: What is the relationship between the core areas of culture--ideology, family structure, socioeconomic structure, etc.--and consumer goods?3I When--especia-1y for the
working fold--do household objects become less technological means than social
ends?3~ Is this change a result of economic forces (a rising standard of living
and a better distribution system 33 ), or is it related to ideology and social
structure? What were the effects of the 35 year depression in the tobacco
industry, l680-l7l5?~ Did the standard of living decline, and was this related
30 A classic statement is C.S. and C.S. Orwin, The Open Fields (3rd ed.;
Oxford: Oxford University, 1967), especially Chapter 10.
31 One hundred years separated the publication of a symmetrical code of
conduct for the English gentry and the widespread appearance in the Chesapeake
of symmetrical elite architecture. This culture lag is suggested by comparison
of Henry Peacham's The Complete Gentleman with the correspondence of William
Fitzhugh and the architecture recorded by Waterman. Henry Peacham, The Complete
Gentleman (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1962); William Fitzhugh, William
Fitzhugh and His Chesapeake World, 1676-1701, ed. by Richard Beale Davis (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina, 1963); Thomas Tileston Waterman, The Mansions
of Virginia, 1706-1776 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1946).
3 2 Lewis R. Binford, "Archaeology as Anthropology," in An Archaeological
Perspective (New York: Seminar Press, 1972), pp. 23-25.
33 Lois Green Carr, "'The Metropolis of Maryland': A Comment on Town
Development Along the Tobacco Coast," Maryland Historical Magazine, vol. 69,
no. 2 (Summer, 1974), 139-145; Carr, "The St. Mary's Town Land Community," in
Ceramics in America, p. 81.
~ Russell R. Menard, "Economy and Society in Early Colonial Maryland,"
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Iowa, 1974), Chapter 6.
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to late seventeenth-century political instability?35
Answers to these questions will not emerge from scrubbing sherds, but
these are object-related questions that evidence from the earth can help
answer. Trash pits do provide information about diet and consumer goods not
found in inventories. Foundations and surviving structures retain evidence
of style (and thus acculturation and style diffusion) not found in valuations
and tax lists. Well preserved skeletal materials might explain the findings
of demographers. 36 But alone, these materials are inadequate. Answering the
questions above will require mastery of extensive information on material
culture and complete familiarity with the research of social and economic
historians.
Economic reconstruction (from probate records) can reveal what surpluses
were available above the requirements of subsistence. Analysis (again of
probate records) can show how these surpluses were invested (additional
capital-producing goods, silver, clothing, and furniture were far more
important status symbols than ceramics). Port books and merchants' accounts
record available imports. Economic and style curves can be plotted against
ideology, social structure, and political and religious tension. 37 Such
multivariate analysis will not be simple, but only thus will we make an
appreciable contribution to Euro-American ethnography--or understand our
excavated material.

35 Wilcomb E. Washburn, The Governor and the Rebel: A History of Bacon's
Rebellion in Virginia (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1957), 31-39;
Edmund S. Morgan, American Slavery, American Freedom: The Ordeal of Colonial
Virginia (New York: Norton, 1975), pp. 213-270; Lois Green Carr and Russell
R. Menard, "Immigration and Opportunity: Servants and Freedmen in Early Colonial
Maryland," The Seventeenth-Century Chesapeake, Essays delivered at the 32nd
Conference in American History, College Park, Maryland, November 1-2, 1974
(mimeograph), 293-331; Lois Green Carr and David William Jordan, Maryland's
Revolution of Government: 1689-1692 (Ithaca, N. Y.: Cornell, 1974), Chapter 6.
36 Lorena S. Walsh and Russell R. Menard, "Death in the Chesapeake: Two
Life Tables for Men in Early Colonial Maryland," Maryland Historical Magazine,
vol. 69, no. 2 (Summer, 1974), 211-227).
37 John C. Rainbolt, "The Alteration in the Relationship between Leadership and Constituents in Virginia, 1660-1720," William and Mary Quarterly,
3rd Series, vol. 27, no. 3 (July, 1970), 411-434; Rhys Issac, "Evangelical
Revolt: The Nature of the Baptists' Challenge to the Traditional Order in
Virginia, 1765-1775," Ibid., 3rd Series, vol. 31, no. 3 (July, 1974), 345-368.
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THE USES OF INVENTORIES:

A WARNING

Lois Green Carr
What are the use of inventories to historical archaeologists? One,
to document life on a particular site, and two, to place occupants of a
site into a context. Here the interests of the archaeologist and the social
historian converge. The questions are: To what economic and social groups
do these people belong? What proportion of the whole population belongs to
these groups? What cultural characteristics do these groups have, how do
they interact with other groups, and how does the site illuminate this
question?
What changes over time can be observed in the size and character
and interaction of social groups?
I will try to discuss here how the St. Mary's City Commission has
used probate inventories and accounts to help answer such questions for
southern Maryland in the last half of the seventeenth century.l The inventories for this area list no land or improvements, which could not easily
be concealed, but they show in informative detail a man's property, from his
cows and hoes or pot and pans to his yard goods for sale or his credits due
from debtors. The administration accounts which accompany many of these
inventories indicate the debts he owed and the final balance of his estate
after these debts were paid.
What indicators do inventories and accounts supply that identify
social groups?
There were some groups whose members were not wea1thholders but
constituted a form of wealth for others and consequently were listed and
valued: slaves and indentured servants. Inventories allow study of the
kinds of households in which slaves and servants lived, and tell something
about how these laborers were housed and fed. In addition there is demographic information about servants and slaves. Slaves often were listed
by sex and age, making it possible to learn more about age and sex structure
of the slave than of the free population in this particular area. It is
even possible to reconstruct the development of slave family life from information taken from inventories. Bound servants were usually listed by sex
and term of service. Probably from 70 to 85% of immigrants to the Chesapeake
in the seventeenth century came as servants. 2 Inventories thus give some
clues to changes in the sex ratios not only of servants but of immigrants
generally. Across all social groups that were forming in the Chesapeake
this is essential information, since the sex ratio affected opportunity to
marry and form a family, surely one of the most basic of human experiences.
Slaves and servants were nonwealthholding groups identifiable in
inventories. Among wealthholders, some were householders and others were
inmates in the household of another. The contents of a man's inventory
indicate whether or not he was a householder. This social distinction was
critical among freemen in the colonial Chesapeake. To be a "housekeeper"
was to be a master of a family, leader of the basic social unit. This gave
even the poorest tenant farmer status that nonhouseholders did not have,
unless they were professionals or merchants or sons of landowners. These
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must, of course, be distinguished. Occupations of professionals or merchants
can often be determined from inventories. Status as a son usually must be
found through further research, but often is in accompanying probate records.
Most obviously, the amounts and kinds of wealth shown in inventories
help to identify social groups. Clusters of eS.tates at various levels of
wealth may form natural groups with distinctive compositions of investment.
If such clusters are not to be found, there may be threshQlds of wealth
at which particular kinds of assets--land or labor, for example--are likely
to appear. These thresholds help to define economic and social groups.
The addition then of biographical information about social origin, kinship
connections, and political office to the wealth profile of each decedent
permits examination of the relationships between wealth, lifestyle, and
various kinds of power.
But before the scholar can pursue such analysis very far there are a
number of technical problems which he must face. To study change across
time is tricky.
First, inflation or deflation of money values must be accounted for
to ensure, for example, that ~50 total estate value in 1760 represents the
same amount of goods as it would have in 1660. Making the necessary
adjustments requires taking annual prices of the most important kinds of
goods that appear in inventories and measuring changes in these prices-and hence in the purchasing power of money--against a base year or period
of years. If one is lucky, an economic historian has already performed
this analysis for the area and period of concern.
Secondly, changes may have occurred in the kinds of people whose
inventories are recorded. Not every man's estate went through probate if
everyone concerned wished to avoid the trouble and fees. Probate was a
service that ensured that the rights of heirs or creditors would be protected.
Any heir or creditor could insist on probate procedures but the court
usually did not insist unless an interested party requested administration. 3
In studying inventories, one might find a major change in the distribution
of wealth among probated decedents; but the change might have no connection
with a change in distribution of wealth among all decedents. There may have
been only an increase or decrease in the proportion of estates put through
probate in a particular group. If tenant farmers, for example, began to be
reported less frequently in comparison to landowners, there would appear to
be an increase in the number of richer men, but the increase would be
illusory.
One way to test for a change in reporting rates is to compare the
numbers of adult men in the whole population across the period of study with
the number of inventories recorded. Note, I say men. Few inventories
belonged to.women before their legal status improved. By that time census
and tax records are better sources for such studies. If the relationship
between the population of adult males and inventories recorded does not
change, the chances are good that there has been no change in the reporting
rate of inventories for any particular group. In the absence of a population
census we allowed the numbers of taxables to stand for the adult male
population, although servants and slaves were included. The relationship
between the number of inventories reported and the number of taxables was
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reasonably constant, suggesting that no change took place across the period
in the reporting of any group.
Third, it is necessary to account for any changes in mortality that
cause changes in patterns of wealth as seen in inventories. If men start
living longer, for example, they will have had more time to accumulate
property and wealth, but there may be no change in the economy. It is
essential, therefore, to know the approximate age of as many inventoried
decedents as possible, information which usually must be found by researching
beyond the inventory. One can then test for the effects of changes in the
pattern of mortality on the pattern of inventoried wealth. We did this by
comparing mean wealth across the period with a mean weighted for age. The
results showed that there was no change in mortality patterns across the
period studied.
Once the scholar has accounted for these various possible biases in
the data, he can study change across time among groups in the inventoried
population. But if he is to project this information to the living population,
there remains a final hurdle: to determine the size of the groups among
the living. First, he must discover who among the dead, and how many, die
unrepresented in the inventories. Burial lists and tax lists offer the best
opportunities, but their quality must be good. Furthermore, men must be
tracked down who disappear from the tax lists without appearing in the
probate records. Some may have died unreported, but others may have migrated
from the area.
Second, it is necessary to deal with the difference between the age
structures of the living and the dead. Inventories show the assets a man
has acquired by the end of his career. As men grow older, they are not only
likely to be richer than younger men but they are also more likely to die.
Hence, there are more rich men among the dead than among the living. Making
the necessary adjustments requires at least a rough idea of the age structure
of the living population. Often this is impossible to discover. Sometimes
an age-specific census exists for a particular date. If an age specific
mortality table is available, changes in the age structure before and after
the time of the census can then be estimated, provided the population is not
transient. Social historians, with great protesting of gears and spinning
of wheels, are learning demographic skills necessary to handle their data
properly.q
We were able to construct age-specific mortality tables both for
immigrants and native born,S but in the absence of a census or even a tithable
list we were not able to establish the age structure of the living population,
nor are we sure that all groups were fully reported. Nevertheless, on the
whole we were lucky. The various tests gave good grounds to believe that
no adjustment was needed for varying values of money, for changes in reporting rates of various groups, or for shifts in mortality patterns. Even
though the size of the groups in the living population remains unknown, much
has been learned about what groups there were and haw they developed.
I have time to say only a little about the findings. 6 First, natural
clusters of wealth did not appear, a fact in itself suggestive of the fluid
nature of seventeenth century social structure. What did appear was thresholds of wealth at which estates were likely to include particular kinds of
assets.
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Among wealthholders--i.e., people not slaves or servants--the first
social division was between householders and inmates. Eighty percent of
the decedents were householders and the threshDld for household formation
was astonishingly low. Men with only ~7 of moveable assets were more likely
than not to be householders, yet median wealth was about ~50 across the
whole period. Status as inmate must have been a stage in the careers of
most seventeenth century immigrants, since most of them came as servants,
but it was clearly only a stage. Of those who died as inmates, the majority
had been freemen less than ten years. Evidently most ex-servants left
inmate status within ten years of freedom by 1) dying, 2) forming a household,
or 3) leaving for another area.
Among householders, ownership of land was the next stratifying element.
Men owned land at very low levels of personal wealth and there was no clear
threshhold. But across time, the level at which a man might still be a
tenant rose. In the 1660's and 1670's most men who were tenants were worth
less than ~30 in personalty. By the early 1700's many tenants had personal
assets valued at ~40 or even ~50. Nevertheless, tenancy was also a stage.
A man old enough to die with a child of age was almost always a land owner.
The next division rested on ownership of bound labor. Tobacco was
the commercial crop and it demanded a lot of labor. The fastest way for a
man to improve his economic position was to add to his labor force. In
southern Maryland during the 1660's and 1670's more than half the inventoried
planters worth ~40 more
in moveable property had servants and the
majority of servants were listed in inventories worth less than ~200. By
the 1690's less than twenty percent of this group had a servant and the
majority of servants were found in inventories worth ~700 or more. Social
distance between master and servants clearly was increasing, and opportunity
for poor men to accumulate wealth was diminishing.
As slaves began to increase in numbers, this distance between men who
could own labor and those who could not grew greater yet. A slave was a
large capital investment made for a long-term return, and few men with less
than ~lOO--twice the median--owned a slave in the seventeenth century. By
the 1690's slaves outnumbered servants in the inventories, although few men
yet had large numbers of slaves. I need not add that this transformation
of the labor system in the Chesapeake was one of the critical social events
of American history.
The richest men in this society were planter merchants, who have been
well described by others. 8 So far, the Commission's efforts have concentrated
near the bottom: on slaves, servants, freedmen, and tenant farmers.
In closing, let me join Professor Deetz in urging that historical
archaeologists, anthropologists, folklorists, and social historians have a
common end, the study of human behavior. Each needs the others and only
cooperation of all can lead to an understanding of the human experience.
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IT'S IN THE CAN
Michael McCarthy
Crumpled, rusting tin cans pose a perplexing problem to historical
archaeologists. Some of these cans obviously contained foodstuffs. But
by the time the archaeologist arrives, both the contents and the labels
describing the foodstuffs in the cans are long gone, leaving the archaeologist to ponder the metallic remains. Usually the archaeologist shakes
his head and merely counts the cans, ignoring the subsistence-related
function of these artifacts. Foods in tiy cans do constitute a significant
portion of all foods consumed in the U.S. and for any inference on the
subsistence base of a site which includes tin cans to be tested, the variable
of nutritive content contained inside those cans must be controlled.
Nevertheless, a technique for approximating nutritive content of
foods in tin cans recovered from archaeological sites has not been developed.
As a result, few inferences concerning the subsistence base of postindustrial
historical sites have been adequately tested. This paper proposes a method
for producing reasonable approximations of those values. The proposed
method is based upon a Monte Carlo simulation using probabilities calculated
from the national distribution of foodstuffs in standard can sizes. The
application of the Monte Carlo simulation proposed here consists of a two
step process: 1) the contents of individual cans in a population are
simulated by utilizing probabilities calculated from national statistics,
in repeated iterations and 2) total nutritive values for each simulation
run are calculated. The end result of the Monte Carlo simulation is a
range of nutritive values for the probable contents of the cans. This range
represents probable deviation of nutritive values for a local tin can
population which may be expected from the distribution of foods in standard
can sizes throughout the nation. This technique will be presented, tested,
and applied to historical data in the body of this paper.
Introduction to the Strategy of the Monte Carlo Simulation
The MOnte Carlo technique simulates the unknown distribution of a
population by utilizing probabilities determined from the makeup of a
known analogous population. But these probabilities are not imposed on
the population with an unknown distribution deterministically. Rather,
in a Monte Carlo simulation the unknown makeup of the population is simulated by coupling the probabilities of occurrence for subclasses of a known
analogous population with a stochastic element. This stochastic element
is the important factor in a Monte Carlo simulation. It allows the population with an unknown distribution to deviate from the known population's
distribution within limits set by probabilities determined from that known
analogous population. Thus, a Monte Carlo simulation is more realistic
than a strictly deterministic simulation.
lThe 1939 Agricultural Census states that 39% of all vegetables
raised in the U.s. were distributed in canned food.
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Implementation of a MOnte Carlo simulation for producing summary
numerical values for a population with an unknown distribution follows
these steps:
1)

Percentages of occurrence of subclasses in the known population
are calculated. These percentages then are to be recognized as
probabilities for the occurrence of subclasses in the known
popUlation.

2)

A matrix is constructed by giving numerical values to the
probabilities for the subclasses.
a.

If a population had four subclasses of equal size, then the
matrix for the simulation of that population would be:
Matrix Values

Subclass
#1
#2
#3
#4

b.

1
26
51
76

-

25
50
75
100

The exact numbers assigned to each class are arbitrarily
chosen--but the proportions are of course not arbitrary.
They are calculated from the distribution of individuals
of the known population into its subclasses.

3)

Each individual of the unknown population receives a randomly
generated number (1 - 100). This is the stochastic element of
the simulation.

4)

The individual is given its simulated subclass identity by
matching its assigned random number to the class containing that
number in the Monte Carlo matrix.

5)

If numerical values (be they weight, height, nutritive value, or
whatever) for the classes are known, then a summary nutritive
value for the simulated population may be calculated by multiplying the number of individuals simulated in each class by the
numerical value of that class and adding the subclass totals.

6)

Many iterations of the simulation must be conducted, until it
has been determined that a reasonable amount of the variability
inherent in the Monte Carlo technique has been accounted for.
A stabilization of the decrease noted in coefficients of
variation as the number of runs increases, indicates optimal
sample size. The coefficients of variation are calculated from
the summary numerical value of a run and the summary values from
all preceding runs.

7)

The end result is a sample range of numerical values which are
representative of the population of all possible simulated
numerical values.
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Why use this elaborate simulation technique? Wouldn't a deterministic use of probabilities calculated from the known population achieve
acceptable results with less calculation? The answer to these questions
is no. The Monte Carlo simulation is more useful than a directly correlative
technique because of the inherent chance element the simulation possesses.
This stochastic element allows the unknown population's distribution to
vary from the known population's distribution.
In the case of the simulation of nutritive value in tin cans, this
stochastic characteristic of the Monte Carlo simulation is theoretically
advantageous. The data base for this proposed application of the simulation
must be noted. Local nutritive values are being simulated based upon
probabilities determined from national statistics of foods in standard can
sizes. It is highly unrealistic to expect the local nutritive value of
contents in a distribution of tin cans to correlate exactly with the
national distribution. A range of nutritive values, reflecting probable
deviation from the national distribution, more realistically approximates
the nutritive value of a local population than does a single point estimate
based on deterministically imposed national figures.
Use of Monte Carlo Simulation upon a Hypothetical Distribution
A concrete example may help to demonstrate the MOnte Carlo technique.
Let us hypothesize that we want to simulate the nutritive value that could
be gained from a machine which randomly spewed forth items from three
classes of mega-foods, so that we known how many people we could provide
adequate nutrition for. Let's further assume that we know the frequencies
of the three foods with which the machine was stocked and also realize
that we only have enough coins to buy ten individual items from the machine
(in this example the known frequencies are: mega-corn 50%; mega-spinach 20%;
and mega-beans 30%). How would we calculate the nutritive value to be
expected from the ten items which we are to receive from the machine?
The first step is to construct a simulation matrix from the frequencies
of the three classes of items. This may be accomplished by translating
the percentages to a numerical scale of 1-100. In this case the matrix is:
Class

Matrix Values

#1 Mega-corn
#2 Mega-spinach
#3 Mega-beans

1 - 50
51 - 70
71 - 100

Since it is desired to simulate the distribution of a population with ten
members (remember, that is all the money we have), ten random numbers are
generated and matched to values in the matrix. This can be done by
utilizing a table of random units (as was done in all the simulations in
this paper). Each random unit represents an individual item of food and
by matching this numerical identity with the values of the matrix, the
probable type of food is thus assigned to the individual. The random units
of one run might be: 83, 49, 84, 6, 52, 76, 61, 67, 18, and 43. Matching
these units with the values given in the matrix for the three subclasses,
the following distribution results:
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Class

Number of Individuals

Random Units Involved
43, 49, 18, 6
52, 67, 61
76, 84, 83

4

III
112
113

3

3

With the hypothetical population now simulated into subclasses, the
next step is to calculate nutritive values of those distributions. Let
us say that mega-corn (class 1) yields 1.0 man-days of energy, mega-spinach
(class 2) yields 1.5 man-days, and mega-beans (class 3) yields 1.7. To
arrive at a summary number of man-days of energy for the entire run, these
nutritive values for the foods are multiplied by the number of individuals
allocated to each class in a simulation run, and the class totals are
then added together to achieve the total summary value for the simulation
run. This procedure should be carried out in separate repeated runs,
obtaining independent simulated distributions. For ten runs these values
are:
Run

Value

Run

Value

Run

Value

Run

Value

III
112
113

10.6
13.9
12.1

114
115
116

11.4
10.5
11.8

117
1/8
119

11.1
10.6
9.3

1110

10.3

Thus we could expect to "fuel" a minimum of 9.3 people and a maximum of
13.9 for a day, with food from 10 items of the machine.
How representative is this sample of runs to the population of all
possible groups of ten foods? Evaluation of the coefficient of variation
produced between the summary numerical values for each run and preceding
runs answers this question. The formula for the coefficient of variation
is given by Szulc (1965: 220) as:
Vx

2

0
=-u

This coefficient is used to allow the variances calculated for the deviation
of summary values for each set of a run and all preceding runs, to be
comparable units. If the coefficient of variation for each run and its
antecedent runs were plotted against the number of runs, the point where
the resulting curve levels off would indicate optimal sample size (Dr.
Ted Downing, personal communication). In the case of the hypothetical
population, ten runs are deemed sufficient. It must be again emphasized
that mUltiple runs of a simulation are needed to gain a representative
sample of the probable summary values that could be simulated for an
unknown population.
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National Tin Can Distribution Parameters
Obviously, for the MOnte Carlo simulation to be of utility for the
simulation of nutritive values for the tin cans present at a site, the
frequency with which foods are "stocked" in some larger "machine" must be
known. The assemblage of cans at the site is thus considered analogous
to the food items which were spewed out of the dispensing machine in the
hypothetical case discussed above. The frequencies of the food stocked
in the machine are analogous to the distribution of foods in tin cans in
the nation.
The Census of Manufacturers and the National Canners Association
Pack Statistics contain lists of how many cans of a specified foodstuff
were produced in each standard can size during a specified time span.
From this data the frequency of foods in standard can sizes produced in
the nation for a given year may be calculated. These frequencies may
then be translated into Monte Carlo matrices. However, there is a
temporal limitation to this data. Data on soups in standard can sizes
is not available after 1958. Furthermore, no data on foods in cans is
available before 1904. But within these limitations the frequency of
foods in cans which are packed into the "national dispensing machine"
may be calculated.
A separate matrix is calculated for each standard can size utilizing
data given in the national statistics. Matrices may be constructed using
percentage of occurrence of items in the national distribution of standard
can sizes, for: 1) fruits, vegetables, and juices, and 2) subpopulations
of foods for each of the three classes. Each standard can size thus has
two matrices. The first matrix allocates cans to gross food categories
(i.e., fruit, vegetable, or meat). The second matrix allocates cans to
specific foods (i.e., beans, tomatoes, pineapple, etc.). Two matrices for
each standard can size are appropriate, as use of one matrix alone would
restrict the variability of possible contents too drastically.
Nutritive values for the various subclasses of the standard can
sizes are then calculated. The average weight of each foodstuff per
standard can size is available from the Census of Manufactures and Creuss
(1948). Figures can also be obtained for the protein and caloric values
of each foodstuff. Locke (1916), Bridges (1935), and Creuss (1948),
report this information. With this data, nutritive value for each food
type by standard can size may be computed. Often more than one nutritive
value for a foodstuff was given in a source, due to testing of different
competitor's brands. In such cases an intermediate value was used.
With the nutritive value and frequency of cans that rollout of
the "national dispensing machine" accounted for, there remains to be
calculated the number of items which we desire to take from the stock of
the machine. The archaeological data provides these numbers.
The cans collected from a site give the parameter of the population
whose distribution is to be simulated. The initial step for processing
the archaeological data is to assign standard can sizes to the artifacts.
Data necessary for computing measurements into standard can sizes may be
found in Creuss (1948), Bridges (1935), Cameron (1950), and both the
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Census of Manufacturers and the National Canners Association Pack Statistics
in each year of their publication.
Summary nutritive values are then calculated, utilizing the simulation
method described above. The raw protein and caloric values obtained in a
simulation are then divided by the minimum daily requirements for calories
and proteins. The minimum daily requirement for an active male for protein
is 70 gm. per day, while the minimum daily requirement for calories is
3000
(National Research Council 1943). Dividing the raw nutritive
values computed for each run by these minimum daily values produces caloric
and protein man-day totals for the simulated tin can population. These
man-day values represent the maximum number of days a man could subsist
using only the foods contained inside the tin cans.
Finally, multiple runs of the local population are conducted until
a representative sample of the population of all simulation nutritive
values possible is achieved. This sample is determined by the coefficients
of variation. The end product is a range of nutritive man-day totals
which reflects the variability probable when the distribution of a local
population of tin cans is simulated from statistics on the national
distribution of foods.
Test of the Method
The assumption that national figures can accurately reflect local
distributions and that a reasonably close approximation of the nutritive
value once held in now empty cans can be generated is central to the use of
the Monte Carlo Simulation. To strengthen these assertions, a test was
constructed utilizing cans of known content, obtained by the Garbage Project.
The Garbage Project, headed by Dr. William Rathje, is an ongoing study of
the refuse produced by the inhabitants of Tucson, Arizona. Items discarded
by Tucson residents in 19 specified census tracts have been analyzed by
students at the University of Arizona since 1973. For details of the
Project's implementation see Rathje and McCarthy (in press, 1977).
The sampling units for the methodological test came from the cans
recorded by the Project from 19 census tracts which form Data Basel.
Due to the small size of the can sample, data from each year of the project
collected in each census tract had to be combined. Nineteen units, each
representing the cans recorded by the Garbage Project as Data Base I in
a specified census tract during the entirety of the project, formed the
data units for the test.
Certain problems forced the use of only a portion of the canned
food data recorded by the project. The first problem concerns the recording
process of the project. All data recorded by the Garbage Project personnel
came directly from labels on the cans. Exact content was thus ensured.
However, this procedure presented some problems in assigning standard can
sizes to cans, as only weight, not size of can, was recorded. The National
Canners Association (1950) gives the average weight for various foodstuffs
in standard can sizes. Only four standard can sizes (numbers 8z, 300, 2
and 2 1/2) can be identified by the weight of their contents. Thus the
test had to be conducted using only these four standard can sizes.
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The second problem has been previously noted. After 1958 the
National Canners Association does not provide statistics on the content of
soups in standard sizes. The methodological test was therefore constructed
by simulating the contents of standard can sizes recorded by the Garbage
Project which could be discerned by weight and which contained only fruits,
juices or vegetables.
The most recent statstics of the national distribution of canned
food (1968-70) were utilized to construct the Monte Carlo matrices (Tables
I-IV). Totals for beans in the matrix were obtained from the specialties
section of the bulletin. Protein and calorie man-day totals for the
known and the simulated runs (Tables VII-VIII) of the census tracts
were computed utilizing the nutritive values calculated for each can type
(Tables V and VI).
The simulated calorie man-day values display an amazingly accurate
recreation of the known caloric values. The familiar Chi-square test was
utilized to determine significance of deviation between the known and the
simulated nutritive values. The Chi-square formula is:

~ (Observed - Expected)2
~

Expected

The expected values here are the actual known nutritive values and the
observed values are the simulated totals. Because the numerical values
of the calorie man-day totals for each census tract were too small for
the test to be conducted, caloric totals for all the census tracts had to
be lumped together to test for statistical significance (Table VIII). The
combination of all census tracts by simulation run produces more stringent
parameters for the test, than would a test of the smaller totaled census
tracts (this is especially true of protein man-day results). All ten
calorie man-day simulations estimated the known contents of the cans within
the .40 level of significance. These Chi-square results indicate an
amazingly accurate simulation of known calorie man-day values of cans in
the Garbage Data Base I records.
The protein man-day totals (Table VII) do not come out as neatly
as the calorie man-day ones. There are several ways to analyze the data
and it appears that a correction factor of 29% is needed to account for
the underestimation of protein man-day values which the simulation produces.
The simulated protein man-day totals miserably fail the most exacting
Chi-square test. This test compares the deviance between the known protein
man-day totals for all tracts and the totals obtained for that sample
through simulations. When the known value is used as the expected, the
results show the simulated values to be deviant statistically, from the
known values. Thus when the largest possible units for the test are used,
the simulated values significantly underestimate the known protein man-day
totals.
Another way to view the results is to test for deviation between
simulated and known values on the level of census tracts. Of the 19 census
tracts, 14 have actual protein man-day values which are large enough for
the Chi-square test to be run (Table VII). Altogether 128 of 140 simulated
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protein man-day values were close to the actual values; only 12 values were
significantly deviant from the actual values of the known samples at the
.05 level. Do the successful simulations constitute a large enough number
that confidence may be placed upon the results of the protein man-day simulation?
An application of the sign test will answer this question.
The sign
test, a nonparametric test based upon the binomial distribution, is utilized
to determine the significance level of the distribution of a population
which is composed of two classes of individuals. The population of results
from the protein man-day Chi-square test may be divided into two classes:
"successful" results and "deviant" ones. For confidence to be placed on
the "successes," their value should exceed the critical value set by the
.05 level of significance. In distributions whose population numbers exceed
90, approximate critical values for the sign test may be found by taking
the nearest integer less than that calculated by the formula: (n-l)/2 -k~
where k equals 1.2879 for the 1% value (Beyer 1968: 398). At the .01 level
of significance for a population of 140 this value is 86. Since the observed
number of "successful" Chi-square values is much higher than this (128), it
is relatively safe to utilize the approximations of protein man-day content
provided by the simulation.

While at the above sampling level it does appear that the simulated
values are probabi1istically within the same population as the known
values, a glance at the actual and simulated totals (Table VII) obviously
shows that the simulation consistently underestimates the known values.
An estimate of the degree of this underestimation was undertaken. The mean
underestimation for 10 simulations of each of the 19 census tracts was 29%.
It is suggested that this correction value be utilized with the protein
man-day simulations.
While less confidence can be placed in the protein man-day values
than on the caloric ones, reasonable approximations of actual nutritive
values can be achieved for calorie man-day totals by using the MOnte Carlo
technique and for protein man-day values when the correction factor is
utilized. The assumption that the nutritive values of local can populations
may be accurately simulated by utilizing probabilities calculated from the
national distribution of foods in standard can sizes is justified.
Application to Historical Archaeological Data
The general strategy of the Monte Carlo technique described above
may be utilized to simulate nutritive content of cans from an archaeological
site. However, data irregularities force some unique tactical implementations
of the general strategy. A description of the manner by which these tactics
were applied to the collection from the Jackrabbit Mine follows. First,
however, a summary description of the site and the artifacts should help
to flesh out the bones of the discussion to follow.
The Jackrabbit Mine site (Az. AA:5:l6(ASM» was a turn-of-the-century
Anglo mining c~p. The mine, located in the northeast corner of the Papago
Indian Reservat~on, Arizona, was exploited from 1875-1911. Originally
worked for silver, the mine sported a shaft 200 feet deep in 1902. In that
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year the miners struck water, and only intermittent work was carried out
on the mine until its abandonment in 1911 (Reynolds, et al., 1974). While
the historical record of the mine has been imperfectly explored, it is
apparent that all the miners lived at the site during its occupation (Sarah
Bartlett, e.c., personal communication).
Under contract by the National Park Service, archaeological investigations were undertaken in 1974 by the Cultural Resource Management Section
of the Arizona State Museum. In all, 15 separate activity loci were
identified and studied at the site. These areas were classified into three
different activity types by artifactual content: mining and processing
areas; habitation areas; and trash deposition areas (Reynolds, et al., 1974).
The previously discussed simulation technique was applied to the-collection
from Locus 15, one of three loci classified as trash deposition areas.
The collection of Locus 15 is thought to be representative of the content
in the other trash areas, as all are of the same approximate size and of
comparable density.
Locus 15 consisted of a trash scatter approximately 20 feet square
in area. It was probably the last trash area used on the site and dates
circa 1906-1911. Artifactual materials date post 1905 and a 1909 calendar
made of china was found there, which helps pinpoint the locus' use life.
The locus was deposited on flat terrain and appeared to be little disturbed.
No depth was noted in the scatter.
The trash area was gridded off into 2 X 2 ft. squares with the
boundaries arbitrarily defined by the heaviest concentration. A 33%
systematic sample was mapped and collected, with the original square to
be sampled selected by reference to a table of random numbers. The
remainder of the sample squares were located by counting from that first
square at a distance of every third square.
All of the relevant artifacts in the sample (96) were hole-in-cap
tin cans. This can was first produced in the 1820's and continued to be
manufactured until approximately 1925. The body of the can was formed
around a cylinder and the seam was soldered. Then separate pieces for
the top and bottom were cut and soldered to the body. A hole was left
in the top of the container through which the food was forced. Then a
cap was soldered over the hole. A small vent left in the top to allow
the gases created in the heating to escape was then filled by a drop of
solder, and the job was complete (Fontana and Greenleaf 1962).
Allocation of Standard Can Sizes to Cans Collected at Jaakrabbit
The initial step in analyzing an artifact collection of cans is to
classify them into types based on dimensions for standard can sizes. As
previously noted, numerous publications are available which report dimensions
of standard can sizes. For the Jackrabbit collection, standard can sizes
were allocated to cans by allowing a tolerance of plus or minus 1/8" to
each dimension for the discrepancy that bending and crushing caused in the
cans. All cans in the collection were ascribed to 11 standard can sizes.
These sizes are: numbers 1/2, 1/4, 3/4, 1, 1 flat, 1 salmon, 2, 2 1/2,
3, 8, and 300. One group of cans aggregated around a size which would not
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fit any standard can, yet. could be utilized by a special tactical device.
Table IX displays the dimensions, sample sizes and inferred population
size of the various standard can types collected from Locus 15.
Tactics
A discussion of the application of the Monte Carlo strategy to a
specific can collection in time and space is critical for the nature of
the data published in the Census of Manufacturers and the National Canners
Pack Statistics varies through time. Often selective tactics must be
employed to simulate nutritive values of a specified standard can size.
These tactics are required because of data discrepancies between the
national statistics and the make-up of the local can distribution.
The 1914 Census of Manufacturers statistics were used to form the
matrices of the standard cans to be simulated from the Jackrabbit data.
These 1914 data were selected due to their relatively close time-proximity
to the use of the cans at Jackrabbit Mine, as well as their comprehensive
nature. 2 Due to shortcomings in the 1914 data for foods in standard cap
sizes in the nation, six different tactics were employed to simulate
nutritive value of the collection at Jackrabbit. These are:
Tactic 1.

For five standard can sizes the 1914 Census of Manufacturers records only one foodstuff per standard can size.
Thus for these cans in the sample at Jackrabbit, no
simulation was run--they were allocated directly to
that content described in the census. These standard
can sizes were numbers 1/2, 1/4, 3/4, 1 flat, and 1
salmon.

Tactic 2.

The 1914 Census gives enough information for the general
Monte Carlo method to be employed in the case of four
types. These standard can sizes were numbers 1, 2,
2 1/2, and 3.

Tactic 3.

This tactic was applied to those cans which fell into
standard can size #1. If individual cans were allocated
to fruits or vegetables in the run through the first matrix,
then the general Monte Carlo method was utilized. However,
if individuals were allocated to oyster, shrimp, salmon
or soup, the national statistics could not differentiate
between any lower subclasses which may (in the case of
soup) have been present. A nutritive value for the entire
subgroup was therefore used to calculate totals for such
cans. For soups an average of the values given by Locke
(1916) was calculated and given to those cans simulated
to be soups.

2

The 1914 Census of Manufacturer statistics gives statistics on
soups. The earlier 1909 statistics, which are closer chronologically to
the time when the inhabitants of Jackrabbit Mine utilized Locus 15, do not
give this critical data. Hence, the 1914 statistics were used.
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Tactic 4.

The size #8 class of standard cans does not appear in
the 1914 source. However, Creuss (1948) describes this
class as containing fruits. Thus, the matrix for standard
size #8 was calculated by utilizing the totals given by
the 1914 Census of Manufacturers for all fruits distributed
in all cans in 1914.

Tactic 5.

One other standard can size found in the Jackrabbit collection also was not mentioned in the 1914 source. This
type, standard can size #300, contained juice (Creuss
1948). However, the 1914 source does not publish data
on proportions of different juice varieties. A tactic
similar to that arrived at for #1 soups was therefore
implemented. The nutritive content of the juices found
in the charts published by Locke (1916) was averaged,
and this figure was applied to all the #300 cans in
the sample.

Tactic 6.

The final tactic was formulated to account for the class
of cans which did not fit any standard size. These cans
were impressed with the trade name Ortega. In the 1914
Census of Manufacturers there is a category for a number
of foodstuffs contained in "special" sized cans. These
figures were used to construct a matrix for the simulation
of the Ortega cans, and their contents were allocated
utilizing the previously described simulation technique.
The Ortega company is extant today and still utilizes the
same can. A 7 oz. weight was given on the label for
chili-peppers inside a can on a grocery shelf and is
deemed a reasonable approximation for the weight of all
foodstuffs contained inside this type of can.

Monte Carlo Simulation to Produce Summary Nutritive Values
Given the above variatIons due to data-specific problems in application, the calculation of nutritive values for a collection of cans follows
the steps of the general simulation previously described. The matrices
calculated from the 1914 Census of Manufacturers are displayed in Tables X
and XI. Nutri.t ive values for the foods by standard can size are shown in
Tables XII and XIII. Table XIV portrays the results of the simulation of
nutritive values for the Jackrabbit collection. Graphs 1 and 2 demonstrate
that for this simulation 20 runs adequately represent the population of all
possible results from simulation runs.
Results
The simulated nutritive values from Locus 15 at Jackrabbit are quite
low; the calorie man-day range is from 32.1 to 36.6, while the corrected
protein-day range is from 99.1 to 109.0. Since Locus 15 is one of only
three trash deposition areas, it is evident (if the Locus is representative
of the other two) that less than one year of daily nutrients required for
one individual would be provided by the foodstuffs contained only in tin
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cans. The inference may be drawn that the subsistence base at Jackrabbit
came largely from sources other than the contents of tin cans. However,
the lack of any quantified data upon the other subsistence component artifacts and on population figures for the site makes any statement of where
the majority of subsistence was gained purely speculative.
Implications
Insight may be gained on the economics of a site by utilizing the
MOnte Carlo technique described above. Large scale utilization of foods
in tin cans would indicate a lack of autonomy in the subsistence base of
those people. If people were self-sufficien~ they would be utilizing only
locally produced items. Tin cans obviously represent items which are
imported into the system and thus are of nonlocal origin. In frontier sites
an examination of local vs. nonlocal resource utilization will help discern
the fundamental economic make-up of such sites. Are the inhabitants gearing
their economy toward producing their own subsistence or toward importing
foods and exploiting some other resource to gain funds for subsistence?
One would expect such sites as ranches and farmsteads to fall into the
former category and such sites as mining and logging camps to fall into
the latter. That is why the implicatio~s of the Jackrabbit Mine tin can
analysis are so interesting--the data does not conform to this intuitive
notion. It is unfortunate that the site data does not allow explicit
hypotheses to be tested, as the information on subsistence components
other than tin cans is not available. The Jackrabbit data was used
primarily as a vehicle to introduce the Monte Carlo method and secondarily
for its intriguing implications.
For the Monte Carlo technique to bear the fullest fruit, data on
the site's population must be available in addition to archaeological
information on all subsistence components. What is envisioned here is a
time line of population size, juxtaposed to the frequencies of local and
nonlocally derived foods which support that population through time. Such
a reconstruction would need data on amounts of nutrition supplied by such
components as beef, hunting, farm goods, canned goods, and packaged items.
Such evidence might be gained by documented field size and yield of farmers;
faunal analysis of domestic animals to infer amount of foods available from
that source; faunal analysis of wild animals to infer their contribution
to the subsistence base; analysis of canned food by the method proposed
here; study of documentary evidence recorded by merchants; and study of
coprolites to gain a handle on foods actually consumed. Through such an
analysis, the autonomy of sites may be inferred and, henc~the basic
economic pattern of its inhabitants exposed.
Conclusion
Use of the Monte Carlo simulation based upon national figures of
foods inside standard cans does achieve satisfactory results in establishing
the nutritive value of those foods. One variable in the subsistence base
of an historic site may now be quantified. By itself this method is of
minimal utility, but combined with other controlled subsistence-related
variables, important questions concerning econimic and dietary factors
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in such sites may be tested. The method presented here is a step toward
filling gaps in the information about the subsistence base of recently
abandoned sites.
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TABLE I

MOnte Carlo Matrix #1
1968-71 Data*IJ

Standard Can Sizes
Food Content
Vegetables

8Z

2

300

1-53*

1-36

1-75

1-37

76-100

38-100

Fruit

54-99

37-62

Juice

100

63-100

2 1/2

*Sequentia11y numbered values assigned for percentage of occurrence of
contents by standard can size. Thus, for the 8 oz. can size, 53% contain
vegetables, 46% contain fruit and 1% contain juice.
*#Nationa1 Canners Association Pack Statistics 1971.
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TABLE II
Monte Carlo Matrix #2--Vegetab1es
1968-70*
Standard Can Sizes

8Z

2

300

Asparagus

1-2

1

1-2

Green Beans

3-14

3-18

Wax Beans

15-16

19-20

Lima Beans

17-18

21

Beets

19-24

22-25

Carrots

25-32

26-27

Sweet Com

33-50

28-46

Mixed Vegetables

51-54

47-49

Peas

55-72

50-63

Potatoes

73-74

64-66

6-11

67

12-16

Food Contents

Pumpkins

2 1/2

1-4

5

Sauerkraut

75-79

68-69

17-26

Spinach

80-81

70-71

27-30

Tomatoes

82-84

2-3

72-82

31-67

Beans

85-100

4-100

83-100

68-100

*National Canners Association Pack Statistics 1971.
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TABLE III
Monte Carlo Matrix #3--Fruit
1968-70*

Standard Can Sizes
Food Contents
Applesauce
Apricots

2

8Z
1-54

1-20

55-58

21-24

Red Cherries
Cranberries

300

2 1/2

1-4

25-26
59-62

27-38
39

Figs
63-74

40-64

Mixed Fruit

75

65

Grapefruit

76

66-72

Peaches

77-88

73-89

19-80

Pears

89-95

90-98

81-92

Pineapples

96-99

Fruit Cocktail

Sweet Cherries

99
100

100

*Nationa1 Canners Association Pack Statistics 1971.
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93-98

1-100

Plums

5-17

99-100
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TABLE IV
MOnte Carlo Matrix #4--Juice
1968-70*

Standard Can Size
Food Contents

8Z

Grapefruit

2
1-29

Grape and Orange

30-32

Orange

33-54

Pineapple

1-100

Tomato

55-72
73-100

*Nationa1 Canners Association Pack Statistics 1971.
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TABLE V
Protein (in gms.) & Calories (K-ca1s)
for standard can sizes--VEGETABLES

Cals.

8Z
Prot.

2
Cals.

Prot.

300
Ca1s. Prot.

2 1/2
Prot.
Ca1s.

Asparagus

42

3

127

9

77

6

145

11

Green Beans

46

3

139

10

84

6

158

11

Wax Beans

194

12

583

38

355

23

663

43

Lima Beans

194

12

583

38

355

23

668

43

Beets

60

1

181

1

110

1

205

2

Carrots

77

2

231

6

141

4

263

7

Corn

241

8

723

23

439

14

822

26

Mixed Vegetables

146

8

438

23

292

14

547

26

Peas

138

6

412

18

250

11

469

21

Potatoes

265

4

795

11

483

7

904

12

Pumpkin

79

238

1

145

271

1

Sauerkraut

51

2

152

7

92

4

173

8

Spinach

54

13

159

38

97

23

181

43

Tomatoes

54

6

163

17

99

11

185

20

318

17

954

51

580

31

1085

58

Beans
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TABLE VI

Protein and Ca1ories--FRUITS

2

8Z
Ca1s.

Prot.

Ca1s.

Prot.

300
Ca1s. Prot.

2 1/2
Ca1s. Prot.

Applesauce

241

1

439

1

822

2

Apricots

251

2

458

3

855

6

Cherries

198

1

362

2

677

4

Cranberries

434

791

1

1480

1

Figs
101

1

184

2

345

3

82

1

149

3

280

5

Peaches

248

2

453

3

847

6

Pears

201

1

366

2

685

4

Pineapple

265

1

483

3

904

5

Plums

253

1

424

2

793

4

Fruit Cocktail
Grapefruit

624

3
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TABLE VII
Data Base I
Protein Man-Day
Census
Run
Tract Actual #1

Run
#2

Run
#3

Run
#4

Run
#5

Run
#6

Run
#7

Run
#8

Run
#9

Results
Run Deviant
#10 (.05)

1

9.8

7.1

6.6

4.9

6.9

5.7

6.3

6.7

9.0

6.6

7.4

0

2

9.7

7.3

7.8

9.2

8.2

7.6

9.2

8.8

7.8

7.7

8.6

0

3

17.2

8.4

7.7

7.7

7.8

7.9

8.6

7.6

8.0

5.9

9.0

10

4

7.2

6.3

6.0

6.6

6.1

6.5

5.9

6.4

4.5

6.0

6.1

0

6

7.5

4.6

6.4

7.3

6.3

7.6

7.4

6.4

8.7

5.7

6.0

0

8

7.8

8.3

5.9

4.6

7.2

9.~

6.9

8.2

5.9

7.3

5.9

0

10

11.2

7.2

6.2

4.4

7.7

4.5

8.5

5.8

6.9

5.9

5.4

2

11

7.4

4.6

5.8

6.5

4.4

5.3

6.5

4.4

4.7

5.9

5.4

0

18

9.0

6.5

7.1

6.3

6.9

7.7

8.1

6.8

5.3

6.3

7.2

0

19

8.7

4.0

7.2

4.7

5.2

4.9

8.4

5.3

6.1

3.4

5.5

0

20

13.1

8.5

9.9

8.1

6.2

8.3

6.9

6.4

7.3

7.4

8.1

0

16

9.5

6.5

5.7

4.8

4.5

6.8

5.5

4.4

4.1

4.9

6.3

0

24

6.7

7.3

3.7

5.2

4.2

3.6

5.4

4.6

4.6

4.6

4.8

0

23

9.6

5.3

7.4

6.1

6.2

6.3

5.3

6.0

5.4

6.3

6.3

0

7

4.3

3.4

2.2

5.4

4.1

3.8

5.2

5.2

2.7

3.6

3.5

NA

14

5.3

2.2

2.9

2.8

3.1

2.7

3.9

2.7

2.7

3.8

2.9

NA

17

4.4

2.8

3.4

2.5

3.1

2.9

4.3

4.1

3.3

4.5

2.4

NA

38

5.5

2.4

2.5

4.0

2.4

2.4

3.6

3.0

2.9

3.4

2.0

NA

40.05

4.9

4.4

3.3

4.8

3.6

4.6

5.4

4.4

5.5

4.8

5.8

NA

Total 158.8 107.1 107.7 105.9 104.1 108.8 121.3 107.2 105.4 104.0 108.6

12
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TABLE VIII

Calories MAN-DAYS
Garbage Data 1973-75,
Data Base I

Actual
Man-Days
87.0

Simulation
Runs

Simulated
Man-Days

111

84.7

0.06

112

82.0

0.29

113

85.1

0.04

114

80.0

0.56

115

81.6

0.33

116

77.9

0.95

117

81.2

0.39

118

81.2

0.39

119

82.4

0.24

1110

81.6

0.34

89.

Chi-Square
Values
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TABLE IX
Can Population at Jackrabbit Locus 15
Sample Pop.
No. Total

Diameter
(in. )

Height
(in. )

Contents

Approx.
Weight

1/4

3-1/8 x
4-5/16

15/16

Sardines

3-1/2oz.

2

6

1/2

3-3/8

Tuna

7oz.

4

12

3/4

3-7/16 x
4-3/4

1-3/4

Sardines

11oz.

4

12

1

2-11/16

4

Oysters,
Shrimp,
Soup, Fruits,
Vegetables

5, 4-1/2,
10oz.

2

6

1 1b.flat

4

2-3/8

Tuna

15.50z.

2

6

1 1b.Salmon

3

4-5/8

Salmon

16oz.

5

15

4-11/16

Fruit &
Vegetables

20oz.

18

54

4-11/16

Fruit &
Vegetables

30oz.

22

66

TYPE

2
2-1/2

3-3/5
4

2

3

4-1/4

4-11/16

Fruit &
Vegetables

330z.

2

6

8

2-11/16

3-1/4

Fruit

8oz.

1

3

3

4-7/16

Juice

150z.

16

48

Vegetables

7oz.

18

54

300
Ortega

2-11/16

2
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TABLE X
Monte Carlo Matrices - Gross Distribution
1914 Data
Standard Can Sizes
Foodstuff

/12

Vegetables
Soups
Fruits
Salmon
Shrimp
Oysters

1-96
97-100

112-1/2

48-100

111

1-94

1-32
33-59
60-64
65-83
84-88
89-100

95-100

Ortega
1914 Data

118 Regular
1914 Sources

Apples
Apricots
Blackberries
Blueberries
Cherries
Peaches
Pears
Pineapples
Plums
Raspberries
Strawberries
Others

113

Values
1-16
17-27
28-32
33-34
35-40
41-76
77-88
89
90-92
93-97
98-99
100

Values
Peas
Tomatoes
Tomato Pulp

91

1

2-4
5-100

TABLE XI
Monte Carlo Matrix - Subclasses
1914 Data

\0
N

Asparagus
Baked Beans
String Beans
Lima Beans
Beets
Corn
Hominy
Kraut
Succotash
Peas
Pumpkin
Sweet Peas
Spinach
Squash
Tomatoes
Tomato Pulp
Okra
Others
All Other
Beans

111

112

1-10
11-69
70
71

1-10
11-15
16

72
73
74-78

112-1/2
1-6
7-22
23

1-4
5
6

17-51
52
53
54-82

79-87
88-93

83-96

94-100

97-98

24
25-28
29-33
34
35-36

7-11
12-18
19-22
23-25
26-27
28-99

37-99
100

99-100

100

111

113
Apples
Apricots
Blackberries
Blueberries
Cherries
Figs
Grapes
Gooseberries
Peaches
Pears
Pineapple
Plums
Raspberries
Strawberries
Others

1-15
16-18
19-22

112
1
2-14
15-19
20-23

112-1/2

113

1-19
20

1-19
20-21
22-28

21-23

29

23-63
64-78
79-94
95
96-98
99-100

25-81
82-97
98-100

0

~

~

H

~

~

I:%i

'='

24
34-39
40-49
50-60
61-62
63-66
67-87
88-97
98-100

n
!2:

'"d

~
30-72
73-97
98-100

I:%i
~

en
I

t3:
n
n
Pl
ti

rt
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TABLE XII
Nutritive Value - Meat

111/4
Cal. Pro.
Salmon
Sardines
Shrimp
Oysters
Tuna

111/2
Cal. Pro.

113/4
Cal. Pro.

III Flat
111 Salmon
Cal. Pro. Cal. Pro.

882
275

23

867
305

96

111
Cal. Pro.
226

24

138
105

31
12

72
567

45

84

Protein in Grams

Nutritive Values - Fruit
By Standard Can

Apples
Apricots
Blackberries
Blueberries
Cherries
Figs
Grapes
Gooseberries
Peaches
Pears
Pineapples
Plums
Raspberries
Strawberries

Cal.

111
Pro.

Cal.

112
Pro.

700
213
720
173
910
490
236
142
139
221
448
298
273
286

1
3
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
4
2

1400
426
1440
346
1820
980
472
284
278
442
896
596
546
572

2
6
4
4
6
6
4
4
4
2
2
2
8
4

93

113

112-1/2
Cal. Pro.

Cal.

Pro.

2100
639
2160
519
2730
1470
708
426
417
663
1344
894
819
858

2311
702
2376
571
3003
1617
779
469
459
729
1478
983
901
944

3
10
7
7
10
10
7
7
7
3
3
3
13
10

3
9
6
6
9
9
6
6
6
3
3
3
12
6

118
Cal. Pro.
560
170
576
138
728
392
189
114
111
177
358
238
218
228

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
3
2
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TABLE XIII
Nutritive Values - Vegetables
By Standard Can
III

112

Cal.

Pro.

Cal.

50

4

100

Baked Beans

374

21

String Beans

55

112-1/2

Pro.

113
Cal. Pro.

Cal.

Pro.

8

150

12

165

13

748

43

1122

64

1234

70

4

110

8

165

12

181

13

224

11

448

22

672

33

739

36

Beets

71

1

142

2

213

3

234

3

Corn

292

8

584

16

876

24

964

26

Hominy

359

11

718

22

1077

33

1185

36

Kraut

59

3

118

6

177

9

195

10

Succotash

283

10

766

20

849

30

934

33

Peas

159

10

318

20

477

30

525

33

94

2

198

4

282

6

310

7

142

7

284

14

426

21

469

23

Spinach

63

15

126

30

189

45

208

50

Squash

147

3

254

6

441

9

485

10

Tomato

65

3

130

6

185

9

214

170

1

340

2

510

3

Okra

54

2

108

4

162

6

G. Beans

25

1.8

Asparagus

Lima Beans

Pumpkins
Sweet Peas

Tomato Pulp

94

Ortega
Cal. Pro.

111

7

10

45

2

561

3

115

1

178

7

84

6
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TABLE XIV
Simulated Nutritive Values for the
Jackrabbit Locus 15 Collection

Run

Calorie
Man-Days

Protein
Man-Days

Protein
Man-Days *

111

'35.9

75.1

105.S

112

37.1

74.5

104.9

113

33.S

74.5

104.9

114

36.2

76.7

108.2

115

34.6

75.1

105.S

116

32.1

70.4

99.1

117

34.4

74.5

104.9

liS

34.7

74.5

104.9

119

34.4

76.9

108.3

1110

35.8

76.4

107.6

1111

32.4

75.0

105.6

1112

34.6

77.4

109.0

1113

33.S

74.7

105.2

1114

33.9

75.7

106.6

1115

33.6

76.1

107.2

1116

36.6

72.6

102.2

1117

33.9

75.0

105.6

1118

35.0

77.4

109.0

1119

33.1

75.3

106.1

1120

33.2

75.7

106.6

* Protein Man-Day

Values are Corrected.
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GRAPH I
Locus 15 Jackrabbit, Protein Man-Day
Coefficients of Variation

Runs

.0650

4

5
6
7
8

.0600
.0550

9

.0500

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

.0450
.0400
.0350
.0300
.0250
.0200
.0150
.0100
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Value
.0144
.0108
.0601
.0500
.0429
.0466
.0453
.0407
.0440
.0405
.0378
.0359
.0391
.0366
.0387
.0365
.0348

GRAPH 2

Locus 15 Jackrabbit, Calorie Man-Day
Coefficients of Variation
Runs
3
4

.095

5
6

.090

7
8
9

.085

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

.080
.075
.070
.065
.060
.055
.050
.048
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Value
.078
.054
.049
.095
.081
.069
.061
.057
.068
.062
.059
.055
.053
.058
.055
.052
.053
.052

ETHNOARCHAEOLOGY, ETHNOHISTORY, ETHNOGRAPHIC
ANALOGY, AND THE DIRE CT-RI STOR! CAL APPROACH:
FOUR METHODOLOGICAL ENTITIES COMMONLY MISCONSTRUED

John R. White
Abstract
A perusal of the anthropological literature demonstrates that the
terms ethnohistory, direct-historical approach, ethnographic analogy, and
ethnoarchaeology, are often confused and used synonymously. In this essay,
distinctions are drawn between each of these terms, basic definitions are
settled on, and examples are given of ways in which they have been misused
or misconstrued in describing methodologies.
Introduction
My goal in this paper is twofold: first, to define ethnoarchaeology
and to differentiate between it and three techniques or terms, e.g.,
ethnographic analogy, ethnohistory and the direct-historical approach;
and second, to demonstrate how these concepts have been used (and misused)
in describing methodologies. This project was not undertaken as a mere
exercise in semantics but rather as an argument for a much needed consistency in a discipline already rife with terminological ambiguities.
Ethnographic Analogy
Ethnoarchaeology, ethnohistory, and the direct-historical approach
share at least one thing in common not shared by ethnographic analogy;
they are methodologies whereas ethnographic analogy is a tool. As such,
the former must depend to some extent on the latter for the successful
realization of their particular ends.
Ethnographic analogy is an interpretive tool as old as archaeology
itself. It has been used, abused, and misused; its value has been
criticized; it has formed the basis of many debates; and it has been the
subject of countless articles. While no one has forsaken it completely,
there has been considerable discussion as to its application (Tax et ale
1953: 251-254; Binford 1967, 1968; Heider 1967; Ascher 1961).
---Simply defined, ethnographic analogy is the determination of the
use, meaning, or function of an artifact, complex, or pattern found in the
archaeological record by reference to analogs existing in the actual or
ethnographic present. This seems an improvement over Rouse's definition
(1972: 261) as "an ethnographic or ethnohistorical parallel used in inferring ethnic traits from archaeological evidence," wherein we are saddled
with the awkward phrase "ethnic traits."
While there is widely differing opinion as to the specific utilization of analogy, ie., whether it should be used as a final interpretive
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tool or as a step in the process of generating further testable hypotheses,
all agree with Ascher's admonition (1961: 319) to seek analogy in cultures
which "manipulate similar environments in similar ways." Dozier (1970: 203)
goes even further and lists six rules of use.
Though the archaeologist usually looks to ethnography for his
analogs, he need not do so, and in this sense perhaps, the term ethnographic
analogy is slightly imprecise. If there is nothing in the ethnographic
literature, the interpreter may go to histories, ethnohistories, or even
replicative experimentation for his analogs. Live informants may also be
used. Kehoe (1958) used the term "direct ethnological approach" to describe
his methodology wherein he satisfied an archaeological problem (the function
of recurrent stone circles) by reference to modern informants. Anderson
(1969) likewise used live informants to answer old questions when he showed
a series of Tsegi Phase (13th century) artifacts to modern Hopi and asked
a series of questions relating to their manufacture and use.
Analogy is used at two levels and this can often be verified in
texts where, as is the case with Hole and Heizer (1973) the subject is
handled under the headings of "Classification and Description" and
"Concepts Relating to Reconstruction." The authors (Hole and Heizer 1973:
312) concede that analogy is used most often to determine artifact use for
purposes of classification but is probably most valuable when used to gain
information aiding in the reconstruction of the subsystems in which they
were used.
Every ethnographic work can be used to some extent by the archaeologist, but the level of usefulness generally depends on whether or not the
ethnographic information is geared to providing connections between nonmaterial aspects of culture and more concrete aspects discoverable in the
archaeological record. Willey (1953: 229-230) listed seven areas where
the ethnologist could aid the archaeologist beyond the mere recitation of
a material culture inventory: ecology or the way in which people modify
their environment; subsistence techniques and relations to artifacts or
features in prehistoric context; settlement patterns and significance of
spatial arrangements; technology, including social and class divisions in
usage and possession of material; art and its affects on socioeconomic or
sociopolitical levels; acculturation and processes of diffusion; and
finally, the problem of cultural types and models, i.e., how the people
themselves verbalized or conceived of types or modes.
Binford (1968: 271) claims that ethnologists fall short in
archaeological question-asking but adds that they could do much to aid in
archaeological interpretation if they included in their reports, detailed
descriptive data on the meaning of the formal differences in discrete and
metrical attributes. Lauriston Sharp (1968: 289) suggests that the
ethnologist can be of greater help to the archaeologist by acquainting
himself with archaeological problems. He feels that archaeologists have
a counter-responsibility of telling the ethnologists what their specific
needs are. He claims to have once written a piece specifically for archaeologists on what might be found at a North Australian aboriginal site
after its abandonment. Archaeologists apparently found the article
irrelevant or at least they ignored it. Perhaps the remedy for situations
such as that experienced by Sharp lies in developing a commonality of
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observation. The observations of the ethnologist should be geared toward
gathering data on the same variables as those viewed by the archaeologist.
Albeit there are differences in their respective observational fields,
nevertheless, a free exchange between the two centered on work done around
comparable units could go quite a way toward closing the gap.
Ascher (1962: 361) takes an opposing view. He argues against the
idea that existing ethnographies are inadequate to the purposes of archaeologists. According to him, it is the task of archaeology to "codify" the
literature in a manner useful to itself. It is likely that as many would
agree that it is the duty of the archaeologists to codify the available
data as would disagree that ethnographies were generally suitable to the
purpose. One cannot use what is not there.
Allowing that archaeologists do find an insufficiency in standard
ethnographies either because of a de-emphasis on material culture items
(ultimately the principal study unit of the time-removed archaeologist) or
a failure to document the relationships between behavior and the spatial
or formal structure of artifacts, then what is to be done about it? We
can combine the special knowledge of ethnographer and archaeologist in a
single individual. We can do ethnoarchaeo10gy.
Ethnoarchaeology
Ethnoarchaeology was born of necessity. Early scholars, confronted
with the combination of newly acquired archaeological data and a paucity
of ethnographic material from which to draw analogies, were forced to do
their own ethnographic fieldwork. The term itself was used as early as
1900 by J.W. Fewkes in his Tusayan studies (1900: 579). Archaeologists
realized that certain critical data were missing from standard ethnographic
works often used as interpretive aids and, in order to fill these lacunae,
a few (a very few it turns out) exchanged trowel and whiskbroom for notebook and pen and set about collecting the kind of information which would
allow the archaeologist to generate statements wider in scope than formerly
possible.
There appears to be much confusion concerning the term ethnoarchaeology
even among archaeologists who profess having practiced it. Ethnoarchaeology
is the sub field of anthropology in which an archaeologist (or at least
someone familiar with archaeological problems) does ethnographic fieldwork
with the ultimate goal of providing ethnographic information of particular
use to the archaeologist. The ethnoarchaeologist is an archaeologist
doing ethnography. The immediate result of ethnoarchaeo1ogica1 fieldwork
is in the nature of an ethnographic piece; butthe prime reason for its
existence, and its ultimate use, is archaeological.
While ethnographies or data inventories produced by ethnoarchaeologists
are of optimum value in ethnographic analogy (since they have been collected
with this is mind), the users of the data are not practicing ethnoarchaeology.
The title of ethnoarchaeologist belongs to the producer of the ethnography.
not the user. Of course, it is possible (even likely) for the producer and
the user to be the same person, in which case the individual is functioning
in two separate roles.
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Stanislawski (1974: 15) gives a more specific definition:
••• the participant observation study of the form, manufacture, distribution, meaning, and use of artifacts, and
their function, or institutional setting and social group
correlations among non-industrial p.eoples.
This definition is accurate but unnecessarily restrictive. There seems
no good reason why the practice should be limited to the study of nonindustrial people, rather it should be available to any situation that
will potentially aid in subsequent archaeological reconstruction.
Other anthropologists have adopted the terms living archaeology
(Fagan 1975: 334) or action archaeology (Kleindienst and Watson 1956: 75;
Binford 1968: 270; and Thomas 1974: 45) to describe the same activity.
This has apparently done little but add to the confusion.
Generally there are more people credited with doing ethnoarchaeo10gy
than are actually doing it. This situation is in part due to the failure
to distinguish between the producer and the user. There is also some
disagreement as to the degree and kind of participation at the ethnographic level necessary to constitute ethnoarchaeo10gy. Is Anderson's use
of informants to identify 13th century artifacts an example of ethnoarchaeology (albeit at a simple level), or is it more in the nature of
sophisticated ethnographic analogy? Perhaps the clue lies in the sequential
order of the operation: ethnoarchaeo10gy is done prior to archaeology;
ethnographic work done after archaeology is something else. By this qualification, those studies wherein archaeological investigations are made of
living sites or camps and the findings compared with information provided
by an informant for accuracy are more in the nature of experimental
archaeology than ethnoarchaeo10gy (Longacre and Ayres 1968; Bonnichsen
1973).
Once identified, ethnoarchaeo10gy can be seen to operate at several
levels. Richard Gould (1971: 175) citing his Puntutjarpa Rockshe1ter work
says that ethnographic knowledge can be brought to bear on three levels:
the practical level, wherein living people direct the archaeologist to
sites and give information as to "where to dig," etc.; the specific
interpretation level, wherein informants are used to give information on
the function, classification, etc., of artifacts and living surfaces;
and the general interpretation level, wherein broad interpretations of
culture history are attempted. According to Gould, these general interpretations usually appear as "hypotheses of varying completeness and
detail such as the idea here of an Australian desert culture." I can
agree to his first two levels (that is, if his specific is meant to apply
to the use of informants in giving information on the function of artifacts,
etc., then being used and not after the fact of finding), but his third
level seems to be of a different order of things.
I see the ethnoarchaeo10gist operating at any of three levels.
These levels are defined on the basis of the degree of complexity or
sophistication involved in the ethnographic research. Level One operation
includes ethnographic work wherein the informants are used in--ail adjunctive
manner; providing such pre-excavatory information to the anthropologist
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as where to dig, how old a particular site is, who lived there, etc.
Most of the information at this level is gained with a minimum expenditure
of effort; it may, in fact, come as the answer to a simple question. This
is Gould's practical level. It is the level at which a great deal of
research takes place including that of Adams (1973: 335), Ackerman and
Ackerman (1973: 315), Brown (1973: 347), and others.
Level Two operation refers to the use of info1~nts to gain insights
into the manufacture, function, classification, etc., of material culture
items. Unlike in Level One where information is usually gathered by direct
questioning, Level TWo information can often only be gathered by observation.
This is because much of the data sought is unknown even to the informant.
As an example, one cannot determine how many flakes are struck during the
manufacture of a particular tool by asking the artificer; one must observe
the man at work then count the chips. Since artifact analysis forms the
bulk of most site reports, the ethnoarchaeologist has done more work at
this level than on any other. It is Gould's specific interpretation level
and the focus of much of his ethnoarchaeo10gical work (1968a; 1971). Others
doing Level Two work include White (1967), Thompson (1958), Fontana,
Robinson, and others (1962: Chap. 2), and White and Thomas (1972).
Level Three ethnoarchaeology is that which has as its chief concern
the gathering of information which will ultimately allow the archaeologist
to tie the artifacts and associations he finds into the more important
but less concrete aspects of the society or group he is investigating, i.e.,
social organization, kinship rules, etc. Perhaps this is what Gould means
by general interpretation (although he never states it in this manner).
In an earlier article (1968b: 102), he may have articulated it better when,
in discussing his rationale for "living archaeology" among the Ngatatjara
of Western Australia, he stated that:
By studying the camp behavior of living desert aborigines,
by inquiring into aspects of their sacred life, by investigating their ecology and food-getting practices and by
interviewing on all these points, it has been possible to
arrive at a series of rules of behavior and modifications
of these rules which govern the patterning of archaeological
remains of aboriginal sites.
Stanislawski's work with Hopi and Hopi-Tewa potters (1969a, 1969b;
Stanislawski and Stanislawski 1974) and his attempts to correlate the
distribution of pots with social transmission systems, kinship, etc., is
a prime example of Level Three ethnoarchaeology. So too is David's
Fulani study (1971). David resided in a Fulani compound and collected
data on kinship relations, residence patterns, and social activities as
well as on the more tangible artifacts and remains that related to these
social phenomena.
Some ethnoarchaeological work covers more than one level. Gould
(1967) made notes on the hunting and butchering of wild game (Level Two)
but also collected valuable information of a less technic nature such as
patterns of game sharing and group size (Level Three).
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Ethnohistory
If it can be understood why anthropologists so often confuse ethnoarchaeology, the methodology, with ethnographic analogy,the theoretical
device, it can be readily appreciated why it is equally, if not more, common
to see ethnoarchaeology used synonymously with the techniques of ethnohistory and the direct-historical approach.
Anthropologists and historians, the very individuals who claim
ethnohistory as a subdiscipline, seem to be somewhat divided as to its
meaning and application. Ethnohistory, a publication first issued in
1954, was a development out of the Ohio Historic Indian Conference held
on November 21, 1953. One of the key participants in the conference
and a founder and first editor of the journal, Erminie Wheeler-Voegelin,
stated her contention that ethnohistory fills the gap between a lack of
historically-minded ethnologists (which is how she characterized herself)
and ethnologically-minded historians. She defined it as:
The study of identities, locations, contacts, movements,
numbers, and cultural activities of primitive peoples
from the earliest written records concerning them, onward
in point of time (Voegelin 1954: 168).
She purposely kept her definition broad and emphasized that the field
involved at least two academic disciplines, ethnology and history, which
were in need of each others expertise (1954: 170).
Subsequent volumes of the journal appear to have gone to Voegelin's
definition for their masthead statement: "Research in the documentary
history of the culture and movements of primitive peoples."
Volumes 8 and 9 of Ethnohistory (1961-1962) were dedicated to a
discussion of the concept of ethnohistory. Most of the essayists agreed
that the methodology was a means for combining the skills and applications
of anthropology with those of history (Fenton 1962; Washburn 1961). The
ultimate goal was to serve the ends of both disciplines.
The structure of the work itself combining as it does the affixes
of ethno- and -history seems to argue for a bidisciplinary use. According
to Sturtevant (1966: 7), the aim, at least when used by the anthropologist,
is to produce a description paralleling that of field ethnography. The
chief difference being that the evidence used is not what the anthropologist
has himself observed, overheard, and been informed of, but what others,
nonanthropologists, have learned and documented.
Carmack (1972: 232) in what is likely the best general review of
ethnohistory concludes that any exclusive definition of ethnohistory
depends primarily on methodological considerations. He sees it as "a
special set of techniques and methods for studying culture through the use
of written and oral traditions."
Neither Voegelin's, Sturtevant's or Carmack's definition makes any
mention of archaeology. This is purposeful because while archaeology is
often serviced by the same sources that service ethnohistory (as when
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documents make the archaeological reconstruction more complete) and while
ethnohistories themselves are often used as sources of analogs in archaeological interpretation, the relationship is not critical. Ethnohistory
exists as a methodology completely independent of archaeology.
Direct-Historical Approach
The direct-historical approach usually has less disagreement as to
its meaning, especially among people who profess having used it methodologically; but it belongs in this discussion because of its frequent confusion
with ethnohistory and ethnoarchaeo1ogy. Perhaps the most concise, yet
inclusive statement of its aims was put forth by Julian Steward (1942: 337):
Methodologically, the direct-historical approach involves
the elementary logic of working from the known to the
unknown. First, sites of the historic period are located.
These are preferably, but not necessarily of identifiable
tribes. Second, the cultural complexes of the site are
determined. Third, sequences are carried backward in time
to protohistoric and prehistoric periods and culture ••••
In an article written several months prior to Steward's, Heizer's
(1941) discussion of the employment of the direct-historical approach in
California archaeology marks one of the earliest of its kind. A correlation of three Central Valley sites allows for the development of a sequence
(in reverse) going from full historic back through protohistoric to prehistoric. Fenton (1952: 335) refers to this as archaeological "upstreaming."
Ascher (1961: 319) parallels the direct-historical approach with
the Old World "folk culture approach." As he sees it, the major difference
lies in the longer Old World time span which forces conception of a smooth
continuous passage.
The technique of the direct-historical approach is simply the careful working backward in time from known to unknown. It is readily apparent
that ethnohistory could be of great service in this process; but while
they may work well together, the terms are not synonymous. Ethnohistory
is a methodology of diverse usage; the direct-historical approach is an
archaeological procedure.
Confusion of Terms
As stated earlier, there is much confusion as to what constitutes
ethnoarchaeology even among anthropologists who profess practicing it.
Some confuse it with the direct-historical approach, others with ethnohistory, and still others with experimental archaeology. It is not
uncommon for archaeologists who use informants after the archaeology has
been done to claim (or have someone exse claim) their work as ethnoarchaeological.

David Thomas (1974: 45) seems to confuse ethnoarchaeo1ogy (which
he calls action archaeology) with experimental archaeology. He cites
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Gould's use of Tolowa informants on the Point St. George Site (1966) as a
prime example of action archaeology (our ethnoarchaeology). It may be
considered ethnoarchaeology, but it is Level One application. A few
paragraphs later (1974: 46) he credits Crabtree's flint-knapping experiments as being another example of action archaeology (although he does say
it is often called experimental archaeology) • . Gould and Crabtree are
doing different things and the same term cannot apply to both methodologies.
Hole and Heizer (1973: 21) appear to do the same thing when they
discuss David's Fulani work under the subchapter heading "Experiments."
Under this rubric, the authors describe various "types" of experimental
research. Their second "type" is "to examine the ways of modern peoples
for the information this gives on how the tangible artifacts prehistorians
may find relate to cultural material" (1973: 18). Ethnoarchaeology is
not the same thing as what we generally call experimental archaeology.
But their confusion does not end here. In pointing out the advantages
of ethnoarchaeology, Hole and Heizer (1973: 15) state:
Ethnoarchaeology has some decided advantages in that
one starts from the present and works back in time,
using such historic records as are available, with
the keen appreciation of the local culture that only
a native ethnographer or historian can have.
This paragraph indicates that the authors also see a synonymity between
ethnoarchaeology (which they are talking about) and the direct-historical
approach (which they define).
Oswalt and Van Stone in their monograph The Ethnoarchaeology of
Crow Village, Alaska (1967: v) apparently see things in much the same way
when, in discussing the rationale for their "ethnoarchaeological" research,
they state: "Thus it is logical to develop an archaeological program in .
any particular geographical area by digging the recent sites and then
working back in time to the older sites." The authors' professed strategy
was to excavate Crow Village and then to integrate their archaeological
findings with "informant's statements and historical sources." In their
case, such after-the-fact use of informants makes for sophisticated
historical archaeology; but it is not ethnoarchaeology. And, as if to
demonstrate how one confusion often leads to another, Roderick Sprague
(1969: 21) in his review of the Crow Village report claims that "this has
already become a classic in the area of ethnoarchaeology."
In a lengthy article in which her stated aim is to identify
fundamental aspects of Utaztecan culture which can be projected back in
time prior to the dispersal of the Utaztecan-speaking peoples, Florence
Hawley Ellis (1968) presents an overview of various Indian groups gleaned
from numerous ethnographic and historic sources. She states (1968: 54)
that the most convincing means of tracing antecedents is by archaeological
investigation whereby the archaeologist works "backwards from refuse
deposits left by known historic peoples to prehistoric sites showing
related refuse and so on down to deposits representing the Paleo-Indian."
This is an excellent statement of the direct-historical approach. In
method it squares beautifully with Steward (1942: 337); and were she to
claim her work as a demonstration of this approach, no real issue could be
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taken. But, later in the same article (1968: 57), Ellis introduces herself
as being an ethno-archaeologist and asserts that ..... as an ethnoarchaeologist one must deal with what he hears ...... Based on the content
of the paper and what she herself states as being her goal, we must assume
that Florence Ellis holds direct-historical methodology to be synonymous
with ethnoarchaeology. This, of course, is not so. What Ellis has given
us is a theoretical discussion of Utaztecan antecendents developed through
the study of ethnological and ethnohistorical sources.
In 1957, J. Joseph Bauxar wrote an article entitled "Yuchi Ethnoarchaeology." In it the author attempts to show that the ethnic identity
of some archaeological complexes can be determined through the use of
ethnohistorica1 data. His emphasis is on a little-known southeastern
tribe, the Yuchi. In his conclusion (Bauxar 1957: 436) he states that
"the results achieved in this study demonstrate the high potential value
of the methods of ethnoarchaeology." What Bauxar has done may not be
wrong; but what he says he has done is. It seems obvious that his confusion
is the result of merging his ethnohistoric methods with his archaeological
goals. While it is true that there is high potential in ethnoarchaeological
work, Bauxar's study does not demonstrate it. Ethnohistory plus archaeology
does not equal ethnoarchaeology. The failure to grasp this simple formula
is probably a principal reason why the term is so often misused.
Summary
I have attempted to distinguish between four terms which, although
often used interchangeably by anthropologists (particularly by archaeologists) are, in fact, significantly different.
Ethnographic analogy is as old as archaeology itself. It is the
determination of use, meaning, function, etc., of an artifact, complex,
or pattern, etc., found in the archaeological record by reference to
analogs existing in the actual or ethnographic present. While there is a
general agreement as to definition, there is relatively wide difference
of opinion as to applicability; some seeing it as a final interpretative
tool, others as a means to the generation of further hypotheses.
Ethnohistory from the anthropological standpoint is the study of
prehistoric or protohistoric peoples or the reconstruction of their
lifeways, movements, etc., from the earliest written records concerning
them. These records may take any form including historical documents,
diaries, journals, maps, logs, etc. While ethnohistorical sources may
be useful to archaeologists, ethnohistory itself does not belong exclusively
to archaeology and has a far wider anthropological as well as historical
applicability.
The direct-historical approach is the methodology wherein the
archaeologist works carefully backward in time from known through less
known, to unknown. This archaeological tool insures that there will be
a more substantial set of correlates between the present (known) and the
prehistoric (unknown).
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Ethnoarchaeology (often hyphenated as ethno-archaeology) is the
sub field of anthropology in which an archaeologist (or one sufficiently
attuned to archaeologists' problems) does ethnographic fieldwork with the
ultimate goal of providing ethnographic information of particular use to
the archaeologist. The ethnoarchaeologist is the collector of the data
not the user. Ethnoarchaeo10gy may be done at various levels of complexity
depending on the ultimate use to which the data is to be put.
In the process of demonstrating the inconsistent manner in which
these terms have been used several works have been cited. It was never my
intention to criticize the substantive aspects of the cited works but
rather to point out the degree and pervasive nature of the misunderstanding
concerning these terms. The increasingly wide misapplication is probably
due in great measure to the unchallenged acceptance of their initial use
in the literature. Each of the terms is distinct from the others, differing
in form as well as function. Such distinction is deserving of serious
consideration by the same logic that allows for archaeology to be differentiated from ethnography.
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CARRILLO'S STATISTICAL STUDY OF ENGLISH WINE BOTTLES:
SOME COMMENTS AND FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Vernon G. Baker
Introduction
In this paper the literature which attempts to provide a dating
method for free-blown English glass wine bottles of the 17th and 18th
centuries is reviewed. Emphasis is placed on the work of Richard Carrillo
(1974). It is suggested that application of Carrillo's dating method is
unsound since the method is based on some inconsistent conclusions. A
series of auxiliary hypotheses is presented as the first step of a possible
resolution to this problem.
Though obvious, the principal point of this paper is one which is
sometimes neglected. Namely, the development of an archaeological research
tool initially requires the formulation of auxiliary hypotheses to account
for the assumptions and ideas upon which the method is based. Said more
directly, without first qualifying these assumptions and ideas, both the
test of the method and any application of it are, at best, questionable.
Dating Methods
There have been three attempts to develop methods to date 17th and
18th century free-blown, English glass wine bottles. Each method relies on
dates determined by impressed seals which are added to the body of a bottle.
The seals, generally, show either a date, the initials of an individual,
the insignia of a tavern or college, or a combination of a date and initials,
or a date and insignia (Leeds 1914; Ruggles-Brise 1949; Hudson 1961).
The first attempt to establish a dating method was undertaken by E. T.
Leeds (1914). Leeds analyzed a series of seal-dated bottles from four
Oxford, England taverns--the Mermaid, the Crown, the Three Tuns, and the
King's Head (19l4:287)--and concluded that from 1650-1720, bottle height
decreased while kick-up height and width increased (1914:288). He further
concluded that a bottle without a seal date can be dated by comparing its
shape to those bottles which have been seal dated. Leeds' principal
assumption was that there was a predictable progression in the shape of
bottles through time.
Next, Ivor Noel Hume (1961, 1969) presented excellent studies of
English glass wine bottles showing that there was no predictable, linear
development in bottle shape through time. He suggested that a comparison
between a seal dated bottle and an undated one could provide only a rough
means of assigning dates to bottles (Noel Hume 1969). n ••• it is
possible to tell the difference between bottles of, say, 1650, 1690, 1730,
1760, 1780, or 1820 •••• The difficulties arise when we try to pin down
the transitional forms that link these dates together" (Noel Hurne 1969:60).
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The most recent work has been done by Richard Carrillo (1974). He
has attempted to develop a dating method which is based on measured attributes
of a bottle. l These attributes are maximum height, maximum width, kick-up
height (exterior), and basal ring width (Carrillo 1974:292). In his appendix
II, however, the reader is informed that the maximum width is a median width
and that the basal ring width is also a median width (1974:317). The
result is that two attributes--height and kick-up height--define the maximum
extent of a bottle, while the other two--width and basal ring width--define
median values. This measuring is inconsistent, and as such affects the
accuracy of the definition of the shape of a bottle.
Furthermore, Carrillo has noted that If • • • width and basal ring width
were restricted to the left half of each illustration since utilizing the
whole bottle would result in repetition of these same attributes" (1974:
292). This statement, I suggest, creates a confusion for the implication
here is that all free-blown bottles are symmetrical; this is not the case
(for example see this paper Figure 7).
Next Carrillo plotted the values of the attributes to determine
angle deviations (Figure 1). This was done If • • • to enable the dimensions
of attributes to be consistently obtained regardless of bottle size"
(Carrillo 1974:292, emphas~mine). By using angle measures, however,
Carrillo has assumed that the proportional relationship among attributes
is constant within a temporal period. Thus, the hypothetical bottles
represented by the drawings in Figure 2 would be of the same temporal
period. It is obvious that angle measures do not consider actual unitmeasures (i.e., millimeters) of the attributes, thus ignoring the possibility
of temporal variability of bottle shape with respect to these unit-measures.
After deriving angle-measures for each bottle, Carrillo plotted the
measures "separately against their counterparts through time" (1974:292,
294, Figure 2). This was done ..... to initially establish whether a
combination of the four attributes was non-recurring through time, which
did not occur" (1974:292, emphasis mine). This statement might mean that any
meaning unordered, combination of the four attributes was recurring. To
determine this, however, is unimportant. What is important is to determine
whether the relationship which exists among the values of the four attributes
is recurring, given that these values are ordered and that they represent a
specific time period. Thus, if Carrillo's statement means that any combination recurs or that a single attribute value recurs, then it is correct.
But, if the statement means that an ordered combination is recurring, it is
incorrect, for the data in Carrillo's Figure 8 (this paper, Figure 3)
establish the nonrecurrence of ordered attribute values for bottles of
different years.
Carrillo then submitted his data to a Biological-Medical Polynomial
Regression 05R to try to ..... determine developmental relationships
existing between bottle forms through time" (1974:295). From the analysis
he concluded that " ••• the observed values for the attributes comprising
lCarrillo's analysis is based on forty-four illustrated bottles which
are presented by Noel Hurne in his book A Guide to Artifacts of Colonial
America (1969).
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Figure 1.

Taken from Carrillo 1974 Figure 1, p. 293.

BOTTLE FORM
Institute of Archeology &
Anthropology
University of South Carolina

2

Page l-M
Bottle No. 38AK4-50E-l
Bottle Date
Scale
40 - - - - -

1

3

o ------~~------------------------------------------Key:

A = Width
B = Height
C = Kickup
D = Base Ring Width

DIMENSIONS
A = 82.5
B = 264.0
C = 50.0
D = 75.5
113

180

CORRESPONDING ANGLES
1 = 85.5
2 = 106
3 = 145.5
4 = 38
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Figure 2. Angle deviation for width
of two hypothetical bottles according
to Carrillo's method (see Fig. 1).

8"

Bottle
Height

Bottle 111

4"

Bottle 112

I....~~---------

4"---------~......1

.....- - - - 2"----~~....1

Basal Ring Width - According to Carrillo's method angle A is the angle of the
width. In both Bottle III and #2 the angle of the width is 116 degrees.
Actual bottle height and width are not considered by this method.
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height, width, and basal ring width correspond considerably closer to the
predicted values of the four attributes, indicating that the kick-up appears
to have considerable variability during anyone specific time period in
contrast to the other attributes •••• " (1974:295).
Having presented this analysis, Carrillo concluded that the data
in his Figure 8 (this paper, Figure 3) can be used as a comparative guide
to date bottles which have no seals.
One major difficulty with this method is that it fails to provide
the means for its application. The assumption is that, once measured, all
bottles will correspond to one of the measured bottles in Carrillo's Figure 8.
No provision is made for the interpretation and dating of bottles whose
measures do not fit the measures in the chart. The problem goes further in
that Carrillo's applications of the method imply a linear development of
bottle shape. For example, in his Appendix I (this paper, Figure 4) the
date for bottle 38AI5-l3,309 was obtained by taking an average of 1735 and
1740. This implies that from 1735 to 1740 the attributes developed in a
predictable way. In the analysis of bottle 38AI5-l6,046, however, the
measured values associated with the years 1738 and 1739 are inconsistent
with the implication of the 38AI5-l3,309 example (Figure 4).
What is more, there is further inconsistency in Carrillo's applications,
for he has not adhered to the stated results of his analysis. While the
rea4er is informed that tI • • • height, width, and basal ring width correspond
considerably closer to the predicted values •••• " and that the kick-up
height n ••• appears to have considerable variability during anyone specific
time period" (1974:295), bottle 38AI5-l3,309 in Appendix I shows that kickup height is aligned more closely to values in Figure 8 than are the
values for width and basal ring width (Figure 4).
And a final criticism is that the reader is lead to believe that
Carrillo's chronological model (1974:302), apparently, is not based on the
analysis of bottles. Consider the following two statements, the second of
which was quoted earlier.
Linear measurements were derived from the above attributes
for 44 of the 49 bottle illustrations (1974:292, emphasis
mine).
The dimensions of width and basal ring width were restricted
to the left half of each illustration since utilizing the
whole bottle would only result in repetition of these same
attributes (1974:292, emphasis mine).
The key term in these quotations is illustration for it implies that
Carrillo has analyzed the line drawings of the bottles which appear in A
Guide to Artifacts of Colonial America (Noel Hume 1969:63-68). If this-is
the case, it need not be emphasized that symmetrically precise onedimensional line drawings cannot reproduce the actual variations in the
overall, three-dimensional shape of free-blown bottles. And, most
importantly, variation in the shape of ' a bottle is an essential consideration
of this method for slight variations in the combination of linear measurements of a bottle will affect the subsequent angle dimensions from which
dates are assigned.
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Figure 3
Taken from Carillo 1974, Figure 8, p. 302.
Table of Bottle Attributes 1 Comprising Chronological Model Based on Dated
Samples in A Guide to Artifacts of Colonial America. 2

Year

Y1

Y2

1652
1661
1686
1687
1688
1698
1700
1704
1708
1713
1713
1714
1721
1722
1727
1729
1731
1734
1735
1735
1736
1738

63.5
58.0
61.5
70.5
67.5
64.0
73.0
69.5
70.0
70.0
71.5
66.5
73.5
74.0
79.5
82.0
83.5
84.5
68.5
82.0
83.5
82.5

100
98
103
103
107
109
109
109
111
106
111
117
107
106
109
105
106
103
104
108
105
104

Y1

= Width;

Y2

Y3
168.5
170.0
160.0
160.0
169.0
172.0
158.0
168.0
151.0
146.0
157.0
152.5
141.0
157.5
156.5
147.0
146.0
150.0
143.5
142.5
160.5
141.0

= Height;

Y3

Y4

Year

Y1

9.5
7.5
13.0
12.5
17.0
19.0
19.0
18.5
21.0
15.5
21.0
27.0
17.5
16.0
19.0
16.0
16.5
13.5
14.0
18.0
15.5
14.0

1739
1740
1750
1751
1755
1755
1756
1757
1761
17,61
1765
1767
1770
1772
1783
1788
1788
1798
1800
1804
1809
1834

84.5
85.0
84.0
86.0
88.0
87.0
85.0
88.0
87.0
87.0
87.0
87.0
86.5
88.0
88.5
86.5
88.0
83.5
89.5
87.5
85.0
86.5

Y2
103.0
107.0
104.0
103.0
102.0
105.0
104.0
102.0
100.0
101.5
102.0
103.0
104.0
103.0
100.0
103.5
100.0
100.0
100.0
104.5
101.0
100.0

= Kick-up; Y4 = Base Ring Width.

lExpressed in terms of degrees.
2Ivor Noel Hume 1970.
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Y3
142.0
143.0
138.0
137.0
144.0
142.0
138.0
140.0
147.0
146.5
150.5
154.5
150.0
144.5
131.5
145.0
145.0
145.0
145.0
152.5
138.0
160.0

Y4
13.5
18.0
14.0
13.0
12.5
15.0
14.5
12.0
9.5
11.5
12.5
13.0
14.0
13.5
10.0
14.0
10.5
9.5
10.0
15.0
11.0
10.5
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Figure 4·
Taken from Carrillo 1974 Appendix I, p. 308.
Comparative Attribute 1 Correlations Establishing Temporal Relationships
Between Chronological Model and Approximate Manufacture Date of Archaeo1ogica11y Retrieved Bottles

Identification
Number

Model
Year

1138AI5-16 ,046
1738
1739
1740
1138AI5-13 ,309

1735
1740

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

86.5

105.5

145.5

15.0

82.5
84.5
85.0

104.0
103.0
107.0

141.0
142.0
143.0

14.0
13.5
18.0

87.5

107.0

82.0
85.0

108.0
107.0

1Expressed in terms of degrees.
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4

= Width
= Height
= Kick-up

= Base

Height
Ring Width
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Approximate
Manufacture
Date

=

1739.0

144.0

16.5

142.5
143.0

18.0
18.0 =

1737.5
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In short, Carrillo has provided some important information, but a
dating method based on measured attributes which purport to define the shape
of a bottle must take account of other considerations.
Principal Hypothesis
Free-blown English glass wine bottles of the 17th and 18th centuries
can be dated according to their shape.
Auxiliary Hypotheses
(i)

A bottle is defined spatially as the combination of five physical
attributes--mouth, rim, neck, body, and base (Figure 5). The
observation of the extent of shape is clearest by conceptualizing
a bottle three-dimensionally (Figure 6).

(ii)

A bottle is an object which has no inherent left or right side.
It is continuous in shape, but this continuity is not necessarily
symmetrical.

(iii)

Given any free-blown glass wine bottle, there will be variations
in width, height, basal ring width, and mouth radius depending
upon the point at which the bottle is measured (Figure 7). To
return to Carrillo's method one recalls that he has measured maximum
height, median width, median basal ring width, and maximum kick-up
height. Not only are these different kinds of measures, they are
taken at different points on a bottle (Walker 1974:187). These
measures provide a random and imprecise definition of bottle shape.
For example, where does the maximum height occur in a bottle with
a crooked neck? Is it at the point of highest protrusion, or is
it at a point along the perimeter of the mouth? (Figure 7).

(iv)

Since it is possible that free-blown bottles are asymmetrical, the
following measuring method was devised. Five measurable attributes
were selected as diagnostic of bottle shape. These attributes
are width, height, mouth radius, basal ring width, and kick-up
height (Figure 8).

(v)

The attributes should be measured in a way that enables them to
define the shape of a bottle as accurately as possible. Given the
possible variation in the shape of a bottle, I suggest that an
accurate way to define shape is to measure the above attributes
contiguously along eight planes of a bottle (Figure 9). With a
bottle resting on its base these planes are defined as vertical
radiations from the center point of the mouth and basal ring at
forty-five degree angles. The first plane is established arbitrarily.
The remaining seven are established at consecutive forty-five degree
angles.

(vi)

Based on experimentation in measuring, I suggest that eight planes
are more diagnostic of shape than a lesser number, while information
gain appears to be negligible in relation to the number of measured
118
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Physical attributes of wine bottles.
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Figure 6 . Photographs 1- 4 were shot at 90 degree angles, revealing the
entire bottle. Photographs 5 and 6 show the top and bottom of the bottle.
(This is Bottle 1 from the Hancock-Clarke site .)
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Figure 7. Bottle I from the Hancock-Clarke site showing distended body
and crooked neck.

Figure 9. Eight planes as they appear on a bottle.
from the Hancock-Clarke site.
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(Photograph of Bottle I

Figure 8.

Quantitative attributes of a bottle.
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planes beyond eight. 2 A bottle will be defined by eight sets of
five measured attributes giving forty measures (see Appendix 1 for
measuring instructions). To demonstrate the relevance of this
method, it was used to measure bottles 1, 3, and 7 from the HancockClarke Homestead (Appendix 2).
(vii)

Any analysis of bottle shape which attempts to use the results of
that analysis to develop a dating method must take account of the
variation within a bottle before it can consider variation among
bottles. 3

(viii)

The measures obtained by the above method should not be averaged
to arrive at one value. The range of measures might be taken as
indicative of the possible range of variation in shape which a
bottle of
given year might demonstrate. For example, in bottle 1
the range of variation in height is l29.5mm to l48.0mm, in width
8l.28mm at 27.94mm in height to 74.93mm at 25.4mm in height. The
mouth radius varies from 8.89mm to lO.8mm, while the basal ring
varies from 60.33mm to 63.5mm. Similar variations occur in bottles
3 and 7 (Appendix 2).

a

(ix)

In
of
be
of
S.

terms of dating, one must discover an attribute or combination
attributes which seriates in a predictable way.4 A method must
selected and employed to determine which attribute or combination
these seriates predictably through time (e.g., a factor analysis
Binford 1968; an attribute cluster analysis Sackett 1968).

(x)

To determine which attribute or combination of attributes seriates,
if any do, a reliable sample of independently dated bottles must
be determined.

(xi)

With respect to independently dated bottles, either seal-dated or
chemically dated bottles might be used.
Seal-dated bottles usually enable one to prescribe a date to a
bottle, but in some cases there is no good reason to assume that
the date on the seal represents the year in which the bottle was

2Given the general size of a squat-type wine bottle, eight sets
of measures at forty-five degree angles appear to be sufficient to define
the five attributes. However, for a more precise definition of bottle
shape, a greater number of both planes and measures would profitably
increase one's results (Grenander, personal communication).
3A dating method which is based on shape must take account of the
fact that bottle shape varies culturally (i.e., the shapes of English
and French glass wine bottles are different). One must initially determine
whether a bottle is, for example, Dutch, French, or English before one
can develop and apply such a dating method.
4Cari1lo (1974: 292) has studied only change through time of
single, isolated attributes (Grenander, personal communication).
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made. For example, commemorative dates, which did not necessarily
correspond with manufacture dates, were applied to bottles (Noel
Hume 1969). Furthermore, seals having only initials might represent
an individual who lived for a long period of time, or a tavern which
might have been operated for a long time.
Chemical dating of bottles by patination analysis is also possible
(Brill 1961). This technique consists of guaging the patina which
has accumulated on the bottle while it was in the ground. The
usefulness of this method is dubious because of the complex nature
of the chemical formation of the patina (Demmy 1967).
(xii)

In order to date an undated bottle, the measure(s) of the distinctive
attribute or combination of these must fit exactly or more closely
approximate the measure(s) of the distinctive attribute or combination of these for an independently dated bottle in the sample.

(xiii)

If no attribute or combination of these is distinctive and diagnostic
of change through time, then all attributes might be assumed to be
of equal value. In this case it might be assumed further that no
bottle from a different time period will have the same values for
the five attributes. The compar~son of an undated bottle to one
in the sample will be such that a bottle of the same time period
will have the same set of ordered measures. The measures associated
with a bottle will be nonrecurring except in a bottle of the same
time period.

Conclusion
In either case (xi) or (xii) the results would be a comparative sample
based on a method of measuring which has considered the range of variability
in shape within a given bottle. And this variability, which is associated
with an independently obtained date, might also aid in establishing the
variability among bottles of the same and different time periods.
This paper has attempted to show that an initial requirement in
developing a dating method is a clear statement of the logic of the method
by formulating auxiliary hypotheses. While three bottles were presented
to demonstrate the nature of variation in shape common to bottles made by
free-blowing, neither the inconsistencies in Carrillo's method nor the
logic of the foregoing series of hypotheses rests upon anyone or all of
these particular vessels. In this regard, I emphasize that this paper has
not attempted to present a dating method, for the hypotheses remain
untested; rather, it has suggested that these statements might profitably
be examined to develop such a tool. It is hoped that upon acquisition of
a sample of bottles, appropriate in both independent dating and size, that
test implications for these hypotheses will be deduced and tested.
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APPENDIX 1
Instructions for Measuring a Bottle along Eight Planes
1.

Chalk the basal ring and impress it onto a sheet of paper.

2.

Mark the side of the bottle and paper such that the bottle can be
accurately replaced on the impressed ring.

3.

Draw various size circles with a compass on paper and place this over
the impression of the basal ring.

4.

Establish the center point of the basal ring by determining an equidistant relationship between the impressed ring and overlain circles.

5.

Draw a line from the center point of the impressed ring to the mark
on the ring circumference (see step 2).

6.

Place a protractor on the line such that the 90 degree mark is at the
center point. Divide the area into 45 degree angles. Draw lines from
each angle to the center point intersecting the circumference of the
impressed ring.

7.

Chalk the mouth ring and impress it onto paper.

8.

Establish the center point of the mouth ring (see steps 3,4).

9.

Place impressed mouth ring with center point on the mouth ring of the
bottle.

10.

Balance engineers scale/ruler on end such that the edge of the scale
is aligned with the mark made on the bottle (see step 2).

11.

Align the center point of the mouth with the edge of the scale by using
a straight edge which is horizontal to the place formed by the basal
ring.

12.

Mark the impressed ring and the mouth where the straight edge intersects
the circumference of the impressed ring.

13.

Divide the impressed ring into 45 degree sections using the mark and
the center point as a base line (see step 6).

14.

Place the impressed ring onto the mouth aligning the two marks which
align with the mark from the basal ring.

15.

Mark the mouth at each of the 45 degree angles.

16.

Place the bottle onto the impressed ring of the base aligning the
marks made on the bottle at the base and the impressed ring.

17.

Mark the bottle at each of the 45 degree angles and number them 1-8
consecutively.
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APPENDIX 1 (Continued)
18.

Number the marks on the mouth ring 1-8 such that the angles are properly
coordinated.

19.

These two sets of marks, based on two center points, define the eight
planes along which measures are taken.

The basal ring width is determined by measuring along each line from
the center point to the circumference. The mouth width is determined
similarly to the basal ring width. By placing the engineers scale/ruler
on end next to the bottle along one of the planes, thus establishing a 90
degree relationship between the measuring instrument and the bottle as
it rests on its base, the scale will touch the bottle at the point of its
maximum width along the plane. The height is determined for the plane with
the scale placed on each plane line. The kick-up height is measured
exteriorly at the basal ring center point to the point of contact established
by the bottle base at rest on a horizontal surface.
While the foregoing instructions are for manual measuring, Grenander
(personal communication) has suggested, and rightly so, that photographic
measuring would be more precise and accurate.
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APPENDIX 2
Hancock-Clarke Site and Wine Bottles
In 1965, the Lexington, Massachusetts Historical Society, under the
direction of Roland Wells Robbins, excavated the cellar complex of the
Hancock-Clarke House, a late 17th and early 18th century homestead. No
stratigraphic controls were employed in the excavation. (See Baker 1975a
for a discussion of the ceramic materials.) The remains of 44 17th and
18th century glass wine bottles were excavated from this site. After
reconstruction, only bottles 1, 3, and 7 were sufficiently complete to
allow the application of the eight plane measuring method. (See Baker
1975b for a discussion of all the bottle sherds from the site.)
Bottle 1 is a squat-type, off-hand, free-blown bottle. It has a
very finely tooled string rim which is attached 3mm below the mouth, and
a sand ponti1 of 53mm in diameter. The kick-up mark is unidentifiable.
The basal ring shows heavy abrasion and wear. The bottle is made of dark
green glass and is nontransparent in its present state owing to a patina
covering.
Bottle 3 is a squat-type, off-hand, free-blown bottle. Its string
rim is finely tooled and attached 6.5mm below the mouth. It has a sand
pontil mark which is 63mm in diameter. The tool used to make the kick-up
is unidentifiable. The bottle is made of light green glass which is
presently nontransparent due to the extensive patina covering. The basal
ring shows heavy wear.
Bottle 7 is a squat-type, off-hand, free-blown bottle. Its string
rim is very finely tooled and attached 3.5 mm below the mouth. The pontil
mark is sand with a diameter of 5lmm. The tool used to form the kick-up
is unidentifiable. The bottle is made of dark green glass which is
nontransparent owing both to its opacity and patina covering. The basal
ring indicates heavy wear.
The wear patterns on the basal rings of the bottles indicate that
they were not only used for serving (i.e., pushed around oak tables,
Ruggles-Brise 1949), but perhaps that the bottles remained in use long
after their introduction (Deetz, personal communication).
Below are the measures obtained for bottles 1, 3, and 7.
measures are in millimeters.
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Bottle 1

Basal
Ring
Width

Mouth
Radius

Height

Width
(at
height)

Kick-up
Height

Plane 1

60.33

8.89

146.1

76.20(26.04)

28.6

Plane 2

61.60

10.16

142.2

74.93(25.40)

28.6

Plane 3

62.23

10.16

141.0

75.57(25.40)

28.6

Plane 4

62.87

129.5

78.74(26.67)

28.6

Plane 5

60.96

10.80

130.8

81.28(25.40)

28.6

Plane 6

63.50

10.16

141.6

81.28(27.94)

28.6

Plane 7

62.87

147.3

81.28(20.96)

28.6

Plane 8

60.96

10.16

148.0

79.38(22.86)

28.6

Plane 1

57.79

10.80

146.1

81.28(27.31)

22.9

Plane 2

59.69

11.32

153.7

78.11(28.58)

22.9

Plane 3

56.52

12.07

158.1

76.84(30.48)

22.9

Plane 4

55.25

12.70

149.2

78.74(32.39)

22.9

Plane 5

55.88

13.97

142.2

78.11(30.48)

22.9

Plane 6

59.06

12.07

134.6

81.92(29.21)

22.9

Plane 7

55.88

11.43

133.4

79.38(30.48)

22.9

Plane 8

55.25

10.80

135.9

80.65(29.21)

22.9

9.525

9.525

Bottle 3
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Bottle 7

Basal
Ring
Width

Mouth
Radius

Height

Width
(at
height)

Kick-up
Height

Plane 1

62.23

10.16

147.3

90.81{40.64)

22.9

Plane 2

62.87

10.80

149.2

87.63{41.91)

22.9

Plane 3

55.25

11.43

150.5

83.82(44.45)

22.9

Plane 4

59.06

10.16

146.1

84.46(40.01)

22.9

Plane 5

59.06

10.16

146.7

86.33(33.66)

22.9

Plane 6

57.15

10.80

144.8

88.90(38.10)

22.9

Plane 7

55.88

11.43

145.4

93.98(40.01)

22.9

Plane 8

59.06

10.16

146.1

94.62(45.72)

22.9
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PART 2
PRESENTED PAPERS
at the Seventeenth Annual Conference
on Historic Site Archaeology
Tuscaloosa, Alabama

Although twenty papers were presented in Tuscaloosa only three were
submitted for publication in volume 11. I am not sure just what this
means relative to future volumes, but it certainly suggests, along with
the number of contributed papers received, that two groups of people are
involved; those who don't attend the conference but want to have their
papers published, and those who attend and present papers but fail to have
them in sufficient shape by the February 2nd deadline to submit them for
publication. At any rate the combinatio~ of contributed papers, these three
presented papers, and the Goggin Award paper has combined to produce a volume
equal in size to volume 10.

Stanley South, Chairman
Conference on Historic Site Archaeology
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BACKYARD ARCHEOLOGY AS RESEARCH STRATEGY
Charles H. Fairbanks
ABSTRACT
Discusses the changing styles of archeology in
both prehistoric and historic archeology with the observation
that historical archeology could well benefit from the
lessons learned in the prehistoric field. Midden excavation
can solve problems that structural archeology alone cannot
treat. Examples of recent "backyard" archeology and the
results obtained are given.
Almost nine score years ago the Canadian-American border commission
conducted what may have been the earliest historical archeology in the
New World. Its purpose was to locate the remains of an early French fort
and settlement for the purpose of fixing the international boundary.
In many respects it seems that historical archeology has changed its
strategy but little in the ensuing 179 years. Many, if not most, historical
excavations are planned to relocate, define, or otherwise examine known
or suspected historic structures, most commonly forts. After a brief
foray into the surface reconnaissance of historic Iroquois sites, I
conducted my first clearly historical excavation at Kenneshaw Mountain to
relocate Confederate entrenchments destroyed by years of row cropping.
In that case we did locate numerous defilades that were not indicated on
the official maps of the battle area. Thus my own initiation into the
subfield did accomplish another of the common objectives of historical
archeology--to expand or clarify ambiguous written records of the past place
or event. That was in 1939 when "Pinky" Harrington was already excavating
at Jamestown and Williamsburg and was still doing largely architectural
excavations. During the last 40 years, what began as historical archeology
at a very few sites has grown into a massive program that rivals in popularity
and funds the prehistoric archeology in many regions. While the early
historic archeological excavations were often in the hands of historically
trained or architecturally trained persons, increasingly the work has been
directed by those who have a major base in anthropology. This has inevitably
brought to historical archeology a diversity, and perhaps even a breadth
of view, that is often lacking in prehistoric archeology. I would like to
examine what seems to me the overall trend in one aspect of historical
archeology.
In addition to the sequence of historical phases used by Willey and
Sabloff in their admirable history of American Archeology, it seems to
me that a characteristic of early archeologists in the Old and New Worlds
has been a concern with monuments, tombs, and similar large constructions.
Thomas Jefferson, often regarded as the first to engage in problem oriented
archeology was attracted to the excavations of a burial mound. Squier
and Davis, and most other 19th century archeologists were almost solely
concerned with such monumental remains, even north of Mexico where truely
impressive carved stone monuments were lacking. Morlot's excursion into
midden excavation was followed closely by the work in shell mounds of a
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refuse sort in Florida by Jeffries Wyman along the St. Johns and S. T.
Walker at Cedar Key (Morlot 1861; Wyman 1868, 1875; Walker 1883). While
the work in midden by these early leaders was a bit unsophisticated, it
does seem to have led to an appreciation of the sorts of things that could
be learned from refuse piles that could not be found in the more spectacular
"monuments." Two generations later with the stratigraphic work of Uhle
in California shell middens and the beginning of seriation studies by N. C.
Nelson at Zuni, the greater values of midden excavations began to become
apparent.
Stratigraphic excavation of middens served as the basis for an
increasing interest in and ability to derive chronologies. The trend,
especially obvious in the United States, toward "metrical stratigraphy"
with ever smaller arbitrary levels and often with little regard to natural
strata was perhaps an inevitable result of the chronology building in the
pre-1950 period. With the increased emphasis on a nomothetic approaCh
with testing of hypotheses, archeology as a whole began to turn away from
purely stratigraphic test-pitting. The development of precise dating
teChniques along with recognition of the need for sound sampling- designs,
has turned many prehistoric archeologists to new methods of excavating~
midden deposits. The recognition of the need for expanded samples of floral
remains in ecological studies and dietary reconstructions has also added
an impetus to digging trash piles. In addition, the fact that earlier
generations of archeologists, both professional and avocational, have left
few large mounds undug, meant that prehistorians have been perforce often
impelled to excavate the village sites themselves.
It seems to me that historic archeology has, in many respects followed
at least some of the pathways pioneered by our prehistorically oriented
brothers in the development of the present state of the art. Certainly
early historical archeology was almost solely concerned with famous
houses, forts, or other specific structures. Often, as at the colonial
city of Raleigh, the archeologist was called in to locate an historically
important structure that was no longer visible or where some part was
obscure. Raleigh, Fort Necessity, and many others may serve as often
excellent examples of this continuing concern with the historically
significant, or unique building. Much of the work inevitably concerned
military structures. In fact through the 1930's and 1940's most of the
historically designated national monuments commemorated military events.
While certainly the daily activities of the users of these forts would add
insights to the interpretation of the sites, archeology that would reveal
such aspects was not systematically sought.
Certainly the example of Colonial Williamsburg served as a model for
much of the early archeology. There the first work was largely in the
hands of architectural historians and little attention was paid to the
rubbish collections. Sites were excavated and excavations planned to
reveal lost or disputed architectural details with little attention to
the more mundane artifacts. In the area of salvage archeology I detect
that perhaps stimulated the excavation of trash piles. Attempts to date
sites where documentation in written records was lacking led to increased
attention to dateable artifacts. Whereas the prehistoric archeologist
increasingly depended on radiocarbon dates, the historic archeologist
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moved toward increased precision of dating known historic artifacts.
The developments by South of the Mean Ceramic Date formula (1972), more
detailed seriational and documentary studies by a number of individuals
(Noel Hume 1969) plus a recognition by many of the need for more statistically valid samples, increased the attention to midden excavations.
Probably the major important factor in the change of tactics was
the increasingly conscious formulation of hypotheses and the search for
specific ways to test the implications of these hypotheses. As we became
conscious of the need to gather specific sorts of data, it was often
apparent that the historic structures themselves would not supply the sorts
of data that were needed. Following a paper presented at the 1971 meeting
of the Society for Historical Archaeology, I developed a set of proposals
for excavation at the de la Cruz lots in 18th century St. Augustine. As
much of the activity in Spanish colonial households took place in the rear
portions of the lots in patios or open areas, it was inevitable that
excavations there would reveal more about household activities than would
excavations of the structure itself. This excavation was followed by
Deagan's work on the same lots in the patio area that had been defined
in the first excavation. The results were entirely satisfactory in
demonstrating the role of mestizo or Indian women in the Spanish-Indian
acculturation during the first half of the 18th century.
The refuse pits at the de 1a Cruz lots gave us abundant data on the
relative proportions of the various categories of ceramics, food remains,
food preparation equipment, and proved decisive in showing the process of
cultural interaction between Spaniard and Indian. Ceramics consisted of
Spanish glazed and unglazed earthenwares in small quantities, Indiantradition earthenwares, and British refined earthenwares. Kinds and proportions of these sherds gave us the essential clues to the precise kinds
of acculturation going on in that household. Food remains indicated the
importance of Indian methods of collecting wild foods and the contribution
of these to a scanty Hispanic diet imported through the situado. More
importantly the results indicated that house site oriented excavations
would not produce the kinds of sample that we needed for a variety of
processual1y oriented programs. Only by excavating the activity areas
adjacent to houses would we recover the sorts of data in the quantities
needed for such investigations.
While the de la Cruz lot excavations were going on I was asked to
direct a testing program in the Cannon's Point area on St. Simons Island,
Georgia. The Sea Island Company had acquired the land and wanted an
archeological inventory for use in planning future development of the large
tract which contained numerous prehistoric sites as well as two large
plantation sites. Work already done at Kingsley Plantation (Fairbanks
1974) and Ryefield Plantation (Ascher and Fairbanks 1971) indicated that
~ realistic program in plantation archeology should attempt to define
archeo10gica11y the differences in status of planter, overseer, and slave.
Cannon's Point would give us an excellent opportunity to test the hypothesis
that systematic differences existed in the sorts of materials discarded in
the daily activities of these three social classes. John Otto conducted
a series of excavations in midden deposits adjacent to the big house at
Cannon's Point, back of the overseers' house a mile away, and at two sets
of slave houses belonging to the plantation. He was able to demonstrate
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a number of significant patterns of artifact distribution in the three
types of subsites involved (1975). Aside from the greater variety of
ceramics at the planter's dump, notable differences were found. The
planter shard refuse contained a high proportion of tureens, plates, and
platters, clearly indicating a diet characterized by soups, roasts, and
considerable variety. The slave midden, however, was characterized by a
very high proportion of medium-sized hemispherical bowls. Evidently
"spoon meat" or pilau was the characteristic food for that class. Only at
the overseer's house did cat bone appear in the midden, evidence of the
stringent financial status of this status in between two worlds, or perhaps
of his lack of rapport with the cook. Food remains were analysed in some
detail and indicated different patterns of access to food supplies. The
planter families had a high proportion of game and deep-water fish,
indicating use of professional slave hunters and fishers. The slaves also
supplemented their issued diet with game and fish or shellfish, but the
kinds they ate were those that could be collected or trapped near the
shore or in spare time. Without the evidence from midden deposits, we
would have lacked much of the vital data for elaborating those aspects of
life that were considered too mundane to be included in plantation
journals or the letters of elite visitors. Parenthetically, if further
criticism of Fogel and Engerman's Time on the Cross is not redundant
at this point, we can supply more data. They reconstructed the slave
diet by subtracting plantation products sold from total plantation production. This amount was then divided by the population to give a result of
some 3,000 calories per slave per day (1974). Our data indicated that at
least an additional 1,500 calories should be added from wild game, fish,
and shellfish. Perhaps the War Between the States need not have been
fought as slavery was clearly doomed thro~gh the inefficiency o~ grossly
overweight workers.
In a more serious vein, what the Cannon's Point program did show was
that excavation of middens does give results that probably would not be
achieved by the usual architectural digs. I would assume that diet and
food patterns are at least equally important as data on number of square
feet per person or the number of rooms to a family.
The Cannon's Point excavation was closely followed by a dig in the
lots of Thomas Bird at Frederica, also on St. Simon's Island. This was
supported by a grant from the National Park Service and was specifically
designed to demonstrate the sort of information that could be recovered
from a backyard excavation. It did not attempt to locate the house on the
lot or to answer any architectural questions. Excavation of ~el1s,
latrines, refuse pits and a possible underground root cellar did not
adequately demonstrate Hird's craft of dyer, but the data did show a great
deal about his life style and probably aUXiliary occupations. A profusion
of milk pans may
actually have been used for dying. An equally
large number of game animal bones and musket remains seem to have defined
the occupant as a possible commercial supplier of game to the colonial
town. The presence of fine goblets and carafes illustrated the status
of a man of means who often entertained John Wesley in his home. The
artifact collections provided an entirely adequate sample of the discards
and activity categories of the occupants that could not have been derived
from the structure excavation alone. Questions relating to discard patterns
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in historic contexts would seem to be derived only from such tactics rather than
from the older programs directed at answering more purely architectural
questions.
There have been a growing series of excavations that have investigated
primarily midden situations. Noel Hume's excavations at Tutter's Neck were
confined primarily to trash pits and most of his information derives from
those collections (1966). Brose's report on the Custer Road Dump Site
(1967) was a purely midden excavation designed to provide data on the late
18th century occupation at Fort Mackinac, although it produced largely mid19th century material. Excavations at Silcott by Adams et aL systematically
dug refuse dumps of a late site to provide a broader range of household
refuse and test discard aspects of that site (Adams et al. 1975). Moran's
excavations at the Narbonne House in Salem were originally undertaken to
determine backyard activities of the house which dated from the 17th century.
Highly interesting assumptions about life style were made on the basis of
carefully controlled collections from a series of trash pits. The pattern
of systematic disposal of household debris in backyard pits offers an
excellent opportunity for the archeologist to determine closely dated complexes of occupational debris from different occupations in an historic
setting.
It is clear that historical archeology has in many respects followed
the evolution of prehistoric arCheology in the United States by turning
gradually from a preoccupation with the obvious, the spectacular, or the
monumental to an examination of the midden remains of earlier times. I
believe that we as historic archeologists should systematically investigate
more trash dumps and exploit the advantages to be gained thereby.
Certainly one of the objectives of historical archeology is to expand
the information from written documents, contemporary with the events or
composed in later times. A continuing problem in historiography has been
the internal criticism of those documents. Do they give an accurate
picture of the events of the time? Were the authors concealing or misrepresenting things and events? Were the authors accurately informed
about the events? What did they fail to record simply because they considered it needless information? Historical archeology is a powerful
tool in evaluating written documents in these aspects. And it is exactly
in these areas that midden or backyard archeology can contribute so much.
While a contemporary writer might ignore or color his observations of many
aspects of daily life, the debris of those activities offers·. many clues to
what actually did go on. Harrington (1955) has made highly pertinent
observations on the many ways in which historical archeology can clarify an
often confused historical record. I doubt that any early inhabitant ever
thought it worthwhile to falsify the record of his trash disposal either
to evade taxes or to impress the neighbors. If the archeologist has
the skills, he can glean a great deal of information from these refuse
deposits for the unravelling of the cultural events and processes, not
only of the past but that apply to the present and future as well.
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ABORIGINAL CERAMICS IN PRE-18TH CENTURY COLONIAL
ST. AUGUSTINE, FLORIDA: THE DE LEON SITE
John A. Bostwick
Foreword
This report is not intended to be a general site report. Therefore,
no general discussion will be attempted of all cultural material thus
far excavated. General site information will be addressed in an MA
thesis now being prepared by Theresa Singleton of the Department of
Anthropology, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida. This paper
will concern itself with one aspect of the material culture of pre-18th
century Spanish colonial St. Augustine; namely the use of aboriginal
ceramics and their importance in the daily activities of the Spanish
household.
The author will attempt to draw some positive conclusions from the
data presented as well as offer some observations concerning the dating
of both the St. Johns (see Goggin 1952) and San Marcos (Smith 1948:
313-319) ceramic series as they pertain to 16th and 17th century St.
Augustine.
Methodology
The site under discussion is known as the de Leon site, SA (St.
Augustine,26-l. Excavation of the site is being carried out by the
Florida State University Archaeological Field School under the direction
of Dr. Kathleen A. Deagan. Excavation will take place from May through
July, 1976. The site lies at the corner of Marine Street and Bravo Lane
in the city of St. Augustine, St. Johns County, Florida (see Figure 1).
Control of the site is maintained by use of a modified Chicago grid
system and a permanent transit station tied into a known bench mark
(Field Notes:HSAPB, St. Augustine, Florida). An arbitrary north-south
east-west line was established crossing at stake lOONlOOE. The site was
then gridded off at three-meter intervals with the squares being designated
by the number of the southwest stake. This system allows for grid squares
of varying size, when necessary, and allows for a flexible approach to
horizontal site control.
Excavation of a test pit and square 106Nl06E was done in arbitrary
levels of 10 and 15 centimeters per level to establish the natural
stratigraphy of the site which was unknown at the start of excavation.
All other squares were excavated in natural levels. Material from Zone I,
the disturbed 20th century level, was normally not screened except in
the test pit. Material from Zone II, the colonial midden (excavated in
15 centimeter levels), and areas and features associated with the colonial
midden were separately screened through 1/4 inch mesh screen; and all
artifacts were bagged separately and given unique field specimen numbers.
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Historic Background
Concrete historic reference to the de Leon site is nonexistent for
the 16th and 17th centuries. The Puente Map of 1764 (Figure 1) indicates
a house structure belonging to Joseph de Leon, a captain stationed at the
Castillo de San Marcos. Ownership by the de Leon family can only be confirmed
for two generations before the 1763 Spanish exodus; not long enough to
indicate family ownership or occupation during the 16th and 17th centuries
(Dr. Kathleen Deagan, Florida State University: personal communication 1976).
However, archaeological evidence points to a fairly intense occupation of
the site during the period preceding the 18th century.
Analysis
Many writers have noted the preference for earthenwares over metal
for use as cooking vessels by the 16th and 17th century Spanish (Otto
and Lewis 1974:103; Goggin 1952:72; Smith 1948:316). This was a trend
in St. Augustine perhaps reinforced by the unreliability of the situado.
The situado was a system whereby St. Augustine was resupplied on a yearly
basis by the Spanish government. St. Augustine, although the largest
settlement in Florida, was by no means self-sufficient and depended on
the reprovisioning of the situado for its very existence. However, the
situado was unreliable and insufficient for the needs of the population.
For example, during the period 1631-1640 no Spanish ship is believed to
have visited St. Augustine (Otto and Lewis 1974:103). As a result of the
supply shortages caused by an unconcerned Viceroy of New Spain, the St.
Augustinians would have been forced to rely on their own resources and
genius to survive.
Of the total of 3534 pieces of ceramics from closed contexts of the
16th and 17th centuries only 274 examples of majolica (see Goggin 1968) can
TABLE 1.

Total occurrences of Majolica in closed contexts of
the 16th and 17th centuries, SA 26-1.
~

Number of Sherds

Ichtucknee Blue on Blue
Columbia Plain
Ichtucknee Blue on White
San Luis Blue on White
Santo Domingo Blue on White
Fig Springs Polychrome
La Vega Blue on White
Isabella Polychrome
Yayal Blue on White
San Luis Polychrome
Tallahassee Blue on White (?)
Abo Polychrome
Pueb1a Polychrome
Fine White
Plain White
Unidentified Blue on White

74
61
14
10
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6
6
2
2

2
1
1
1
12
63
12
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be found. This is less than ten per cent of the total ceramics from closed
contexts. It appears thatmaj6lica for normal day to day use was virtually
nonexistent.
Somewhat better is the percentage of olive jar (Goggin 1964:253-298)
recovered. The 1618 sherds of olive jar, 46% of the total ceramic count,
may indicate a more direct access to this ceramic type than for majolica.
These relatively massive jars are thought to have been used principally
as storage jars and shipping containers (Goggin 1964:256) which may account
for their relative abundance at the de Leon site as they were undoubtedly
reused when emptied of original contents. Other European ceramics constitute only 77 examples and are statistically unimportant except to
further emphasize the scarcity of European goods.
Goggin (1952:58-63) and Smith (1948:313-316) long ago noted the
heavy use by 18th century St. Augustinians of the local aboriginal San
Marcos ware to supplement cooking and storage vessels otherwise unobtainable
in European wares. It has long been postulated that the same would hold
true of the native Timucuan wares, the St. Johns series (Dr. Kathleen
Deagan, Florida State University: personal communication 1976). This
opportunity to excavate at SA 26-1 has provided answers regarding earlier
use of available ceramic types. It is obvious from this site that extensive
use was made of the St. Johns series ceramics for household and cooking
purposes. St. Johns sherds comprise a total of 979 examples or greater
than 35% of the ceramic count. Their use in this Spanish household is
second only to that of the olive jar.
The well known San Marcos ware is also represented at SA 26-1. The
530 sherds comprise 15% of the total sample. This smaller figure as
compared to St. Johns or olive jar indicates an appearance at the site
of circa 1680 and serves as a marker for the site date range. The circa
1680 date is considered by several authors as the most probable date for
introduction of San Marcos ware in appreciable quantity into the St.
Augustine area (Deagan 1974:58; Deagan n.d.:in press; Bostwick n.d.a.:
in press; Bostwick n.d.b.:ms).
A very small percentage (less than two per cent) of the recovered
aboriginal wares are trade goods, or contained trade goods from Apalachee
(see Boyd, Smith and Griffin 1951; Jones 1972) and south central Georgia.
As seen in Table 2, they are not numerous but give concrete evidence of
trade and contact between the various sections of Spanish Florida. Two
sherds show evidence of contact with the colonial settlements in Mexico
(New Spain). Their designs are alien to the Florida region and perhaps
are evidence of the reuse of ceramic containers brought in the casual
visits of the situado and other Spanish shipping. Examples of aboriginal
wares from SA 26-1 are illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.
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a-b Rim sherds of a St. J6hns Plain bowl with un usual "beak;"
c
Rim sherd from a St. Johns Check Stamped vessel with
European letter incised into the sherd;
d
Lamar Bo l d Incised; e Lamar Stamped; f - h Jefferson Hare,
rim style 5.
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f

Ft. Walton I ncised;
Aucilla Incised; g

d- e Jefferson \Yare, rim styl e 4;
Hiller Plain; h Unclassified

i

Unclassified Stamped , possibly Heso - American.

Colono-Indian ware, possibly Meso-American;
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TABLE 2.

Aboriginal ceramics other than St. Johns and San Marcos
from closed 16th and 17th century contexts, SA 26-1.
Number of Sherds

Lamar Series
Bold Incised
Stamped
Lamar Like

2 (rims)
1 (rim)
13

Ft. Walton Series
Ft. Walton Incised

11

Leon-Jefferson Series
Aucilla Incised
Stamped
Rim Style 4
Rim Style 5
Miller Plain
Mission Red Filmed

3
5
1
4 (1 rim)

Unclassified Plain Gritty Ware

4

Unclassified Stamped
(Meso-American 1)

1

Unclassified Colono-Indian Ware
(Meso-American 1)

1

4
2

Conclusions
From a seriation of the majolica types present (see Table 1), it
would appear that there was an intense Spanish occupation of SA 26-1 in
the period circa 1650. Goggin (1968:117-126, 135-141) notes that the
presence in significant percentages of Columbia Plain and Ichtucknee Blue
on Blue indicates a pre-1650 occupation. The single sherd of Abo Polychrome
and Puebla Polychrome coupled with the presence of San Marcos ware
indicates a late 17th century (post-1675), and perhaps not a sustained or
intensive, occupation (Goggin 1952:113).
It is concluded that the heavy use of St. Johns ceramics which
occurred in the period before 1650 paralleled the function of San Marcos
in the 18th century. The use of St. Johns pottery declined rapidly with
the declining Timucua population (Swanton 1952:151-152). By 1675 it is
doubtful that the Timucua could still have had an ethnic cohesiveness to
have maintained a ceramic tradition (Deagan n.d.:in press). Hemmings and
Deagan (1973:4-30) have excavated the mission of Santa Maria which stood
on Amelia Island, some 30 miles above St. Augustine, and found no St.
Johns ware associated with either Spanish or San Marcos wares. The mission
of Santa Maria stood from 1675 to 1702 and certainly would have been a
haven for any christianized Timucua in the vicinity. Therefore, it is felt
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that the tradition of St. Johns ceramics, while probably overlapping the
San Marcos tradition, nevertheless dies out as a ceramic style circa 1675.
The bearers of the San ~rcos tradition, then, were relocated in a very
short time period in the St. Augustine region following the Guale
rebellion of 1680, and began producing their wares in the north Florida
area in quantities large enough to be archaeological1y significant in St.
Augustine certainly by 1686 (Smith 1948:314; Goggin 1952:58-63), probably
as early as 1680.
In July, 1976, during the final preparation of this paper, the
author and Mary K. Herron, a student in the Department of Anthropology,
Florida State University, made a thorough study of the outer walls of
the Castillo de San Marcos. The purpose of this study was to determine
which, if any, ceramics might have been included as levelers in the
south, west and north walls. The east wall had previously been studied"
(see Bostwick n.d.a:in press). As a result of this study, five sherds
of San Marcos stamped ware were located in the moat side of the northeast
bastion. Manucy (1942:17) notes that the walls of the Castillo (with the
exception of the west wall) were some twelve feet in height "by midsummer
of 1673. Therefore, while few in number, these sherds of San Marcos ware
serve to establish a terminus post guem for this type in St. Augustine at
1673.
~

A small but significant contact existed between St. Augustine and
provinces to the west prior to Colonel Moore's raid in 1704 (Tebeau 1971:
53; Jones 1972:25-33) on the Apalachee and associated tribes. Hundreds
of Apalachee were drafted each year to labor on the Castillo. Frey de
la Guerra noted in a letter to the Crown in 1673, that in that year 200
Apaladhee were in St. Augustine to perform required manual labor. After
decimation of the Apa1achee, the aboriginal inhabitants of Apalachee
scattered to various settlements to the west and east of the region and
rapidly lost ethnic cohesiveness (Covington 1972:366-384). It is postulated
that most, if not all, ceramic evidence of trade and contact between St.
Augustine and Apalachee will predate 1704. Although efforts were made in
1719 to resettle Apalachee with the rebuilding of San Marcos de Apalachee,
the attempt was not altogether successful (Tebeau 1971:65).
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Figure 4. Soil Profile (north) at SA 26-1, The de Leon Site.
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THE EARLY HISTORIC PERIOD (1540-1670) ON THE UPPER
COOSA RIVER DRAINAGE OF ALABAMA AND GEORGIA
Marvin T. Smith
Ten years ago in a paper "Archaeology as a Key to the Colonial Fur
Trade," John Witthoft stated, "Sixteenth Century sites of the Gulf
drainage basin are even less known (than N.E. U.S.).
In the coastal
plain and piedmont of the Southeast, major Indian villages which probably
date from the late 1500's have not yet produced European objects" (1966:
205). Since that time, archaeologists have added little new data to the
problem of the early historic period in the Southeast. Notable exceptions
are the recent works by Brain and others on the route of DeSoto (Brain ~
al. 1974; Brain 1975) and the work on the King Site in Floyd County,
Georgia (Garrow and Smith 1973; Hally 1975; Hally, Garrow, and Trotti
1975; M. Smith 1975). It is now known that a long sequence of historic
sites exi$ts in this area, similar to the Iroquois and Susquehannock
sequences of the Northeast. This paper will attempt to characterize this
Early Historic Period (1540-1670) along the upper Coosa drainage, stressing
key European artifact types and discussing the processes of culture change.
This statement should be considered preliminary in nature, since only
limited professional excavation has been conducted on sites of this period.
This paper is based largely on grave lot data from private collections.
The Early Historic Period has been broken down into four subperiods:
1540-1570, 1570-1600, 1600-1630, and 1630-1670. While these divisions are
largely arbitrary, they are also based on comparisons with other historic
sites in Eastern North America, and on some historic events: 1540 is the
year of the DeSoto expedition through this area, 1570 allows some time for
influences out of Florida after the founding of St. Augustine in 1565, and
1670 ends the period with the founding of Charles Town. Shortly after the
founding of Charles Town, English trade goods flooded the Southeast and
the aboriginal economy was drastically altered. The 1670 date also has
precedence with Quimby's work (1966) in the Great Lakes area.
1540-1570
The 1540-1570 subperiod marks the introduction of European artifacts,
chiefly in the form of iron celts, spikes, and knife blades, into the
area. It is possible that a few such artifacts may have entered the area
slightly earlier. Glass beads and brass beads are extremely rare. The
King Site is the best known site of this subperiod, and should therefore
be considered the "type site." The European materials from this site have
been described and discussed elsewhere (M. Smith 1975). European materials
during this time period occur chiefly as grave goods, and are quite scarce.
Only 2.4% Qf the 210 burials at the King Site contained European grave
goods.
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EARLY HISTORIC PERIOD SITES ON THE UPPER COOSA RIVER

1.

Ogeltree Island

7.

Mohman

2.

Cooper Farm

8.

Johnstone

3.

Terrapin Creek

9.

Etowah

4.
5.
6.

Bradford Ferry

10.

Coosawattee River Site

Seven Springs

11.

Little Egypt

King

Figure 1.

Map of Sites.
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During this subperiod, there is virtually no disruption of the
aboriginal economy. Iron artifacts are rare, and appear to become status
or wealth items in burials, perhaps replacing native copper items.
Traditional aboriginal grave goods, such as shell gorgets, pottery vessels,
projectile points, etc., continue to be interred. Mound building apparently
ceases. The major changes in the aboriginal culture during this time
appear to be brought about by the effects of European disease. Multiple
burials are common, and an unusual mortality rate has been noted for the
King Site (Tally 1975: 74-75).
Six sites of this period have been recognized in the Upper Coosa
drainage (Figure 1). The King Site material has been previously described
(M. Smith 1975). Ross Morrell (1964: 75) reports one Nueva Cadiz Plain
glass bead found on an aboriginal structure floor at the Ogeltree Island
site and suggests that this bead is attributable to DeSoto. Lewis Larson
(personal communication) has excavated a Lamar village burial at the
Etowah site that contained an iron celt. At the Little Egypt site, Warren
K. Moorehead excavated six fragments of iron that he tentatively identified
as sword fragments and pike points from a burial that contained a large
stone celt and a few (shell?) beads. Hi illustration (Moorehead 1932:
Figure 97) suggests that three of the iron fragments could be celts and
two could be spikes. Moorehead had these artifacts analyzed by personnel
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art and reported that "They were old, and
not of the American Colonial period" (Moorehead 1932: 154).
Finally, the Johnstone Farm site and an un-named site on the
Coosawattee River just north of Calhoun, Georgia, have been intensively
investigated by amateurs. Two burials at Johnstone Farm contained
European artifacts: one burial contained two rolled copper or brass
beads, and another burial contained a large iron "chisel," a small iron
pin, and an iron celt. The Coosawattee River Site also produced two
burials with European artifacts: one contained an iron pin and an iron
celt, while the other contained an unidentified piece of badly corroded
iron. Aboriginal traits at these sites show that they were closely
related to the King Site.
1570-1600
During the 1570-1600 subperiod, an increase in the quantity and
types of European goods is noted. Iron goods are still extremely rare
(see below), but brass ornaments such as circular gorgets (Figure 2),
bangles (Figure 3), and beads, as well as glass beads, become relatively
couanon.
Glass bead types include star or chevron beads in blue and green
f1usheye beads of three types, gooseberry beads, compound layered beads,
beads with compound stripes, and numerous translucent and opaque beads
in blue, green, and other colors. One Nueva Cadiz Plain bead (Fairbanks
1968) has also been recovered. The more diagnostic beads are comparable
to types from several sites in other areas of the Eastern United States.
These sites include the Seneca sites!Cameron 1575-1600, Factory Hollow
1590-1615, and Tram 1565-1590 in New York (Wray 1973; Wray and Schoff 1953);
153

Figure 2.

Brass Gorget, Terrapin Creek Site.

Figure 3.

Brass bangles, ca. 1570 and later.
are from the Bradford Ferry Site.

Figure 4.

Glass Beads,

Bradfo~d

Illustrated examples

Ferry Site.

Row I-A. Opaque "Turquoise blue"
B. As above, but slightly darker and with shiny surface.
C~F.
Various shades of translucent blue.
G. Opaque White.
H. Translucent Green.
Row 2 - A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Translucent "Root Beer" with ftjur white stripes.
Translucent blue with 8-10 white stripes.
Translucent blue with 5 white stripes.
Opaque "Turquoise blue" with four white stripes.
Translucent blue with two red and two white alternating strip,
Clear with white stripes (Gooseberry).
Opaque white with three sets of triple, wavy blue l1nes.

Row 3 - A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Translucent Purple/translucent blue core.
Translucent blue/white translucent blue core.
Blue/White/Blue core with eight eroded stripes.
Green Chevron (Green/white/red/white/clear core).
Opaque white with circular blue and white eyes.
Opaque "turquoise blue" with red and white star eyes.

Row 4 - A-C. Blue seed beads.
D. Black seed.
E. Blue/clear core seed.
F. Translucent purple seed.
G. Clear/white/clear core seed.
H. Translucent blue with pressed facets.
I. Translucent purple with pressed facets.
J. Clear with white stripes (Gooseberry).
K. Rolled sheet brass.
Figure 5.

Brass bell from Cooper Farm.
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the Susquehannock Blue Rock Site 1575-1595 in Pennsylvania (Heisey and
Witmer 1962); the Oneida Wayland-Smith Site 1570-1595 in New York (Pratt
1961); and the Philip Mound in Florida (Benson 1967; Karklins 1974). More
specific data on these bead types are presented in Appendix A.
Brass gorgets begin to replace shell gorgets and glass beads begin
to replace shell beads during this subperiod. Glass beads have been found
in direct association with Citico Style rattlesnake gorgets (Muller 1966),
and shell, brass, and glass beads are often found strung together. Pottery
vessels and ground stone artifacts, including axes, are still placed in
burials. European goods appear to be more common than in the preceding
period, but specific frequencies are not available. Child burials most
often contain the European goods.
Only one site has been assigned to this subperiod. A large site
located at the confluence of Terrapin Creek with the Coosa River in
Cherokee County, Alabama, has produced approximately sixteen burials with
European artifacts during amateur investigation (Figure 1). This site has
not produced any iron artifacts at this time.
1600-1630
The description of this subperiod is based on the Bradford Ferry
Site (DeJarnette et a1. 1973), the type site for this period. During
this subperiod, European trade goods are on the increase, and occur in
a high percentage of burials. Glass seed beads appear in limited quantities.
Glass necklace bead types show an overlap from the earlier period, but
chevron beads and some eye bead types are on the decrease. Beads with
compound stripes, Nueva Cadiz Plain, and many of the compound layered beads
disappear. Brass ornaments include the circular gorget, wide sheet armbands, rolled bracelets, bangles, and Clarkesdale bells, previously
believed to be DeSoto period artifacts (identified by Ian Brown; see Brain
1975). The Clarkesdale bells were in direct association with early 17th
century glass bead types, and thus the temporal range of this artifact must
be extended. Iron celt-form axes are present.
Glass bead types (Figure 4) that are present (see Appendix B for
detailed descriptions) have been found at the Seneca sites: Dutch Hollow
1600-1625, Warren 1615-1635, and Factory Hollow 1590-1615 (Wray 1973),
the Oneida sites Wayland-Smith 1570-1595 and Thurston 1625-1637 (Pratt
1961); the Philip Mound in Florida (Benson 1967; Karklins 1974); and the
Trigg Site in Virginia, 1610-1620 (MacCord 1975). John Witthoft examined
a type collection of beads from the Bradford Ferry site, and concluded
that it probably represented an occupation of circa 1600-1630. Kenneth
E. Kidd (personal communication) studied a list of the beads based on his
typology (Kidd and Kidd 1970), and a photograph of a few of the beads and
concurred with Witthoft's date. This site is thus probably the most securely
dated in this sequence.
Glass beads had completely replaced shell beads, and brass gorgets
had completely replaced shell gorgets by this subperiod. Ground stone
celts are virtually absent, but iron celts are still rare. There is an
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abundance of European grave goods with children and adults. Eighty-two
percent of the burials at the Bradford Ferry site which contained grave
goods, contained European grave goods, compared with 6% at the earlier
King Site (Figure obtained from 28 burials--8 described in DeJarnette et
a1. 1973; and data obtained from collectors). At the Bradford Ferry Site,
only 53% of the burials containing grave goods contained native goods,
thus European goods had become more common as burial offerings. Although
the total number of burials excavated at the Bradford Ferry Site is not
known due to poor bone preservation and the complicating presence of
storage pits, it appears that a higher percentage of burials have grave
goods than in previous periods. This may indicate a disruption of the
social order with the flood of cheap trade goods. While previously only
the "elite" were buried with grave goods, virtually everyone at this time
period appears to have grave goods.
Other effects on the aboriginal culture are minimal. There is no
decline in the ceramic arts. Indeed, while many previous researchers
have stated that brass ornaments were cut from kettles, it should be noted
that no evidence of kettles in the form of rim sherds or bail hinges or
fragments has been noted. The brass ornaments may well be imported already in the form that they are found, or they may have been manufactured
on the site from sheet stock; scraps being used for beads and bangles.
The Bradford Ferry site l-Ce-73 (DeJarnette et ale 1973: 17-25)
should be considered the type site for this period. In addition to the
published data, this author has been able to study a collection of 22
grave lots recovered by amateurs. Comparison with other published sites,
as well as comments on the beads by Witthoft and Kidd firmly date this
site to the early 17th century.
The nearby Seven Springs site, l-Ce-lOl, was probably occupied at
the same time as noted by DeJarnette ~ al. (1973: 25), but only a careful
study of the glass beads can place this site in its proper chronological
position. 1
The Mohman Site (Garrow 1975: 81), located near Coosa, Georgia, has
recently produced a burial interred with a short string of glass beads
of types found on the Bradford Ferry site. Since this site has been
extensively looted in the past, it appears that the historic occupation
must be quite small.

Inuring the Tuscaloosa meetings, I was able to spend a short time
viewing the University of Alabama collections from the Seven Springs site.
Most of the glass beads were the monochrome "early blue" type, but one
five layer tumbled blue chevron bead was noted. The bell illustrated by
DeJarnette et al. (1973: Figure 29) was located and identified by Jeffrey
Brain and I~ Brown as a Clarkesdale Bell. Finally the axe mentioned by
DeJarnette et al. in Burial 6, X4, was found to be an eyed axe. This
axe is similar1to one illustrated by Kinsey from the Albert Ibaugh site
in Pennsylvania, ca. 1600-1625 (1960: Figure 7). None of the artifacts
observed negate the 1600-1630 occupation estimate.
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1630-1670
During this subperiod, compound and complex bead types virtually
disappear; the majority of the bead types are monochrome (Appendix C).
Wray and SChoff (1953: 57) also note the disappearance of polychrome
beads in Seneca sites of the 1630-1650 period. The circular brass gorget,
brass armbands, bangles, and rolled tubular beads are still present. Iron
celts are replaced by eyed axes, and iron "spikes" disappear. Other
distinctive new artifact types include large brass collars, brass animal
effigy pendants, cast brass bells (Figure 5), and iron wire bracelets.
"Turquoise blue" seed beads become numerous.
The basic aboriginal economy is still intact. during this subperi~d.
The ceramic art continues unaffected, and pottery vessels still occur in
burials. Chipped stone projectile points are still in common use, and
the absence of firearms probably indicated that hunting and warfare
practices had changed little. Shell artifacts, including earpins and
beads again occur in burials. A sample of 13 burials having grave goods
from the Cooper Farm Site (Lindsey 1964; Battles 1999) shows that 84.6%
contained native grave goods, while 77% contained European grave goods.
The variation from the trend seen previously of increasing percentage of
European goods could be explained by the small sample size, a nativistic
movement (unlikely), or a geographical cultural difference, since this
site is somewhat further south than sites previously discussed. Sites of
this period are differentiated from post-Charles Town English contact
sites by the absence of guns and gun parts, glass bottle fragments,
kaolin pipe fragments, swords, bone handled knives, buttons, and other
artifacts.
Only one site has been assigned to this period. This is the Cooper
Farm site near Gadsden, Alabama (Lindsey 1964; Battles 1969). The nearby
Sims Farm site may also have an occupation during this period.
Conclusions
Several conclusions can be made from the above observations. The
first is that there was in reality very little culture change in the
Early Historic Period. John R. White (1975) has set up a number of
categories of artifacts to show various stages of acculturation. All
artifacts found on Early Historic Period sites in the Coosa River drainage
fall into his A.l. Category "New Types of Artifacts Received for Which
There is a Native Counterpart" or his B.l. Category "Old Types of
Artifacts Where There is a Substitution of an Imported Material for a
Local One." Glass beads, iron knives, and iron axes would fall into the
first category, while brass gorgets and other brass ornaments would fall
into the latter category if they were locally made. According to White,
these categories imply the least amount of acculturation.
It is the opinion of this author that the European artifacts discussed in this paper reached the native population through the Spanish
in Florida. Previous work has compared the King Site iron artifacts with
Florida examples (M. Smith 1975). The glass bead assemblage present at
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the Bradford Ferry site has its closest counterpart at the Philip Mound in
Florida. John Witthoft (personal communication) stated that the Bradford
Ferry beads are not like beads from Virginia sites of the same period,
apparently ruling out Enlglish trade. It thus appears that the materials
discussed are all Spanish trade goods. They probably came into the
interior via aboriginal trade routes (M. Smith 1975); however, it is
possible that Spanish expeditions subsequent to DeSoto (1540) and Pardo
(1568) brought goods into the area, but there is no historic documentation
of suCh expeditions.
If we can assume that the number of Early Historic period sites
recognized in this area approaches a reasonable sample of all the sites
that existed, a number of statements can be made. There appears to be a
decrease in the number of sites over time. There are six sites of the
1540-1570 period, but only one or two sites of each of the succeeding
periods. This may imply a consolidation of the population into one or
a few villages after the early effects of European disease. Furthermore,
with the exception of the Mohman site, located near Alabama, no sites
producing 16th or early 17th century glass beads are known for north
Georgia, certainly one of the most thoroughly surveyed areas in the
Southeast. This either indicates a movement of the population down river
to be closer to the Spanish sources of goods, or it indicates that this
area was isolated from the trade of this period; perhaps indicating a
political boundary of some sort.
Since the people were not dependent on firearms and the necessary
supplies (gunflints, powder, shot), and since kettles did not replace
ceramic vessels as they did in the Northeast., it seems apparent that the
day to day economy changed little. All imported goods are basically
luxury goods, except for iron knives and axes.
European materials never completely replaced aboriginal materials
as burial offerings, but there was a huge increase in the quantities
of grave goods. After 1600, most burials appear to have grave goods,
whereas in the early King Site, which appears to closely duplicate the
pre-Ifcontact" situation, only 43% of the burials contained artifacts.
This change indicates a possible breakdown of wealth and status categories.
It would probably be more accurate to assume that these categories did
not change in relation to each other, but that there was a general increase
in the "standard of living" reflected by grave goods.
While I have concentrated on the Coosa River drainage, it should not
be implied that this area alone received these Spanish trade goods. Sites
in Eastern Tennessee and Western North Carolina have also produced similar
materials, and continuing research will shed more light on these areas.
If the chronology developed here is accepted, then future research could
examine stylistic change in aboriginal crafts, such as ceramics, with
tight chronological control.
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APPENDIX A
GLASS BEADS FROM TERRAPIN CREEK
(Based on a collection of 522 beads from 10 burials)
Kidd No.

Description of Necklace Beads

II a
II a
II a
II a
II a
II a
II a
II a
II b
II b
II b
II b

Opaque black
1
Opaque white
7
Translucent green
6
Opaque-translucent "turquoise blue"
226
Translucent blue
183
28
Dark translucent blue
Translucent wine-purple
7
Translucent amber
3
Gooseberry (clear with white stripes)
12
Translucent blue with 5 white stripes
5
Translucent blue with 8-10 white stripes 4
Translucent blue with 3 red and 3 white
4
alternating stripes
Translucent blue with 4 red and 4 white
2
alternating stripes
Dark translucent blue with 3 red and
1
1 white stripes
Dark translucent blue with 3 sets of
7
white/red/white stripes
Translucent gunmetal blue-gray with
1
3 sets of white/red/white stripes
Translucent gunmetal blue-gray with
1
4 sets of white/red/white stripes
White with 3 circular blue and white
3
eyes
"7urquoise blue" with 3 red and white
7
star eyes
Light blue/thin white/clear
1
(Nueva Cadiz Plain)
Faceted blue 7 layer chevron with clear
1
core
1
Blue/thin white/blue core
1
Translucent purple/translucent blue
1
Translucent amber/translucent blue
1
Blue/white/blue with 3 white stripes
Blue/white/blue with 2 red and 2 white
1
alternating stripes
Blue/white/blue with 3 double red and
1
3 double white alt. stripes
Blue/white/blue with 3 red and white
1
star eyes
5
Green 5 layer chevron

II

b

II

b

6
13
28
40
44
55
18

II bb 27
II bb
II bb
II

g

II

g

4

III c 2*
III m 1*
IV a 16
IV a
IV a
IV b 29
IV b
IV

b

IV

g

1

IV

k

6

No.

%

0.2
1.3
1.1
43.3
35.0
5.4
1.3
0.6
2.3
1.0
0.8
0.8

Comp. Sites
6

3,6,10
6,9
3,4,6,8,9,10
6,10
6

3,5,6,7
6
6

0.4
0.2
1.3
0.2
0.2

6*

0.6

2,4

1.3

6

0.2

1*

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

6*
6*

0.2
0.2
0.2
1.0

3,4*,5*
3*,4,6*

*indicates bead with similar structure but some color variation
(Appendix A continued on next page)
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APPENDIX A (continued)
Comparative Sites
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Tram
Cameron
Factory Hollow
Blue Rock
Wayland-Smith
Philip Mound
Dutch Hollow
Warren
Thurston
Trigg
Andrews
Marshall
Clark

Date

Reference

1565-1590
1575-1600
1590-1615
1575-1595
1570-1595
ca. 1580-1700
1600-1625
1615-1635
1625-1637
1610-1620
1595-1625
1637-1642
1642-1660
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Wray 1973
Wray 1973
Wray 1973
Heisey and Witmer 1962
Pratt 1961
Benson 1967; Kark1ins 1974
Wray 1973
Wray 1973
Pratt. 1961
MacCord 1975
Pratt 1961
Pratt 1961
Pratt 1961
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APPENDIX B
GLASS BEADS FROM THE BRADFORD FERRY SITE, l-Ce-73
(Based on a collection of 405 beads from 9 burials)
Kidd No.
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

II
II
II
IV
IV

IV
IV

Description of Necklace Beads

No.

4
a 13 Opaque white
8
a 28 Translucent green
219
a 40 Opaque "Turquoise blue"
117
a 44 Translucent blue (several shades)
5
a 55 Dark translucent blue
1
a-- Opaque white with metallic lustre
4
b 18 Gooseberry (clear with white stripes)
1
b 53 Translucent green with 7 whi.te stripes
b 57 Opaque "turquoise blue" with 4 white
stripes
1
b 71 Translucent blue with 2 red and 2 white
alternating stripes
15
Translucent
blue
with
8-10
white
str.
6
b
Translucent
blue
with
5
white
stripes
7
b
Translucent
blue
with
3
red
and
3
white
b
alternating stripes
1
Translucent blue with 2 white stripes
I
b
Fluted green "mellon" bead with 3
white stripes
1
Opaque "turquoise blue" with 3 red
g
and white star eyes
8
g 4 Opaque white with 3 circular blue and
white eyes
1
2
a l5? Green/thin white/clear (green?) core
1
a 18 Blue/clear core (pony bead size)
Blue/white/clear core (seed size)
1
a
Amber/white/blue
core
with
3
sets
of
bb
white-red-white stripes
1

Comp. Sites
1.0
2.0
54.0
28.9
1.2
0.2
1.0
0.2

3,6,10
6,9
3,4,6,8,9,10
6,10
3,5,6,7

0.2

71,10

3.7
1.5
1.7

6

0.2
0.2

6

0.2
2.0
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.2

6

2,4
6

6

0.2

[Additional beads not in above sample]
6
II a -- Translucent amber
II b
Translucent "root beer" with 4 white
rare
stripes
II b 19 Small olive-shaped gooseberry
rare
(clear with white stripes)
II b' - Oval white with 3 sets of triple
1 known
wavy blue stripes
10
IV a 11 Clear/thin white/clear seed
6*
rare
IV a 16 Blue/thin white/blue
6*
rare
Translucent
purple/translucent
blue
IV a
Blue/thin
white/blue
with
8
eroded
IV b
1 known
stripes
IV k 6 Green 5 layer chevron (green/white/
4,3*,6*
2 known
red/white/clear)
-_______ Pressed faceted pony size beads in
translucent blue and purple
numerous
*Indicates bead with similar structure but some color variation.
See Appendix A for a list of comparatives.
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APPENDIX C
GLASS BEADS FROM THE COOPER FARM SITE
(Based on an examination of approximately 6 "strings")
Kidd No.

Bead Description

Quantity

Necklace Beads
Transparent clear
II a 9
Opaque white
II a 13
Translucent green
II a 28
Opaque "turquoise blue"
II a 40
Translucent blue
II a 44
Dark translucent blue
II a 55
Translucent blue with approx.
II a
2 pressed facets
Opaque "turquoise blue" with
II b 56
3 white stripes
Dark translucent blue with 4-5
II b 68
white stripes

rare
rare
rare
most cODDllon

Camp. Sites

3,6,10
6,9
3,4,6,8,9,10
6,10

conunon

2

8,9,10,11,12,13

4

6

"Pony Bead" Size
II a 40
Opaque "turquoise blue"
II a -Translucent amber
"Seed Bead" Size
II a 28
Translucent green
II a 361
Medium opaque blue
II a 40
Opaque turquoise blue
II a 55
Dark translucent blue
II a
Opaque green
II b 18
Gooseberry (clear with white
stripes)
II b 71
Translucent blue with 2 red and
2 white alternating stripes
IV a -Thin clear/white core

6

common

rare
common

See Appendix A for list of comparative sites.
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PART 3
THE 1976 JOHN M. GOGGIN AWARD FOR METHOD AND THEORY IN HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
Five papers were submitted for competition for the $500 John M.
Goggin Award for Method and Theory in Historical Archaeology. Two
papers tied for first place, and it was the decision of the Award
Committee to divide the award between the winning papers.
The winning papers are:
IDIOSYNCRATIC BEHAVIOR IN THE MANUFACTURE OF HANDWROUGHT NAILS
by
Ronald C. Carlisle *and Joel Gunn **
And:
IDEO-CULTURAL VARIATION AND CHANGE IN THE MASSACHUSETTS BAY COLONY
by
Sarah Peabody Turnbaugh ***
The Carlisle and Gunn paper is to be published as a chapter in my
edited book Research Strategies in Historical Archeology published by
Academic Press, Inc.: New York. It will appear around June first 1977.
The paper by Sarah Peabody Turnbaugh is published here as Part 3
of Volume 11
The John M. Goggin Award Committee is composed of:
Stanley South, Chairman, Institute of Archeology & Anthropology
University of South Carolina
Lewis R. Binford, Department of Anthropology, University of New Mexico
James Fitting, Gilbert-Commonwealth Family of Companies, Jackson, Michigan
Roderick Sprague, Department of Anthropology & Sociology, University of Idaho
Kenneth R. Lewis, Institute of Archeology & Anthropology,
University of South Carolina

* University of Pittsburgh
** University of Texas at San
*** Harvard University

Antonio
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IDEO-CULTURAL VARIATION AND CHANGE IN THE
MASSACHUSETTS BAY COLONY
Sarah Peabody Turnbaugh*
ABSTRACT

This treatment illustrates the value of eclectic approaches to the
reconstruction of culture history through analysis of spatial variation
and temporal change. The traditional methodological and theoretical
boundaries of anthropology, history, and archaeology are crossed in order
to establish a firm descriptive basis for subsequent interpretation and
explanation. The specific problem studied is the nature of ideo-cultural
variation and change in the 17th-18th century Massachusetts Bay Colony.
Consideration of the development of Salem, Massachusetts, New England's
second permanent settlement and the Colony's original political seat,
provides the continuity and setting for archaeological analysis and
synthesis. Ceramic assemblages of the Salem Village Parsonage Site
(168l-l784)--the household of but one socioeconomic class of individuals-and the kiln assemblages of early domestic potters of Essex County and
the Massachusetts Bay Colony are analyzed and compared with ceramic data
from ten additional Massachusetts sites.

THE GENERAL SETTING

This historical archaeological inquiry describes, interprets, and
attempts partial explanation of the general ideo-cultural and socioeconomic
development of Massachusetts and the relationship between the Massachusetts
Bay Colony and England during the 17th and 18th centuries. These processes
are delineated through specific consideration of the ceramic assemblage of
the Salem Village Parsonage Site (1681-l784) in Danvers, Massachusetts.
This is accomplished through temporal and spatial comparison of this
assemblage to ceramics from other Bay Colony sites, and through discussion
of the importance and influence of the domestic ceramic industry as
revealed in kiln assemblages.

The Salem Settlement
The settlement of Salem, Massachusetts, was established in 1626
(Perley 1924: 88). This community, the first permanent Bay Colony settlement, was the germ of the Massachusetts Bay Colony (Ibid., 88). The

*The author wishes to thank Mr. Stanley South, Dr. William Turnbaugh,
and Dr. Jeffrey Brain for reading and commenting on an earlier draft of
this manuscript. At the request of the John M. Goggin Award Committee my
earlier draft as submitted to the Committee was revised and shortened.
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Figure 1.
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Selected settlements of Massachusetts.
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coastal location of Salem and that of other selected eastern Massachusetts
communities is illustrated in Figure 1.
As the original seat of the Massachusetts Bay Colony (Perley 1924:
88), Salem has particularly good temporal depth and continuity for historical
and archaeological study. Documentary records for 17th and 18th century
Salem are remarkably complete. As a case study, Salem functions well for
integrating archaeologically- and historically-inferred trends in an attempt
to reconstruct the processual history of Salem and the Massachusetts Bay
Colony.
A brief discussion of several historical themes is necessary in order
to provide the setting for subsequent archaeological consideration. More
thorough histories of Salem and the Massachusetts Bay Colony are readily
available in the literature (Perley 19l9a, 19l9b, 1924; Robotti 1948;
Morgan 1958). Of primary importance to this treatment are: Salem's
traditional English political organization and subsequent digression;
religious and ideological change within the Bay Colony; and socioeconomic
differentiation through time as exemplified by the development of roads,
sea commerce, and pottery manufacture in Essex County, Massachusetts.
These themes are summarized in Figure 2.
Figure 2.

Specific historical considerations.

Political organization
1. The provisions of the royal Charter of 1629 granted all
of the Massachusetts Bay Colony territory to the immigrating
Puritans, bestowed full governmental powers on the General Court,
and transferred all responsibility for se1f-government--inc1uding
division of territory into allotments of at least 50 acres for
every man who immigrated at his own expense--to the inhabitants
of the settlement. Salem was the original seat of this government
(see Perley 1924, I: 143-150).
2. Many of the early settlers had known only mobility and
economic distress in England and had owned little or no real
property. Prospects of virtual self-government and available
real property--the traditional form of security, wealth, and
status (Bai1yn 1955: 39)--attracted them. As the 'Great Migration'
(Morgan 1958) illustrates, people were quick to immigrate to
acquire such property, especially since Colonial settlements
lacked both coin and a reliable paper currency (Bailyn 1955: 101).
3. During the 'Great Migration' to Salem, the first of some
16,000 immigrants were hand-picked to represent the occupations
of every facet of traditional English society including carpenters,
potters, weavers, smiths, merchants, and ministers (Morgan 1958:
66; Leach 1966: 32). Such concerns illustrate the fundamentally
traditional mentality of the initial colonizing population. Their
primary conception of a "colony" was rooted in the Elizabethan
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Figure 2.

(Continued)

concept of a "plantation" or exact transplantation of English
society at its best (Smith 1616; Winthrop 1826; Bradford 1952).
4. Political and social digression from the static Medieval
model of a hierarchical, organically interrelated society throughout the 17th and early 18th centuries was considered a degeneration
of their society and created considerable societal tension (Bailyn
1955: 139-140). Such digression resulted from a number of factors
including rapid population growth (Demos 1965; Robotti 1948: 35)
in combination with the political organization of Bay Colony
division of real property as originally established in the provisions of the Charter of 1629 (Perley 1924, I: 145) and relinquished
to the towns in 1635 (Upham 1867, I: 20-21).
5. As population increased and available land was settled,
new parishes and towns were established. Salem Village (presentday Danvers) was set off from Salem as a separate parish in 1672,
at which time it was given the authority to build a meetinghouse,
hire a minister, and collect taxes for public improvements
(Trask 1971: 3).
6. Due to population growth by births and immigration,
most farms in the Salem area seemed, by the 1660's, to be
diminutive in comparison to the sizes of the early farms
(Boyer and Nissenbaum 1974: 90). Such population growth also
contributed to the demise of the "open field system" of land
organization which had been transplanted directly from England
to the Bay Colony (Greven 1966; Lockridge 1966).
7. Resultant discontent erupted in boundary disputes during
the mid- and late-17th century. Records of the Essex County
Court and the General Court include numerous incidences of
personal, intertown, and interparish boundary disputes (see
Turnbaugh 1973).
Ultimately, rapid population growth, combined with political
organization, produced two major effects: 1) the establishment
of new communities directly threatened the political power and
autonomy of Salem Town, and 2) rapid population growth contributed to the demise of the traditional system of land division
which was included in the Charter of 1629 and was transplanted
directly from England to the Bay Colony during initial settlement and political organization.
Religious and ideological change
1. In the 17th century, strong but informal social, political,
and religious integration existed in the Bay Colony. The late 17th
century church continually lost societal control and prestige as
the increasingly wealthy, developing merchant class acquired it
(Bailyn 1955).
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Figure 2.

(Continued)

2. The Provincial Charter of 1691/92 formally undermined
the traditional power of the church by making the possession of
property and not church membership the sole franchise requirement
(Anonymous 1869: 1 [cites the appropriate clause]; Turnbaugh 1973,
1976: 12 [explores the repercussions of this clause]).
3. Historically documented events such as the Salem Village
witchcraft delusion of 1692 (Upham 1867; Hansen 1969) and the
"Great Awakening"--a religious movement of the 1730's and l740's-(Billings 1930) have been interpreted (Turnbaugh 1976) as the
attempts of the dying traditional church to reassert ultimate
authority in light of incipient socioeconomic, political, and
ideo-cultural change. The "Great Awakening" began in the Connecticut River Valley of Massachusetts approximately 40 years
after the outbreak of the Salem Village witchcraft delusion of
1692. This implies the existence of varying rates of ideocultural change between the rural communities which were landlocked and isolated geographically, and the cosmopolitan and
urban settlements such as Boston, Salem, and Charlestown,
MassaChusetts (Bai1yn 1955: 95-96) which were in continuous contact
with Europe through trade.
4. As with the Enlightenment in Europe, the "Great Awakening"
marked the breakdown of growing religious formalism, the end of
religious and social inequality in church membership, and the end
of absolute authority of the traditional church (Bailyn 1973,
personal communication). After this period, religious tolerance,
open church membership, and an emphasis on individualism, progress,
and the use of reason characterized domestic religious institutions.
Thus, the "Great Awakening" essentially constituted a sociocultural
revolution.
5. The Salem Village witchcraft delusion of 1692 has similar
attributes. On May 14, 1692, the Provincial Charter of 1691/92
reached the Colony. Of primary importance is that it confirmed
all previously granted land titles and, for the first time, made
possession of property, not church membership, the sole franchise
requirement. The General Court did not pass an act establishing
the criteria for determining whether an individual met the property
requirement until November 30, 1692 (Anonymous 1869: 1-2). Thus,
between May 14 and November 30, 1692, no legally sanctioned process
or precedent existed which enabled one to determine whether he
met the suffrage requirement. The primary relevance of this new
provision is that the peak of the Salem Village witchcraft delusion-the executions of nineteen condemned witches--occurred between
June 8 and September 22 (Upham 1867, II: 266, 268, 296, 324),
during this period of maximum political and religious instability.
As is evident through examination of court records (see Turnbaugh
1973), many of the individuals accused of witchcraft had received
favorable court rulings on boundary disputes during earlier years.
Similarly, persecutors of "witches" were often those who had received
unfavorable rulings.
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6. A second general example pertaining to the role of land
tenure in the inception of the witchcraft delusion further supports
this theory (Turnbaugh 1973). After revocation of the Charter of
1629 in 1684 (Starkey 1949: 14), no Colonial or Provincial laws
pertaining to witchcraft were in effect (Upham °1 867, II: 256).
On June 8, 1692, under the Provincial Charter of 1692, the General
Court reinstituted the Body of Liberties of 1641 (Powers 1966:
533-48). The section 'Capital Laws 94.2,-_uThou shalt not suffer
a witch to live" (from Book of Exodus, Chapter 22, verse 18)-indicates the serious nature of the offense. Not only was a
capital offense punishable by death, but also by forfeiture of
all real and personal property to the king or ultimate governing
body (Hansen 1969: 154). On the very day of the reinstitution
of the Body of Liberties, June 8, the first of nineteen condemned
witches to die was hanged in Salem (Upham 1867, II: 266). Since
individuals who pled "guilty" were automatically condenmed of
witchcraft by confession, only those individuals who insisted
upon their innocence were brought to trial in Salem in 1692.
Of these hundreds of individuals, all were found guilty except
one, Nehemiah Abbott, whom the magistrates dismissed (Upham 1867,
II: 133). The property of the condemned persons could legally
be confiscated by the General Court, the Bay Colony's ultimate
domestic political authority. As illustrated by such documents
as the inventory of seized property of the condemned "witch"
Samuel Wardwell (in Fowler 1859, I: 59), such property often
actually was confiscated.
Salem Village Parsonage Site (1681-1784)
This site, the ceramic assemblage of which constitutes the
crux of subsequent archaeological consideration, is of considerable
interest for several reasons. First, it is the site of the
inception of the Salem Village witchcraft delusion of 1692 in
which 19 persons were hanged. Second, it was occupied throughout
its existence by one socioeconomic class of individuals and their
families--that of ministers, which provides greater control of
the archaeological data. Third, in terms of architecture and
geographic situation, it was representative of households of the
period (Turnbaugh 1976: 34-40). Fourth, the site and its inhabitants are well-documented historically. The location of this site
is included in Figure 3.
Social and economic differentiation
1. During the initial period of colonization, the 17th
century settlements in Massachusetts were modeled on the ideal
social, economic, and cultural organization of England (Winthrop
1826; Bradford 1952). Extant architecture, material culture,
and historical documents reflect the basically traditional English
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yeoman adaptation of this early period. In the late 17th century
and 18th century, growing maritime centers such as Salem, Boston,
and Charlestown, Massachusetts stimulated diversification of the
economic structure of the Colony (Bailyn 1955). In addition, a
more fluid, unequal social order emerged and replaced the unstratified static model of earlier years (Henretta 1965). Salem's
development of sea commerce, creation of transportation networks,
and establishment of a domestic pottery~anufacturing tradition
illustrate this socioeconomic diversification.
2. Unlike many other promising communities such as Plymouth,
which reverted to ruralism by the 1660's, Salem--in addition to
Boston and Charlestown, Massachusetts--was in continuous commercial
contact with Europe (Bailyn 1955: 95-96). As seems to have
been the general case, prosperity resulting from mercantile
success ultimately created deepening socioeconomic stratification
and divergence from the traditional yeoman lifestyle (Bailyn
1955: 139). As early as 1745, Colonists were acting on their
own without the support and permission of England when, during
King George's War against France and Spain, they captured the
Fortress of Louisbourg (Robotti 1948: 33). Toward the end of
the Wars, by 1760, these individuals definitely considered themselves as socially, even culturally, distinct from England;
Massachusetts merchants sued British customs officials for
damages incurred while the merchants were smuggling supplies to
the French (Schlesinger 1918: 45-59). Salem grew steadily and
flourished as a major port, trading with all parts of the world,
until Jefferson's crippling Embargo Acts of 1807 and 1812, from
which she never recovered (Robotti 1948: 53).
3. Prior to 1650, the sea and rivers were important to
the early settlers of Salem for a second major reason. They
constituted the primary means of transportation and communication
between settlements (Upham 1867, I: 61-62). Land located along
large navigable streams and rivers such as the Ipswich River was
at a premium. Toward the end of the 17th century, however, the
settlers' priorities shifted as they established a network of
roads which connected most communities surrounding Salem.
Properties located along roads rather than primary waterways
were soon considered more choice for right-of-way passage and
easier access to other communities (Boyer and Nissenbaum 1974).
In combination with the introduction of the Provincial Charter of
1691/92, these new priorities created a temporary inflation of
the value of favorably situated real property which, as stated
previously, was a primary measure of wealth. Such occurrences
contributed to the eruption of the witChcraft delusion in 1692
(Turnbaugh 1973).
4. The initial importance of property located along waterways probably helped to ensure the success of the manufacture
and sale of domestic redware in Essex County. Numerous beds of
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reddish-gray upper clays and blue-gray glacial marine or 1eda
clays suitable for making bricks and pottery were located along
the coast and near tidal marshes in drowned river valleys such
as those of the Porter and Crane rivers in Danvers and Salem
(Sears 1905: 354-362). Such lenses of clay were also found in
Newburyport and in Charlestown, Massachusetts, but were unusually
extensive in the Salem and Danvers region (see Fig. 4). In this
latter area, for example, lenses of pebbly upper clays, used
primarily for making bricks, ranged from 8 to 20 feet thick whereas
the finer underlying, fossil-containing 1eda clays were often 40
to 70 or more feet thick (Sears 1905: 357, 363). In combination
with the development of roads and improved communications networks,
early potters successfully used these fine clays to create a
strong domestic tradition of earthenware manufacture. As Watkins
(1950) has discussed, the influence of the Essex County tradition
was wide-spread and had lasting effects on the development of the
New England ceramic industry.

Ultimately, the germ of the development of the Massachusetts Bay
Colony lies largely in the early history of Salem. The synopsis in
Figure 2 has emphasized the general history of Salem and the Massachusetts
Bay Colony for the 17th and 18th centuries which the Salem Village Parsonage
Site (1681-1784) spans. These general aspects have been considered:
1) the traditional English political organization and subsequent digression,
2) religious and ideological change through time, and 3) increasing social
and economic differentiation. In addition, the Parsonage Site of Salem
Village (present-day Danvers) was mentioned briefly since the ceramic
assemblage from this site is crucial to subsequent archaeological considerations.

ppesentation of Hypotheses
This historical treatment provides the necessary framework for subsequent archaeological examination of four hypotheses. These premises were
formulated initially using such historical data as summarized in Figure 2
and may be stated as follows:
Hypothesis 1. Real estate, as opposed to personal property,
constituted the primary form of wealth in the Massachusetts Bay
Colony during the 17th century and gradually decreased in importance
through the 18th century.
Hypothesis 2. Ideo-cultural change within the 17th and 18th century
population of the Massachusetts Bay Colony created a shift in
emphasis of material goods from purely technomic to socio-technic
concerns (as defined by Binford 1962a).
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The hinterlands of Salem.

P is the Parsonage Site.
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CROSS·SECTION OF THE CLAY·PIT OF THE PEABODY POTTERY COMPANY.
N." Pllrch ... Itrut. Danve'l.
A. Led,.clay, Ihowinr pOlition of fouill of Portland/a Arctica. B. S.ndy ,ravil.
C. Reddilh-Ir.y brick·clay. D. Sand and loil.

Figure 4A.

Profile of a claybed (Sears 1905: 362).
PLAN OF
•
a
•
T.

THE VALLEY OF PORTER'S RIVER, EAST DANVERS.
Old Clay-pita.
I Leda-clay. Edward Carr clly· pit.
2 Ledl-clay. Peabody Pottery clay.pit.
doulder-till.

N

Figure 4B. Plan view of the c1aybeds of southern Danvers (Sears 1905: 354).
Figures courtesy of Essex Institute, Salem, Massachusetts.
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HYPothesis 3. Deepening socioeconomic stratification occurred
through time both within one class and between classes of individuals
within the Massachusetts Bay Colony.
Hypothesis 4. Intracultural variation between communities of the
Massachusetts Bay Colony was due to varying degrees of isolation as
dependent upon relative access to cosmopolitan coastal communities
in continuous contact with European ports.
These premises will be examined in subsequent sections of this treatment
and will be summarized in the concluding section of the study.

METHODOLOGY
The methodology used to test the four hypotheses includes four data
bases: historical records consisting primarily of probate inventories
and registered deeds, the ceramic assemblage from the Salem Village
Parsonage Site (1681-1784), ceramic assemblages from kilns of 17th and
18th century domestic potters, and ceramic assemblages from ten additional
17th and 18th century Massachusetts sites.

Historical Data
Historical data have been used in conjunction with archaeological
data to increase the archaeologist's specific knowledge of particular
individuals and their relation to ideo-cultural and socioeconomic processes
operating during Colonial times (Stone, Little, and Israel 1972). Rarely,
however, have archaeologists had an opportunity to work with such an
historically and socioeconomically controlled situation as has been afforded
by the Salem Village Parsonage Site (1681-1784) in Danvers, Massachusetts. l
Since only one class of individua1s--ministers--inhabited it throughout
the structure's existence (Trask 1971), the site is of particular archaeological interest. Its artifactua1 assemblage can be attributed to one
economic and social stratum of society within one community.
Probate records have been shown to be invaluable to historical
archaeologists (Stone 1970; Teller 1968; Chace 1972; Brown 1973; Carr 1973)
as well as to historians (Cummings 1964; Main 1975). Such documents not
only provide substantial quantitative data for the generation and support
of hypotheses but also afford insight into the nomenclature of individuals
from earlier eras, and the functions and distribution of specific artifacts
such as ceramics (Harrington 1955; South 1968). As will be illustrated
subsequently, such historical data enable the archaeologist to infer highly
probable 'cognitive types' from purely descriptive 'morphological types'
lThis site was excavated by the Danvers Historical Society, 1970 to
1974. The final site report is not yet completed. Trask (1971, 1972)
and Turnbaugh (1976) are the available treatments of this site.
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(defined in Thomas 1974: 11-14). Ultimately, this integration of archaeological, anthropological, and historical data enables the archaeologist to
move still another step from the level of 'description' toward the ultimate
goal of 'explanation' of cultural processes (Willey and Phillips 1958).
Figure 5 is based upon information gleaned from historical documents
such as probate inventories and wills (10 Mass. Archives: 140-150; Essex
County Registry of Deeds; Essex County Registry of Probate; Salem Village
Book of Records; Essex County Court Records 39; 37 Mass. Archives: 144;
Suffolk County Registry of Probate). These probate records ultimately will
be used when testing the four historica11y- and anthropologically-based
premises pertaining to ideo-cultural change and socioeconomic variation
in the development of the Massachusetts Bay Colony.
Valuable interpretations of the data summarized in Figure 5 can be
made that relate particularly to the consideration of spatial variation
and temporal change which occurred in the Salem Village community and in
the status of each minister. Although Wadsworth's inventory does not
pertain directly to his years prior to 1784 which were spent in the original
parsonage, it is important to this treatment for two reasons.
First, as is evident in Figure 5, approximately fifty-five years
separate both Green's and Clark's and'also Clark's and Wadsworth's inventories. Each of these three ministers spent most of his life in the
service of the Salem Village/Danvers ministry. Yet, the probate inventories
indicate that the period of most rapid accumulation of wealth occurred
between circa 1715 and 1770; Clark's estate was more than twice as large
as Green's, while Wadsworth's estate was not much larger than Clark's.
This deceleration of economic growth supports the more general, gradual
stabilization of economic growth which historians consider to be characteristic of the early post-Revolutionary years (Egna1 1975: 193-194). Green's
and Parris's inventories, on the other hand, are roughly contemporary.
Their values differ primarily in the category of real property with Green's
property assessed at ~630 more than that of Parris. Parris did, however,
own a 20-acre plantation in the Barbados which, while mentioned in his
will, was neither assessed nor included in the probate inventory.
Second, only Wadsworth's inventory reflects the newly independent
country's growing interest in credit and paper currency. Real property,
which generally had comprised two-thirds of the total estates of each of
the earlier ministers, no longer seems to have been of primary importance.
As indicated in Figure 5, approximately three-sixths of Wadsworth's estate
was in stocks, bonds, or banks; two-sixths in real property; and one-sixth
in personal property.
Once towns and successful commerce had developed, real property was
no longer imperative for survival. Yet, until the introduction of currency
in the early post-Revolutionary years, land retained its role as a primary
criterion of wealth in the community of Salem Village (see Figure 5).
The value of the ministers' personal property, on the other hand, remained
fairly stable, ranging from ~293 to ~400 during more than a century of
socioeconomic and ideo-cultural change. This trend implies that increasing
the value and quantity of the ministers' real property was more advantageous
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MINISTER AND

YEAR

PROPERTY VALUE

OF

TENURE IN

PARSONAGE

DEATH

James Bayley
(1672-1679)

post1700

Real

Personal

Bonds,
etc.

TOTAL

changed professions

G. Burroughs
1692
destitute
(1680-1683)
(Essex Co. Reg. of Probate, Docket no. 4269)
D. Lawson
(1684-1688)

post1700

moved to London in 1696 and
allegedly died destitute
(Trask 1971: 5)

S. Parris
1720
1,293.14.01
~120*
(1688-1696)
(Suffolk Co. Reg. of Probate, Docket no. 16951)

---

~305.04.16

Jos. Green
~750
1714
(1698-1714)
(Essex Reg. Prob., Docket no. 11694)

~303.15.08

---

~1053.15.08

Peter Clark
1:,1919.19.04
1769
(1717-1769)
(Essex Reg. Prob., Docket no. 5499)

1,399.07.02

---

(after debts)

(before debts
of about 1:,250)
1,2353.01.06
{includes
~34.15.00

owed to Clark)
B. Wadsworth**
1826
1,1140
(1772-1826)
(Essex Reg. Prob., Docket no. 28668)

I

1,381.06.06

b1326

b2847.06.06

I

*1n addition, Parris owned a 20-acre plantation in the Barbados.
**Figures for Wadsworth were converted from dollar values using Pennington
(1848: 63-64).

Figure 5.

Probate inventories of the Salem Village ministers.
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to them from a social standpoint than was increasing the value of their
personal property. By emphasizing real estate, the ministers had the best
of both worlds. In terms of personal property they lived comfortably, and
according to the criteria outlined in Figure 6, could qualify as upper
class or, at the very least, as solidly middle class. At the same time,
these men were able to sink the bulk of their wealth into real property
which was both less visible to their congregation and the traditional
measure of wealth. Ultimately, the ministers could retain all of their
wealth and security, could live comfortably and without ostentation, and
could appear as solid and god-fearing members of their community.

Figure 6.

Wealth and economic class.

Period

Economic Bracket

1750-1800

plus !'900

"well off," high class

!:J200-900

"comfortable," middle class

below !:J200

low class

Economic Designation

(see Teller 1968: 570-571)

17th to
early
18th century

plus 1,300

"gentry," high class

below 1,300

middle to low classes
(see Main 1975)

Apohaeologioal Data
Such historical and anthropological interpretation seems valid, and
it can be substantiated through archaeological analysis. To accomplish
this aim, three archaeological data bases are used in the subsequent
treatment. The first to be considered specifically is the ceramic assemblage
of the Salem Village Parsonage Site (1681-1784).

The Par80nage Site Assemblage
While many of the sherds in this assemblage could be identified and
given well-known, historically-documented names, all could not. In the
interests of consistency, thoroughness, and objectivity of analysis, two
classificatory methods not usually associated with historical arChaeology
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were used for classification of this assemblage and yielded excellent
results . These approaches were: type and attribute analysis (Rouse 1960;
Hright 1967) and the type-variety method (Hheat, Gifford,and Wasley 1958;
Phillips 1958; Gifford 1960).
Although not specifically applied in this treatment, the general
theoretical importance of these approaches will be discussed briefly.
Detailed description, application, and integration with historically-named
types (Cotter 1968; Noel Hume 1970; South 1972) is available in Turnbaugh
(1976) •
In brief, type and attribute analyses were combined in order to
construct historically reliable cognitive ~ (Thomas 1974: 11-14), which
are formed when descriptive or morphological types are grouped to produce
categories corresponding to percepta (Tugby 1958) or mental templates
(Deetz 1967). Attributes of each sherd in the assemblage (N=5,98l) were
anal yzed during classification and included:
Class--descriptive nomenclature; sample size (n); paste hardness;
technique of manufacture.
size (n); paste color (Munsell and descriptive
nomenclature); type of glaze .

~-sample

Variety - -sample size (n); glaze color (Munsell and
descriptive nomenclature); glaze application;
decoration.
Subvariety--sample size (n); probable specific
manufacturer or place of manufacture.
Group--sample size (n); paste; glaze and decoration
characteristics when determinable.
Documentation which identified specific manufacturers, forms, and historical
functions of the ceramics represented in the assemblage of the Parsonage
Site was available (Cotter 1968; Noel Hume 1970; South 1972b) and lent
further credence to this analysis by substantiating the inductively created
classes, types, varieties, and subvarieties.

I

Hhile the type-variety method is not the most traditional approach
for classification of ceramics from historic sites, it has been used in
a variety of prehistoric and historic contexts and ecosystems (for example,
Phillips 1958; Smith, Willey, and Gifford 1960; Fairbanks 1962; Marwitt
1967; Sabloff and Smith 1969; Stone, Little, and Israel 1973; Stone 1974) .
In this classification, the combination of the two methodologies encouraged
unbiased, inductive classification and produced arbitrary types and varieties
which agreed remarkably well with ceramic types bearing historicallydocumented names (see Turnbaugh 1976: 49-73). This approach was especially
useful for the classification of redwares, the particular treatment of which,
with few exceptions (C. M. 'o/atkins 1960; L. \0/. Watkins 1938, 1939, 1940,
1950), has been overlooked in the literature. The specific nature of the
ceramic assemblage from the Salem Village Parsonage Site is delineated in
Figure 1.
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Figure 7.

Description of ceramics from the Parsonage Site.

Ceramic Type

Percentage (N

Redware, no slip decoration
Redware, kaolin slip decoration
Molded redware (Connecticut type)
Yellow combed slipware
Westerwald-type stoneware
White salt-glazed stoneware
"Scratch blue" stoneware
British mottled ware
Iberian olive/storage jars
Staffordshire prewhite slip-dipped
stoneware
German brown stoneware
Nottingham stoneware
English delft
Dutch delft
Fulham salt-glazed stoneware
Creamware
Pearlware
English china
Oriental porcelain
North Devon sgraffito
Molded white stoneware
Whieldon-type ware
Marbelled slipware (agateware)
TOTAL

= 5,981)

69.55
15.80
0.03
0.50
3.20
1.28
0.02
0.05
0.07
1.30

0.06
0.20
3.00
0.50
0.05
0.50
0.60
2.00
0.80
0.20
0.20
0.07
0.02
100.00

This subsection has synthesized methods from the areas of anthropology,
history, and archaeology which are useful for the classification and interpretation of 17th and 18th century ceramics of Anglo-American domestic
sites. By inter-relating such methodologies as type and mode analyses, the
type-variety system, and the analysis of historical data to construct highly
probable cognitive types from descriptive types, such a treatment crosses
the traditional boundaries of prehistoric archaeology, historic archaeology,
and history. The merits of such an approach will be illustrated in the
first analytical section which relies on the classificatory method described
above in order to analyze the formal, functional, temporal, and spatial
significance of the ceramic assemblage of the Salem Village Parsonage Site.

Assemblages of Massachusetts Sites
The second archaeological data base necessary for testing the four
premises consists of ceramic data from ten additional Massachusetts- sites
(see Figure 8A). Plymouth Colony was annexed to the Massachusetts Bay
Colony under the provisions of the Provincial Charter of 1691/92. Consequently,
Plymouth Colony sites are considered relevant to this study of the Massachusetts
Bay Colony and are included in the ensuing analysis.
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Figure SA.

Ceramic types represented in assemblages of Massachusetts domestic sites.
Site No. (see attached description)
5
6
8
7
4
Type Percentage

9

10

11

87.31

28.0

85.31

30.0

0.4

1

2

Red earthenware

91.5

2S.1

31.4

22.8

29.1

85.35

Tin-g1. earthen.

0.5

11.3

16.2

15.1

13.9

3.5

0.13**

0.5

0.03

10.04

0.03

2.0

3

Ceramic Type

38.1

91.0

~"'

'\

Creamware

42.7

It

Pear1ware

0.6

English china

2.0

18.5

White sa1t-g1 •
stoneware

1.48

0.7

(j)

0

8
H
Z

....,
00
\J1

Westerwald stone.

9.1

10.S

12.S

3.2

1.4
1.0
7.0

24.0

0.4
0.2

1.5

~

~
t-d

~
t%j
l::C
I

'Scratch blue'
stoneware
Brown stoneware*
Yellow combed
slipware

:,,~

"~.
\

~

0.1

0.02

0.1

0.6
0.2

16.3

14.9

0.5

2.0

0.05

6.6

Agateware

0.02

12.0

Whie1don-type

0.07

6.0

* specific type not determinable
** undecorated only
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Figure 8A.
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Iberian storage

Site No. (see attached description)
8
6
5
7
4
Type Percentage
10.5

British mottled

(Continued)

13.9

7.2

9

0.05

1.0

0.07

1.0

10
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C'l
0

Staffordshire
slip-dipped

1.7

8.4

1.3

Albany slipware

0.5

~
~

0.5

~

Nottinghamware

0.2

0.17

Fulham (mugs)

0.05
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Oriental porce1n.

0.8

~
~tz:I

~

~
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0\

I

1-3

N. Devon sgraffito
German brown stone.

15.9

13.8

2.3

10.6

0.2

11.6

6.2

0.06

Molded red earth
N. Devon grave1tempered ware

~
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0.2
(Frechen)

::r
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13.6

16.5
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19.7
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2.7
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100

TOTAL
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100

6.9
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100

100

100

100

100
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Figure 8B.

Description of sites.

#1

John Alden Site, Duxbury (1630-1675), N = 1,209 (Robbins 1969)

#2

C-1, R.M. Site, Plymouth (1635-1675), N = 106 (Hornblower 1943; Welch 1964; Deetz 1973)

#3

Josiah Winslow Site, Marshfield (1650-1700), N not known*

#4

Joseph Howland Site, Kingston (1675-1725), N not known*

#5

Wellfleet Tavern, Great Island (1690-1730), N not known*

#6

Parsonage Site, Danvers (1681-1784), N = 5,981 (Turnbaugh 1976)

#7

Estabrook Site, Concord (ca. 1680-1800), N = 281 (Alan MaCMillan, Harvard College, 1976, personal
communication)

#8

Daniel Bayley Site, Gloucester (1749-1753), N = 25 (excavated by Lura Watkins; collection [sherds
#391, 650 ff.] located at Smithsonian Institution was analyzed by author)

#9

Hancock-Clarke Parsonage, Lexington (1699-1805), N

#10

C13A, Pit 1, Plymouth (ca. 1760), N not known*

#11

Kibbe Site, Concord (ca. 1740-1800), N = 2,049 (MaCMillan

(Deetz 1973)
(Deetz 1960a, 1960b, 1973)
(Ekholm and Deetz 1971; Deetz 1973)

= approx. 3,000 (Baker 1975)

(Deetz 1973)

*Percentages were calibrated from Deetz (1973: Fig. 1).
available at the time of this writing.

1976, personal communication)
Specific sample sizes were not
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Consideration of the ceramic assemblages of 11 sites located inland
and in the coastal regions of the North and South Shores of Massachusetts
is useful for establishing both the range of ceramic variation and the
differential rates of ceramic change within communities of the Bay Colony.
Such variation and change will be related to ideo-cultural variation and
change subsequently. The geographic location of the sites included in
Figure SA has been indicated in Figure 1. Publications, site reports, and
personal communications which were helpful in establishing the percentages
recorded in Figure SA are credited in Figure 8B.
Despite their seemingly different contexts, one assumption permits
comparison of these data sets. The assemblages were excavated from different
areas of deposition such as cellarholes and refuse pits, but all constitute
subsystems of the self-contained, British colonial household. Since each
subsystem is contained in the larger system, each should reflect the more
general pattern of life. Consequently, the various data sets may be
considered within this more gener~l framework.

Kiln Assemblages
Examination of assemblages from kilns and waster dumps of domestic
17th to early 19th century potters comprises the third body of archaeological
data used in this inquiry. These assemblages were excavated by Lura
Woodside Watkins and her husband during the 1930's (L. Watkins 1950; Watkins
1975, personal communication). They are presently part of the collections
of the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. While knowledge pertaining to the specific nature of these excavations is somewhat imprecise
as compared with the archaeological standards of the present day, consideration of these assemblages yields valuable data which otherwise would be
lost. These data sets were re-examined by the writer in June 1975. Figure
9 briefly summarizes information considered important to this treatment.
All traits or attributes which are listed are characteristic of the sherds
which actually were executed by the potter(s) of the corresponding kiln.
All historical research is the work of Lura Watkins, as summarized on
catalogue cards and in her book (1950).
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Figure 9.

Kiln assemblages of domestic potters .

l<Ii11iam Vinson of Gloucester (1649-1690)
(This entry was compiled from \,atkins 1950: Illustrations)
glaze--greenish- gray
James Kettle of Danvers (ca . 1687-1709/10)
Sherd #391,257 ff.
glaze-- predominantly metallic purp l e-bro,.u (Munsell 10R5/l-3/1);
olive-browns (Munsell 7 . 5YR5/6 - 5/8 to 10YR4/4-5/6);
black (heavy in weight with yellow specks) often with slip
(see sherd #391,262);
clear with slip and green speckles (see sherd #391,264).
decoration--kaolin slip lunettes:

rims--

o

1.

c."".

Joseph Gardner of East Gloucester (1693 -17 49)
(This entry was compiled from l<Iatkins 1950: Illustrations)
glaze--crackled greenish-gray (probably Munsell 5Y6/6 -5/6)
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Figure 9.

(Continued)

Joseph Bayley of Rowley (1722-1735)
Sherd #391, 270 ff .
glaze--greenish with some brown (see sherd #391,279);
white oxidized clear brown (see sherd #391,277);
black with some grayish mottling, inside only (see sherd
11391,275);
bright green-gray (Munsell 5Y7/6-5/6);
metallic purplish-gray-brown (Munsell 10R3/l) (see sherds
#391,274 ; 391,276; 391,278);
black or clear with kaolin slip (see #391,279);
clear brown, inside only (sherd #391,270) .
decoration--kaolin slip lunettes (see sherd #391,279) :

ft

11,

Et

H

~

handle (cross-section)--

rims--

o

Daniel Bayley of Gloucester (1749-1753)
Sherd #391,281 ff .
decoration--kaolin slip:

(see #391,281)
tooling (mug bases--see sherd #391,287)
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(Continued)

Daniel Bayley of Newburyport (1763-1799)
Sherd #391,291 ff .
glaze--white kaolin slip with sponge design (Munsell 2.5/5 Y 9/4-8/6)
(see sherd #391,398);
clear with greenish and orangish mottling (Munsell 2.5 Y 5/44/4) (see sherd 11391,395);
black (sherd #391,397);
speckled clear and green lead-glazes (see sherd #391,394 and
#391,396 respectively);
warm red-brown clear lead-glaze (Munsell 2.5YR3/6 to 5YR4/8);
dark greenish black, inside only (Sherd #391,340);
black outer glaze with clear inner (#391,317) (clear inner is
Munsell 5YR4/8);
black outer glaze with olive-green inner (Munsell 2.5/5 Y 5/44/4) ;
mottled black on clear brownish lead glaze (#391,311).
decoration--kaolin slip applied with both brush and quill:

j , . ~. ' . .

<. ' J

handles and rims often exhibit three parallel bars or
stripes (similar to a maker's mark (?) since they do
not appear on any other potter's wares)

rims--

handles--

o

(11391,346)

2. eM·

base (bowl)-basal diameters--mugs are 9.5 or 7.0 cm. in diameter; chamberpots are
11 cm. in diamter
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Figure 9.

(Continued)

l,illiam Southwick of Peabody (la te 18th century)
Sherd #391, 406 ff .
glaze--black (391 ,409 );
black exterior, clear inner (#391,420);
olive-brown lead-glaze, inside only (#39 1,417);
mottled outer, cl ear inner (inner i s Munsell 5YR4/8)
(she rd #39 1 ,408) ;
clear with greenish and orangish mottling outer, clear tan
inner lead - gl aze .
decoration-- tooling on black (see sherd #39 1,409) and on black
oute r, clear inner .

rim--

Jo s eph Osborn of Danvers (ca. 1725-1780)
glaze--black;
mottled/ s treaked dark brown on clear.
Purinton (Daniel of Danvers ?- 1764 and Clark of Somerset 17 81-1817)
Sherd #391,447 (Clark's ki ln
glaze--mottled brown on clear;
black (wi th t ooling .

(see also Hatkins 1950)

John Henry Benner of Abington (1765-1795)
Sherd #391,430 ff.
glaze-- dark green with kaolin s lip (#391,437);
mottled brown on clear;
reddish orange glaze with kaolin slip stripes on outer surface.
decoration--

t . ·

t ."

"' ('. ' >:"

handle-(1139 1,257)

I. "", .....: " ! •• i " !

I

2.. eM ..
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Figure 9.

(Continued)

Stephen Bradford of Kingston (1827-1851)
Sherd #391,476 ff.
glaze--green;
shiny metallic gray (approx. Munsell 10R3/1)
(see sherd #391,476).
decoration (from Watkins 1950: 46-47)--incised/cogg1ewhee1

""'"
I",."
w.

Sterling

,•

.""""""".'

(1820~1887)

Sherd 11391,489
glaze--streaked dark brown on predominantly clear lead-glaze
(see sherd #391,489)
L. Willard and Son, of Ballard Vale (1880-1890)
Sherd 11391,575
glaze--purp1e-brown (approx. Munsell 2.5YR2/4) on buff paste
(see sherd #391,575)
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ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DOMESTIC ASSEMBLAGES

Spaulding (1960) considered the importance of three variables--form,
time, and space--to archaeological analysis and interpretation. The
integration of historical and archaeological data to construct probable
cognitive types permits analysis of the ceramic assemblage of the Parsonage
Site in terms of four primary variables--form, function, time, and space-to elicit and order as much information as possible. Pertinent data,
particularly concerning the domestic Essex County pottery manufacturing
tradition, will be included to aid in subsequent interpretation and integration of the ceramic assemblage, the site, its inhabitants, and the community
as a whole.
FormaZ AnaZysis

Consideration of the attribute of form necessarily precedes analysis
of the functional role(s) of vessels and their temporal and spatial significance. Use of Ford's (1962) and Shepard's (1965) criteria such as
vessel circumference, body wall thickness, construction of bases and rims,
body composition and surface finish, and the restricted or unrestricted
form of the vessel facilitated this analysis. For fragmented vessels and
sherds, certain ranges of attributes such as wall thickness and rim or
base diameter were helpful in the following reconstruction of probable
vessel forms. The ranges of these attributes are presented in Figure 10
and aided the delineation of cognitive types based on the morphology of
the empirical data.
Figure 10.

Attributes of identifiable vessel forms represented
in the Parsonage Site ceramic assemblage.
(Total identified = 1,362 of 5,981 sherds)

WARE AND FORM

BODY
WALL THICKNESS

DIAMETER (base or rim)

Red Earthenware (N=79l)
pots (13.1%)
pans (11.6%)
strainers (0.5%)
jug/pitcher (8.1%)
bow1/chamberpot
mug (40.7%)
teapot (2.1%)

8-15 mm
7-8 mm
5nnn
6 nun
4-6 nun
3-6 mm
4-6 mm

base--19-21 em
base--24-28 cm
?

base--12 cm
base--8-12 cm
base--8-10 em
?

Connecticut-type Molded Redware (N=2)
pan/plate with
notched rim

6-7 mm
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BODY
WARE AND FORM

WALL THICKNESS

DIAMETER (base or rim)

English Delft (N=101)
plate/platter (63.5%)
bowl (21. 7%)
mug (12.8%)
teacup/saucer (2%)

4-4.5 mm
3-4 mm
7-9 mm
2.5-3 mm

?

rim--16-18 cm
base--12cm
?

Spanish Majolica (N=2)
plate/platter

5.5 nnn

?

4mm
3-4 mm

base--9-10 cm
base--5.5 cm

2.5-3.5 mm

base--8-10 cm

Combed Slipware (N=26)
bowl (35%)
cup (65%)
Mott1edware (N=3)
mug
Agateware (N=l)
plate/platter

5mm

?

Creamware (N=20)
teacup (90%)
chamberpot (10%)

1.5-3 mm
2.5-3.5 mm

base--4-5 cm
?

Pear1ware (N=17)
plate (59.9%)
2.5-3.5 mm
?
also fragments of a teaservice (23.5%), chamberpot (11.7%), and
a figurine (5.9%)
Westerwa1d-type Stoneware (N=136)
jug (5.4%)
mug (80%)
chamberpot (14.6%)

6.5-8 mm
5-7 mm
3.5 nnn

base--14-16 cm
base--10-11 cm
base--16-18 em

Staffordshire Dipped Stoneware (N=71)
mug (94.4%)

3.5-4.5 nnn

base--9-12 cm

White Salt-glazed Stoneware (N=73)
bow1/teabow1s (59%)
plates (12.3%)
mugs (28.7%)

2-3 mm
5mm
4mm
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WARE AND

FORM

BODY
WALL THICKNESS

DIAMETER (base or rim)

Scratch Blue Stoneware (N=l)
bowl/teabowl

2.5-3.5 mm

?

Molded White Salt-glazed Stoneware (N=ll; 10=barley, l=dot, diaper,
and basket patterns)
plate (N=lO)
platter (N=l)

5mm
8mm

?
?

English Brown Stoneware (N=19)
mug (Nottingham, N=2)
bowl (Nottingham, N=l)
mug (Fulham, N=5)
ointment jar (N=ll)

2-4.5 mm
5mm
3-5 mm
4-5 mm

?

base--7 cm
base--9 cm
base--5 em

Vitreous China (N=40)
bowl/teacup (20%)
bowl (30%)
plate (50%)

2-2.5 mm
3-4 mm
4-5 mm

base--4-5 cm
?
?

Chinese Porcelain (N=4l of blue and white, 1725-1775 variety)
teabowl/saucer (N=4l)

1-2 mm

base--5 cm

Of the redware forms, approximately 47% could be identified as most
probably made in the manner of--if not actually by--specific Essex County
potters. For identification, attributes of paste and glaze color (defined
using the Munsell Color Charts [Anonymous 1942, 1949]), paste hardness,
manner of surface funish, form, wall thickness, and decoration were used.
When five or more attributes concurred with those represented in assemblages
from domestic potteries (see Fig. 9), a sherd was identified as of probable
domestic manufacture. These domestic-type sherds from the Parsonage Site
assemblage indicate that the ministers were acquiring the full range of
domestic vessel forms being manufactured at the time. These wares will be
given fuller consideration subsequently. Imported earthenwares included
Spanish olive jars (Goggin 1960) and North Devon sgraffito (C. Watkins
1960).
By using attributes of color, glazing teChnique, and decorative
motives, approximately 10% of the delft sherds could be identified as
bowls and plates which were made in the manner of the delft potteries
of Bristol, England. In addition, English delft and Spanish majolica
were separated from Dutch delft and French faience on the basis of
distinctions in the application of glazes, as delineated by Barber (1907c:
46-47).
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Plates, mugs, bowls, and teacups of combedware, mott1edware, and
agateware were compared with documented specimens, and, on the basis of
physical characteristics and historical facts, could be identified as made
in the manner of the potteries of western England and predominantly Staffordshire, England. Fine dinner plates, platters, and tea services of
creamware, pearlware, and molded white stoneware which represent the English
manufacturing centers of Leeds and Staffordshire occasionally could be
identified as made in the manner of a specific potter such as Whieldon
or Wedgwood (Noel Hume 1970, 1973).
Utilitarian stoneware forms such as mugs, chamberpots, and bowls
could be identified as wares associated with manufacturing centers such
as Westerwald, as well as with English centers such as Nottingham, Burs1em,
and Staffordshire (Noel Hume 1970; Mountford 1971). On the basis of
stylistic distinctions such as paste and glaze color, several Westerwaldtype mugs were attributed to English and domestic potteries instead of
Rhenish centers (see Turnbaugh 1976: 66-67, Fig. 11). The Staffordshire
dipped prewhite stoneware is thought to have been less expensive and more
common on Massachusetts colonial sites (Deetz 1975, personal communication).
As illustrated in Figure 7, the finer salt-glazed white stonewares were
somewhat more heavily represented at the Salem Village Parsonage Site.
The vitreous china is of predominantly English manufacture, although
some early American manufacturers may also be represented. The Chinese
porcelain is of the pre-Canton/Nanking export variety which dates to
ca. 1725-1775 (Cotter 1968; Noel Hume 1970; Miller and Stone 1970; South
1972b) •
In sum, the redwares and stonewares contain the most essential forms
which probably functioned primarily in a technomic capacity. The lighter
wares such as delft, majolica, creamware, pearlware, Nottingham and white
stonewares, china, and porcelain include finer utilitarian forms. The
slip-decorated redware and Westerwald-type stoneware may also have served
a socio-technic function. Watkins (1950: 57), for example, has referred
to slip-decorated redware as the 18th century "poor man's china." The
temporally later pearlware, china, and porcelain contain forms such as tea
services and figurines which probably were associated primarily with sociotechnic or purely decorative functions. Ultimately, a shift from purely
technomic to more diverse, technomic and socio-technic forms seems to occur
through time and implies the existence of socioeconomic and ideo-cultural
change in the late 17th and early 18th century in Salem Village. This
premise will be demonstrated further in the subsequent subsection which
is devoted to functional analysis.

FUnctional Analysis
Binford (1966, 1973) has argued that variation in form implies
variation in function, whereas Bordes (1970) has suggested that formal
differences imply cultural differences. Neither interpretation, of course,
is mutually exclusive. As presented, this classic argument is essentially
tautologous. Furthermore, it provides an insufficient explanation for
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variation in material culture. The form of man-made objects is seldom, if
ever, completely consistent within the logically expected cultural or
contextual function(s) of the artifact. An earthenware bowl, for example,
may be purchased to be used as a mixing bowl, a salad bowl, a wash basin,
or even a chamberpot depending upon the specific need of the consumer.
Furthermore, it may serve a variety of technomic, sociotechnic, and ideotechnic functions (Binford 1962a) within one household. As such, variation
in cognitive types of vessel form can be attributed to variation within
one culture as well as to differences between cultures.
Historical records such as probate inventories often help the
archaeologist to define the general function of vessel forms in the cognitive and taxonomic terms of the original owners. Although he cannot insist
that the validity of an interpretation is certain, ~he historical archaeologist is able to extract from these historical data general regularities
which can serve as indices to actual cultural patterns or lifeways. Such
pattern recognition, in turn, establishes the validity of the interpretation
as highly probable.
Documentary and archaeological data will now be combined to estab~ish
the most probable general cultural functions of the ceramic forms represented
in the assemblage of the Parsonage Site. Typical forms are illustrated
in Figure 11. Inferences pertaining to function will be limited to the
general use of a vessel such as storage/cooking, dining, social, decorative,
and hygienic contexts. Such an approach has been used successfully by
Stone, Little, and Israel (1973).

Food Storage and Preparation
In the 17th and 18th century, pots generally were referred to as
"butter pots," "lard pots," or "cream pots" and were used primarily for
the storage of dairy products (see Watkins 1950; also see Fig. 11).
However, somewhat shallower pots called "pudding pots"--for cooking such
dishes as Indian pudding--are also found in the archaeological and historical
records (Watkins 1939: 22-23). "Herb" or "stew pots" and jars also generally
served in a dairy/kitchen functional context. "Deep dishes" or pans were
used for baking meat and fruit pies (Watkins 1950).
Large milk and bread-dough pans are also mentioned in historical
records and have been described by Watkins (1950). These pans generally
were shallower than pots and were larger in circumference than were "deep
dishes." Furthermore, strainers were used in food preparation throughout
the 17th and 18th centuries. In addition to glass bottles, liquids were
stored in and served from a variety of ceramic containers including jugs,
bottles, and pitchers (Watkins 1950).
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,pyygGQpg:>,

PANS (3)

POT
BREAD OR PUDDING
PANS (2)

HERB OR
STEW POT
PITCHERS (3)
JUGS(2)
• • • •
• • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •

• •
•

• •
• •
••
• •

PORRINGER

BOWLS (2)
JAR

STRAINER

MUGS
Figure 11.

WATER BOTTLE

CHAMBERPOT

Illustration of vessel forms. Based on Lura W. Watkins,
Early New England Potters and Their Wares. Copyright @ 1950
by Harvard University Press. All rights reserved.
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Hygienic FUnctions
Chamberpots, wash basins, shaving mugs, and ointment jars are
associated with health and hygiene (Watkins 1950; Stone, Little, and
Israel 1973). Ceramic bleeding bowls, spitting bowls, asymmetrical waterbottles, and feeders were manufactured specifically for medical functions
(Watkins 1950).

Dining and Social FUnctions
For dining, ceramic bowls, porringers, cups, mugs, and dishes were
used in addition to treenware and pewter (Watkins 1950). By the mid-18th
century, imported English plates and platters were quite common. In
addition, study of inventories suggests that the quantity of ceramic
drinking vessels increased markedly after 1730 (Brown 1973: 58). Such
tea services, punch bowls, and mugs probably were used in a social context
as well as in dining.
Figure 12.

Cost of imported ceramic plates.

These figures indicate the prices of one plate of each imported
ware and were claculated from inventory data included in
Appendices 1-4 of Brown (1973: 61-72), for the years of 1760-1800.
CERAMIC WARE

1760-1800 PRICE

INVENTORY REFERENCE

Delft

approximately

average of Hayward
1778, Keen 1781,
Davis 1785, and
Jose1yn 1787

~00.01.08

Creamware

approximately
~00.00.08

average of Russell
1777, Keen 1784, and
Davis 1785

Queensware

~00.01.00

Keen 1781, Cotton
1782, Bowland 1783

Tortoiseshell

~00.00.08

Rand 1770

Blue and White China

bOO.01.02 1/3

Rand 1770

White Stoneware

~00.00.10

Gould 1767, Carver
1768, Hovey 1781

Unclassified Stoneware

bOO.00.05 1/2

Stephens 1786,
Holmes 1788
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Teller (1968), Stone (1970), and Noel Hume (1973) have demonstrated
that an awareness of ceramic types, styles, and manufacturers existed within
the 18th century British colonial population. Prior to the Revolutionary
War, bulky items such as ceramics were taxed on value, not weight, and
could be imported to the Colonies inexpensively (Watkins 1950: 80). As a
probable result, the colonial population looked to Europe as well as to
the domestic industry for ceramic products which were only slightly more
expensive (see Fig. 12). Teller (1968) has demonstrated that larger numbers
of finer imported wares were listed in inventories of wealthier households
than in those of more modest households. This observation is included in
Figure 13 and is of special importance because it demonstrates a relation
between cognition, wealth, and ceramics.
Vessel forms of the Parsonage Site assemblage can be classified by
function. As indicated in Figure 14, the ministers owned an unusually
large proportion of serving/dining ceramics in comparison to the sample
sizes of the ceramics representing the other four functional categories.
The extraordinarily high proportion of sherds representing mugs perhaps
is best explained by the historically-documented fact that many of the
church meetings were held at the Salem Village Parsonage and were concluded
with refreshments (Salem Village Book of Records).
The social and food storage and preparation functional categories
are the next most highly represented at the Parsonage Site. These categories
may reflect a propensity on the part of the ministers to serve the community
in a social as well as a religious context. The upper class status of
the ministerial occupation in Salem Village (see Fig. 6) may also have
encouraged this readiness for social entertaining which is implied in the
quality and functional distribution of the ceramics from this site. This
pattern adds further support to the postulated linkage between cognition
and ceramics which has been summarized in Figure 13. The ceramics representing the food storage and preparation category may represent the selfcontained Colonial household's continuous need for basic storage and cooking
vessels.

Tempopal Analysis of Socioeconomic l Ideo-Cultural Change
Using the Harrington (1954) and Binford (1962b) method, the mean
date for the kaolin pipestems from the Parsonage Site (N=854) is 1731.40
(see Turnbaugh 1976). This figure correlates highly with the median
occupation date of 1732.50 for the Site (1681-1784). In addition, the
corresponding mean date for the ceramic assemblage from this site has been
calculated (see Fig. 15). From the Parsonage Site's ceramic assemblage of
5,981 sherds, 3,523 could be analyzed using South's formula (1962, 1972a,
1972b) which is known for its usually high correlation with the mean pipestem and median site occupation dates (South 1972a: 85). As documented
in Figure 15, a mean ceramic date of 1731.66 was obtained.
Several varieties of domestic redware were added to South's types
and were included in this analysis. Prior study of the Massachusetts
potters (Watkins 1950) indicated that domestic redware was produced from
the mid-17th century on. By incorporating four redware varieties
201

Figure 13.
Time
Late (ca.
1730/351800)

Linkage between cognition and ceramics.

Ideology
1. dynamic societal model
2. cosmopolitan urges
3. creativity
4. fashionable imitation
5. innovation

N

o
N

Early
(pre-1730/35)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

static societal model
transplantation
traditional imitation
isolationism
conservatism

Linkage
increase in the
proportion of English
ceramics in wealthy
inventories as opposed
to those of more modest
households (see Teller
1968)

increasing wealth
and
ability to purchase
finer, desirable wares

increasing socioeconomic
differentiation

Socioeconomic Change

Ceramics
styles and motifs of
Daniel Bayley kiln sherds
(1763-1799):
1. varied glaze colors
2. freedom of line
3. flourishes, squiggles
4. lunettes
5. exper.imentation
6. innovative character

styles and motifs of
Joseph Bayley kiln sherds
(1722-1735):
1. narrow range of glaze
colors
2. restrained
3. straight
4. simple
5. traditional
6. archaic character

Figure 14.

Functional analysis.
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1
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~
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Figure 15.
South's
Type

Application of South's Mean Ceramic Dating Formula.

Description

Xi

(Xi-173O )

Transfer
pear1ware

1818

88

6

528

Under glaze polychrome pearlware

1805

75

4

300

Annularware
creamware

1798

68

1

68

Molded white
stoneware

1753

23

11

253

Overglaze decorated
creamware

1788

58

7

406

Undecorated pear1ware

1805

75

6

450

Deep yellow
creamware

1771

41

17

697

27

"Black basaltes"

1785

55

1

55

31

English porcelain

1770

40

94

3760

34

"Scratch blue"

1760

30

1

30

38

Iberian jar

1763

33

4

132

39

Chinese porcelain

1730

0

46

0

40

White salt-glaze
stoneware

1763

33

74

2442

Westerwa1d ware
cobalt

1738

8

135

1080

46

Nottingham stoneware

1755

25

4

100

48

Slip-dipped stoneware

1745

15

76

1140

49

Decorated delft

1700

-30

104

-3120

52

Burs1em stoneware

1738

8

3

24

11
12
14
16
18
20
25

44

204

(Xi -1730) (£i)

fi
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Figure 15.
South's
Type

(Continued)

Description

Xi

Bri tish brown
stoneware

1733

3

2

6

56

Yellow combed

1733

3

36

108

58

Westerwa1d ware
manganese & cobalt

1668

-62

20

-1240

60

Mimosa

1725

-5

2

-10

63

North Devon
sgraffito

1680

-50

9

-450

Undecorated delft

1720

-10

42

-420

British mottled

1717

-13

3

-39

Local mottled

1745

15

100

1500

Red earthenware
(clear & green
glaze)

1725

-5

2099

-10495

Red earthenware
(dark glaze)

1750

20

503

10060

Red earthenware
(ferruginous-like
glaze)

1690

-40

113

-4520

3523

5845

54

65

d~lft

TOTAL

5,345 + 3,523 = 1.66

(Xi-1730)

(Xi-1730 ) (fi)

fi

1.66 + 1730 = 1731.66

Therefore, mean ceramic date for the Parsonage Site is
1731.66.
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in South's formula, the sample size was increased substantially. The
resultant mean ceramic date was more consistent with the mean pipestem and
median occupation dates. These data were incorporated after determining
specific dates of manufacture of domestic redware types by examining the
range of types represented in the kiln assemblages of local Essex County
potters (see Fig. 9). The dates which have been derived for the red earthenware varieties included in the application of the South formula are as
follow:
Clear and green lead-glazed, with or without
kaolin slip decoration

1650-1800

Dark lead-glazed, without slip decoration

1700-1800

Ferruginous-type lead-glazed without slip
decoration

1650-1730

Mottled dark lead-glazed without slip
decoration

1710-1780

Analysis of kiln assemblages (see Fig. 9) indicated a date range for
the locally-produced mottled ware of 1710-80. This does not agree with
the range of 1710-50 established by Deetz (see Baker 1975: Fig. 1).
Rather, the kiln assemblages of potters of southern Massachusetts as well
as those of the North Shore and Essex County indicate a more lengthy,
solid establishment of this tradition which continued until 1780, at the
earliest. Clark Purinton of Somerset, for example, operated between 1781
and 1817 (Watkins 1950; see Fig. 9) and manufactured a variety of mottled
wares.
When considered with the median site occupation date, the mean
ceramic date of 1731.66 for the Parsonage Site indicates informally the
degree of variation from the median occupation date. As such, it is useful
for the analysis of temporal change in vessel form and function.
The sample sizes of the ceramics representing both the earlier and
the later period should be identical according to the theoretical principles
of South's mean ceramic dating formula. Consequently, quantitative differences have been controlled and qualitative differences such as variety
of forms can be considered essentially in vitro. The majority of vessel
forms represented in the assemblage which date prior to the median date of
1731 to 1733 are utilitarian forms. In the later period, such sociotechnic forms as tea services and figurines, in addition to the more basic
utilitarian forms, are also evident. Figure 16 includes all sherds which
could be dated fairly securely to periods antedating and postdating 17311733.
Figure 16 must not be considered representative of the entire assemblage in use during the 17th and 18th centuries. Bowls and chamberpots,
for example, were most certainly made and used during the earlier period
and are documented historically (Watkins 1950: 14, 54). However, in this
assemblage most specimens could not be separated temporally or morphologically
from those of the later period despite available historical documentation
and analysis of attributes.
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As indicated in Figure 16, the post-1773 period exhibits an increase
in figurines and sociotechnic forms such as tea services and sets of
matched plates. Finer imported wares such as fine earthenwares and porcelains
also increase in variety and relative frequency during this period.

Figure 16.

Forml
Function

Temporal analysis of form and function.

Pre-173l-l733
Ceramic Wares*
R

D

Post-173l-l733
Ceramic Wares*

CMA CP

S

EC

CPo

R

pots

30

2

pans

5

9

jugs

22

3

2

10

13

teabowlsl
saucers

17

22

chamberpots

73

4

11

20

CPo

9

12

8

46

1

figurines

Period
Totals

EC

105

18

teapots

Column
Totals

S

1

18
2

CP

46

3

bowls
mugs/cups

CMA

2

plates/
platters
bowls/
chamberpots

D

62

20

286
n = 82

2

37

10

11

40

n = 432

*Abbreviations correspond to Redware(R), Delft(D), Combed-Mott1edAgate wares(CMA), Creamware-Pearlware(CP), Stoneware(S), English
China(EC), and Chinese Porcelain(CPo).
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One explanation of this increase in nonuti1itarian forms may be
Salem's increasingly prosperous sea trade with European ports which, in
turn, stimulated cultural change through time. A second factor might be
deepening economic stratification and social differentiation during these
pre-Revolutionary years of the early 18th century. The factors contributing
to these temporal differences in the ceramics of the two periods probably
stem from a combination rather than from only one such explanation. These
socioeconomic, ideo-cultural themes will be discussed in more depth in the
subsequent section of this study.

spatial Analysis of

Soaioeaonomia~

Ideo-CUltural Variation

The ceramic assemblage and inventory data which pertain to the
Parsonage Site can be compared to similar contemporary data from similar
households within Salem Village, between Salem Village and other communities,
and within and between different socioeconomic classes of individuals.
Socioeconomic, cultural variation through time within one class of individuals
within one community and at one site has been examined in the preceding
temporal section of this treatment. However, three other permutations of
identical/different c1ass(es) of individuals and communities should be
analyzed in the context of temporal control and spatial differentiation.
These permutations are:
1.

2.
3.

Different classes in different communities.
Different classes within the same community.
The same class in different communities.

First, by considering the percentages of ceramic types represented
in the archaeological assemblages of several communities of the Massachusetts
Bay Colony, this treatment will attempt to delineate the range of ceramic
variation and differential rates of ceramic change operating in 17th and
18th century Massachusetts. Similar intracultura1 variation within New
England has been established historically by Breen (1975). The importance
of a community's geographic location and relative isolation will be
emphasized. Second, by examining inventory data and ceramics pertaining
to two socioeconomic classes of individuals--potters and ministers-within one region, the Salem Village/Essex County community, this inquiry
will illustrate archaeo1ogical1y and historically the development of
deepening socioeconomic stratification. Third, the comparison of the
ceramic assemblage of two roughly contemporary parsonages from two different
communities, the parsonage of Salem Village (1681-1784) and the parsonage
of Lexington (1699-1805), will be compared with the theses developed in the
two preceding considerations.

Intepaommunity/Intepalass variation
As illustrated in Figure 8, the ceramic assemblages of the earliest
sites--sites No.1, 2, and 3--contain predominantly ·earthenwares such as
North Devon gravel-tempered ware, redwares, Iberian storage/olive jars,
and sandywares. These types were probably of basically utilitarian
function since most of the varieties are quite coarse. Early tin-glazed
earthenwares such as delft and stonewares provide the only possible
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exceptions to the predominantly technomic function of ceramics during this
early period and may have served in socio-technic contexts.
Finer wares began to appear in archaeological assemblages of the late
17th century (see sites No.3, 4, and 5 in Fig. 8). Though distinctive,
these new wares were predominantly inexpensive European imports such as
yellow combed slipware, marbelled slipware, North Devon sgraffito, Staffordshire prewhite dipped salt-glazed stoneware, and mottled ware (see Fig. 12).
During ~he 18th century, many of these more inexpensive wares seem to have
been retained in the more isolated and inland communities while contemporary
coastal and other more cosmopolitan communities began to acquire more
expensive, desirable wares such as molded white salt-glazed stoneware,
porcelain, Whieldon-type wares, creamware, and pearlware. Subsequent
comparative analysis of the Lexington and Salem Village parsonage assemblages
will further illustrate this statement.
With the exception of the Plymouth sites, red earthenware generally
comprised approximately 80-90% of each l7th-to-18th century site's
assemblage. This high percentage gradually decreased through the decades,
probably as more highly desired (see Figs 8, 13), durable, vitreous wares
such as the improved earthenwares and stonewares could be substituted.
The low percentages of earthenware represented in the assemblages of the
Plymouth-area sites are fairly consistent at approximately 30%. Most likely,
this comparatively low figure is the result of heavy substitution of some
other vessel type such as metal or treenware (Deetz 1973: 25-26) for the
red earthenwares which were so popular in other communities of the Bay
Colony. Treenware, for example, may have been heavily used in place of
earthenware since it was practical, had a long life-span, and supplied
many diverse utilitarian forms (Gould 1937).

Intraaommunity/Interalass Variation
Inventory data of the 18th century imply the existence of deepening
economic stratification between social classes of individuals within the
Salem Village/Essex County community. Figure 17 illustrates this increase
in economic stratification for potters and ministers. It has been compiled
from the following documents on file at the Suffolk County and Essex
County Registries of Deeds and Probate: Parris--Suffolk Co. docket #
76951; Green--Essex Co. docket #11694; C1ark--Essex Co. docket #5499;
Wadsworth--Essex Co. docket #28668; Kettle--Essex Co. docket #15398;
J. Bayley--Essex Co. docket #1352; Southwick--Essex Co. docket #25934;
D. Bayley--Essex Co. docket #1302.
As illustrated in Figure 6, both Kettle, the potter, and all of the
Salem Village ministers could have been considered members of the upper
or "well-off" economic bracket for their respective time periods. However,
unlike the Salem Village ministers who rapidly continued to grow increasingly
wealthy throughout the 18th century, the successful potters' estates
remained stable and, if anything, decreased in value through time. Although
each potter probably lived comfortably, only the earliest potter James
Kettle would have been rated among the most wealthy.
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Figure 17.

Wealth differentiation:

Ministers
(probate inventory)

Potters
(probate inventory)

Samuel Parris, 1720

James Kettle, 1713

~305.04.l6

Joseph Green, 1714
after debts ~ plus

Ministers and Potters.

~408.0l.00

Joseph Bayley, 1761
~800

~297.l3.00

Wm. Southwick, 1777

Peter Clark, 1769

~118.02.04

~2353.0l.06

Benj. Wadsworth, 1826

Daniel Bayley, 1792
~236.05.03

~2847.06.07

Historically, both the Southwick and Bayley potteries were wellestablished in Essex County (Watkins 1950). Yet, Southwick's total estate
was more than ~lOO smaller than either of the Bayley estates. This difference cannot be explained temporally since Joseph Bayley's inventory is
earlier than Southwick's and Daniel Bayley's is later. Consequently,
this discrepancy is perhaps best explained by differential access to
economically prosperous coastal ports and communities such as Boston,
Salem, and Charlestown, Massachusetts (Bailyn 1955: 95-6). The Southwicks
of South Danvers, present-day Peabody, Massachusetts, were land-locked
whereas the Bayleys were located on the coast and had more ready access to
lucrative coastal ports and coastal and sea commerce (see Fig. 1).
The archaeological record indicates that even the more successful
Essex County potters such as Daniel Bayley could not compete economically
with the ministers of Salem Village. The small ceramic assemblage from
Daniel Bayley's first home in Gloucester, Massachusetts (Site No.8 in
Fig. 8) contains only stoneware and yellow combed slipware in addition to
the common red earthenware. Yet, finer imported wares such as tin-glazed
earthenware (delft and majolica), molded white salt-glazed stoneware,
Staffordshire dipped stoneware, English and Oriental porcelain, English
mottled ware, and North Devon sgraffito probably were already in use at
the Salem Village parsonage during this early period. Although these
differences may partially be attributed to differences in personal taste
and the small sample size of the Bayley assemblage, they probably are
largely due to different socioeconomic requirements of the potters' and
ministers' cultural roles.
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Intercommunity/IntracZass Variation
Different rates of socioeconomic, cultural change within one class
of individuals of different communities can be inferred from the comparison
of the ceramic assemblages from two contemporary parsonages of two communities--the Hancock-Clarke parsonage (1699-1805) of Lexington (Baker 1975)
and the Salem Village parsonage (1681-1784) of Danvers (Trask 1971, 1972;
Turnbaugh 1976). Both parsonages were occupied for roughly the same length
of time, one hundred years, which should help to control for differential
life-spans and rates of breakage of types of ceramics. The Hancock-Clarke
parsonage was situated in Lexington, an inland community approximately 20
miles west of Boston, the nearest port city (see Fig. 1). The Salem
Village parsonage, on the other hand, was located a scant three miles from
the town and port of Salem.
As indicated in Figure 18, both assemblages contain roughly the same
percentage of red earthenware sherds. As might be expected, the more
isolated location of the Lexington parsonage correlates with a slower
depreciatipn in the percentage of red earthenware represented in the ceramic
assemblage. The Salem Village parsonage assemblage contains higher percentages and a greater variety of the newer, more innovative fine English
and Oriental imported wares such as tin-glazed earthenware, creamware,
pear1ware, porcelain, molded white salt-glazed stoneware, and Whieldon-type
wares. Based on the slightly lower percentage of redware represented at
the Salem Village Site, some of these imported wares may have replaced a
portion of the more common red earthenware. Throughout the 18th century,
the inhabitants of the Lexington parsonage seem to have continued to use
simpler and more traditional English imported types which initially had
been imported in the early 18th century. These types generally were less
expensive (see Fig. 12) as well as simpler and more restrained stylistically.
Such types included yellow combed slipware, mottled ware, and Staffordshire
prewhite slip-dipped stoneware.
Although no inventories or historical data pertaining to the wealth
of Rev. Hancock or Rev. Clarke are available for this study, comparison
of the archaeological assemblages of the Lexington and Salem Village/
Danvers parsonages implies increasing socioeconomic differentiation within
classes as well as between such classes as ministers and potters. The
geographic location, relative isolation, and different rates of retention
of the traditional English ideology of the inhabitants of these two
communities were discussed in"The General Setting"and seem to have been
important factors contributing to this development of increasing socioeconomic and ideo-cultural differentiation.
The proximity of the Salem Village ministers to the major commercial
sea port at Salem meant greater opportunity for acquiring the latest imported
wares and following the quickly changing English fashions during the 18th
century. For the ministers and inhabitants of Lexington, such goods and
news were available only after a somewhat lengthy, arduous overland
journey to Boston or other communities more cosmopolitan than Lexington.
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Figure 18.

Lexington and Salem Village Parsonage
ceramic assemblages.

(Lexington data based on Baker 1975)
Salem Village %
85.38
0.5
3.2
1.3
0.05
0.07
1.3
0.06
0.2
(dec. & 3.5
-undec.)
0.05
0.5
0.6
2.0
0.8
0.2
0.2
0.07
0.02
100.0

.Lexington %

Red earthenware
Yellow combed slipware
Westerwald-type stoneware
White salt-glazed stoneware
British mottled ware
Iberian olivel storage jars
Staffordshire slip-dipped stoneware
German brown stoneware
Nottingham stoneware
Tin-glazed earthenware
Fulham salt-glazed stoneware
Creamware
Pearlw.are
English china
Oriental porcelain
North Devon sgraffito
Molded white salt-glaze stoneware
Whieldon-type ware
Marbelled slipware (agateware)
Albany slipware
TOTAL

87.31
6.6
1.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.2 (Frechen)
0.17
0.13(p1ain
white)
0.03
0.03
0.03

0.5
100.0

In conclusion, this section has studied the ceramic assemblage of
the Salem Village parsonage in light of the four variables of form,
function, time, and space. It has established the ranges of attributes
such as body wall thickness and basal diameter for specific forms and has
illustrated the usefulness of such criteria for inferring probable vessel
forms from sherds. Variation in the forms of each class and type has
been considered. Furthermore, the probable general function of vessel
forms represented in the assemblage has been discussed.
Through the application of South's mean ceramic dating formula to
support archaeo10gically the historically-established median occupation
date for the site, temporal distinctions in form and function have been
elicited. This discussion has asserted that this temporal variation
exemplifies ideological and cultural variation and change within the
population of the Massachusetts Bay Colony. It has addressed the existence
of cognitive awareness of ceramic styles and has implied a causal relationship between ideo-cultural change and the development of sea commerce and
socioeconomic stratification during the pre-Revolutionary years of the
late 17th and 18th centuries.
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Finally, a brief consideration of the ceramic assemblages of 11 17th
to 18th century archaeological sites located in the Massachusetts Bay Colony
has demonstrated differential rates of ceramic change and has illustrated
the range of ceramic variation which was probably present within this
Colony. The development of deepening socioeconomic stratification between
two classes--potters and ministers--within the Danvers, Essex County
community has been illustrated and has been considered typical of more
general socioeconomic trends operating in the 17th and 18th century Plymouth
and Bay Colonies. The development of deepening socioeconomic stratification
within one c1ass--ministers--between communities has been analyzed similarly
and has provided an additional archaeological example of ideo-cultural
variation within the Bay Colony.
From this inquiry, it can be inferred that spatial and temporal
similarities and variations in these ceramic assemblages imply a fairly
uniform, traditionally English cultural transplantation to the region of
present-day Massachusetts. This venture, in turn, was followed by subsequent intracu1tural divergence from earlier ceramic patterns. This
deviation through both time and space can be correlated partially with the
historically-established changing ideology of the Colonists. The significance of these theses will be considered further in the subsequent section
of this inquiry.

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF KILN ASSEMBLAGES

With few exceptions (Watkins 1938, 1939, 1950), the significance of
the local Essex County red earthenware industry generally has gone unrecognized. Yet, the large number of red ware sherds represented in the
assemblage from the Parsonage Site (n=2,8l5 or 47% of the total ceramic
assemblage) which were made in the manner of domestic potters indicates
the probable great importance of this industry to the inhabitants of
Salem Village. The specific nature of this local tradition and its socioeconomic, cultural significance will be given detailed consideration for
this reason. As will be discussed, the existence and operation of the
domestic potteries is of particular importance for the reconstruction of
the socioeconomic position and regional interaction of the inhabitants of
the parsonage, of the community, and of the English settlements in both
the New and the Old World.
After considering their general history, kiln assemblages of Essex
County and other Massachusetts potteries will be studied in relation to
corresponding European traditions. Several domestic stylistic schools of
pottery manufacture will be outlined and correlated with their European
counterparts. In addition, the kiln assemblages will be used to test the
Doppler effect,2 previously applied to archaeology by Deetz and Dethlefsen
(1965). For the first time, these kiln assemblages will be studied in
2"Sites further removed from the locus of or1g1n of any type will
show an occurrence of that type at a given frequency later in time,"
Deetz and Dethlefsen (1965).
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relation to the domestic and imported types represented in the ceramic
assemblage of a contemporary domestic site, the Salem Village Parsonage.
The General Setting

The classic publications on early American ceramics generally have
not made reference to the 17th and 18th century Essex County tradition
(see, for example, Barber 1893, 1907a; Ramsay 1931, 1947). Rather, such
works have assumed that early earthenwares and slipwares of the types
represented in collections and archaeological assemblages were solely
imported from England until the middle of the 18th century.
Yet, the existence of a strong, local 17th and 18th century Essex
County pottery manufacturing tradition seems to have been at least as
important to the early settlers as were other pottery-manufacturing centers
such as those at Charlestown, Massachusetts (Watkins 1950); Jamestown,
Virginia (Hudson and Watkins 1957; Caywood 1957; Jelks 1958; Spargo 1974);
New York City and New Jersey (Raymond 1937, 1938; Spargo 1974); and
slightly later, in North and South Carolina (Kindig 1935; Spargo 1974)
and Philadelphia and the Pennsylvania-German tradition of Pennsylvania
(Barber 1893; Spargo 1974). The earliest pottery manufacturers generally
were situated near coastal ports or on navigable rivers. Only later in
the 18th century, after the construction of efficient networks of roads,
did potters begin to settle and operate successfully in inland communities
of such regions as Massachusetts (Watkins 1950); Connecticut (Watkins
1940; Spargo 1974); New Hampshire (Norton 1931, 1932); and Vermont
(Watkins 1950). In fact, Watkins (1950) provides historical evidence
which indicates that the early Essex County tradition was actually the
foundation of the later development of the ceramic industry in locafions
peripheral to early settlement such as Rhode Island, New Hampshire, and
Bennington, Vermont.
Approximately 175 potters are known to have lived and worked in
Massachusetts alone between 1650 and 1769 (Watkins 1950: 253). Of these,
60 workmen--some bearing the same surname--are recorded for only the
Danvers and Salem community. As based on Watkins' historical research,
the number of actual independent, pottery-producing complexes seems to
have been reduced further in five ways.
First, families such as the Kettles, Bayleys, Osbornes, and Southwicks continued as potters at a single location in Essex County for two
or three generations. Consequently, a large number of individuals could
have operated a single pottery complex throughout its duration.
Second, partnerships between relatives, in-laws, or acquaintances-such as the early 18th century stoneware potters G. Parker, T. Symmes,
and J. Duche of Charlestown, Massachusetts, of the late 17th century
earthenware potters William Vinson and his grandson Joseph Gardner of
Gloucester--were also common.
Third, apprenticeship, as of William Goldthwaite to Daniel Purinton
(ca. 1755), was also frequent.
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Fourth, potters such as John Parker of Charlestown travelled and
hired themselves out to other potters on a temporary basis (see excerpts
from Parker's daybook, Watkins 1950: 31).
Fifth, unestablished apprentices and younger-generation members of
pottery-manufacturing families often migrated to such regions as the
Connecticut River Valley, Vermont, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island before
settling down as independent potters. A glazier, Edward Upton, for
example, left his original home in Danvers and moved south to Bedford,
Massachusetts where he continued to produce pottery. His sons Isaac and
Samuel, in turn, finally settled in East Greenwich, Rhode Island in 1771
where they allegedly established Rhode Island's earliest earthenware
production (Cook 1931).
Ultimately, these 175 Massachusetts potters represent a considerably
smaller number of strong, independent pottery-producing complexes. In
addition, they were responsible for the spread of the industry to other
regions of New England. From the late 17th century onward, these potters
enjoyed profitable sea trade with other ports and colonies, shipping their
wares along the coast to such areas as Casco Bay, Cape Cod, Rhode Island,
the Connecticut River, Philadelphia, Virginia, Barbados and Jamaica, and
Europe (Watkins 1950: 26-29; Spargo 1974: 57, 59, 82-83). Such commerce
further augmented the diffusion of these wares and the technology necessary
for their production.
Domestically-produced earthenware was an inexpensive commodity and
often was neither itemized nor mentioned in Essex County inventories.
Individual vessels sold for only a few pence (Watkins 1950). Earthenware
vessels tended to have shorter life-spans than other wares due to more
frequent use, relative inexpensiveness, and lower firing temperatures
(Foster 1960; Brose 1968; David 1972). Consequently, utilitarian earthenwares were needed immediately, continually, and in quantity. Therefore,
the domestic production of earthenware throve despite commercial restrictions
such as the Navigation Acts of the mid-17th century and the later English
policy of mercantilism. The local industry, in fact, was not a direct
threat to mercantilism since it manufactured predominantly plain utilitarian
wares. This tradition consequently continued to flourish quietly, relying
upon the proximity of domestic markets and ports, throughout the 18th
century.
Due to continual demand, these wares probably constituted a major
export commodity in the early years of the development of Salem's commerce.
The regular exportation of these wares has been traced historically to
many Colonial coastal ports as well as to Europe (Watkins 1950). Furthermore, by 1675, locally manufactured earthenwares were being produced in
great enough quantity to be sold in the typical Essex County shop such as
that of George Corwin (see Corwin's shop/probate inventory for 1684 in
Watkins 1950: 14).
In addition to the accessibility of local ports for shipping wares
and the proximity of home markets, the success of the Essex County earthenware tradition was also due to the abundance and excellence of red clays
(see Sears 1905; see also "The General Setting"). James Kettle and Daniel
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Bayley, for example, owned their own clay-bearing property. Kettle's was
located by Frost Fish Brook and Porter's River midway between present-day
Danvers and Salem (Essex County Registry of Probate, docket No. 15398), and
Bayley's was located near High and Winter Streets in Newburyport (Watkins
1938, 1939).
Both the Charlestown and Essex County earthenware centers included
members of the same families--such as the Kettles--yet each seems to have
prospered as a distinct, independent tradition. The heyday of the Charlestown potteries ended in 1775 when the kilns near the town dock--the presentday Naval Yard area--were burned by the British (Watkins 1950: 26). The
potteries of the North Shore, however, continued to flourish virtually
intact until about 1830 (Watkins 1950: 66). Many of the independent Essex
County potteries probably were affected by the mid- to late-18th century's
increase in European ceramic imports to the Colonies. These domestic
potteries lacked the proper kaolin clays (Sears 1905) needed to produce or
imitate the increasingly popular buff-bodied imports of the 18th century.
Consequently, many forsook the domestic household and turned to the more
lucrative occupation of supplying industry with mass-produced red earthenware
items. By 1830, for example, the Salem lead works required approximately
10,000 corroding pots each year which were supplied by these local potters
(Watkins 1950: 66) as they, too, adapted to changing times and the Industrial
Revolution. Specific consideration of the potters' kiln assemblages
illustrates such change in the archaeological record.

The Domestic Kiln Assemblages
In addition to those from 17th and 18th century kilns, assemblages
from Bay Colony kiln sites dating to the late 18th and early 19th centuries
are included in this analysis although they do not pertain directly to the
earlier period upon which this treatment concentrates. These later
assemblages were neither as varied in content nor as large in sample size
as were the earlier kiln assemblages. However, they are important to this
inquiry since they help to delineate the evolution of the early Massachusetts
earthenware industry.
In addition to temporal change, spatial variation in domestic pottery
production and decoration can be studied formally to test the Doppler effect.
By examining variation in the kiln assemblages of potters known to have had
their training or roots in the Essex County tradition, relative frequencies
of types of wares can be established and interpreted in relation to hypotheses
such as the dependence of the rate of socioeconomic, ideo-cultural variation
and change upon isolation and the degree of accessibility to coastal ports.
Such an analysis is pursued subsequently. Figure 9, which is essentially
a trait list of specific domestic potters' products as represented in their
kiln assemblages, will be referenced.
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The Domestic Ceramic

~ditions

and Their European Analogues

The development of organized, self-conscious sChools or traditions
of early Bay Colony pottery production can be inferred from study of the
kiln assemblages described in Figure 9. These conservative schools appear
to have been rooted in the more pervasive European stylistic traditions.
These European traditions and the corresponding locally-produced types
and varieties represented in the Parsonage Site and kiln assemblages are
listed chronologically in Figure 19. Direct chronological correlation
with the European traditions is, in part, supported by the sherd types
exhibited in domestic kiln assemblages which have been securely, absolutely
dated. Generally, however, the imitative domestic traditions seem to lag
behind and change more slowly than do their European models.
It must be remembered that these types and varieties are comprised
of sherds which only have been analyzed visually. Distinctions and
regularities of attributes and style have been used to establish'~raditions."
While successfully used in other analyses (Olin and Sayre 1968), further
support through chemical and statistical analyses of the sherds' compositions
from the Parsonage Site in comparison with the compositional analyses of
the kiln assemblages was beyond the scope of this treatment.
Specific stylistic characteristics such as decoration, rim and base
form, and vessel size seem for the most part, to be rooted in traditional
European models. Slip decoration of locally-produced red earthenware
consisted of applying white kaolin slip with a brush or quill prior to
glazing. European slips were applied only with a quill, and their application was handled somewhat differently (Watkins 1950: 8). However, the
designs of both Northern European and local Essex County wares were usually
geometric, unlike the naturalistic patterns represented in the PennsylvaniaGerman tradition of Pennsylvania which probably shared its roots with the
Westerwald tradition of the Rhineland.
Rim and basal forms deviate from their precise European templates.
Yet, the European stamp is still evident. The rims, for example, of a
sherd from the James Kettle kiln site (1687-1710) and of a North Devon
gravel-tempered sherd excavated by Deetz (1960a, 1960b) at the Joseph
Howland house (1680-1720) in Kingston, Massachusetts are remarkably similar
in form (see Fig. 20). Examination of vessel bases which appear in the
kiln assemblages indicated that bases of locally-produced forms are flat
and unglazed. Allegedly, English earthenware bases of tea services were
glazed completely after attaching an additional foot or ring of clay to the
edge of the base (Watkins 1950). One such type of vessel base with clear
lead-glaze and white kaolin slip decoration was present in the assemblage
of the Salem Village parsonage.
Both size and shape of Northern European vessels seem to correlate
highly with their functional equivalents produced in Essex County. In
addition, early 18th century domestic mugs were tall and thin (see measurements in Watkins 1950: 54), as were the corresponding English mottled ware
and Westerwald stoneware mugs. Ranges of basal diameters for locallyproduced forms such as mugs and bowls also seem to be similar to those of
the European models. Black-glazed teapots and bowls, produced by local
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Figure 19.

Corresponding domestic and European traditions.

Domestic Traditions and Potters

European Traditions

1.

Wheel-thrown red earthenware
CMoh 3-5) with purplish-black,
metallic lead-glaze; produced
in Bay Colony prior to ca.
1725 (Kettle, J. Bayley)

1.

Cistercian ware. (wheel-thrown)
red earthenware with shiny,
sometimes purplish brown-black
lead-glaze; dates prior to 1650
on Plymouth/Bay Colony sites
(see Deetz 1973: Fig. 1)

2.

Wheel-thrown red earthenware
(MOh 3-5) with bright green
lead-glaze; produced in Bay
Colony ca. 1650-1800 (Vinson,
Gardner, D. Bayley)

2.

Tudor Green; Sandywares. red or
buff earthenwares with bright
apple-green lead-glaze; generally
date prior to ca. 1675 on Plymouth/Bay Colony sites (see
Deetz 1973: Fig. 1)

3.

Westerwald-type stoneware O1oh
6-8) salt-glazed with cobalt decoration; produced in the Bay
Colony from ca. 1725 onward
(Parker, Whatley and Somerset)

3.

Westerwald stoneware. (with
cobalt decoration, and si~lar
English varieties);dates to
late 17th and 18th centuries,
on Bay Colony sites (see Baker
1975; Turnbaugh 1976)

4.

Wheel-thrown red earthenware
CMoh 3-5) with mottled dark leadglaze; produced in the Bay Colony
ca. 1710-1780 (J. Bayley, Osborn,
D. Bayley, Southwick, Benner,
Purinton)

4.

English mottled ware. (Buff
earthenware with mottled dark
lead-glaze)jdates to ca. 17051730 on Bay Colony sites
(Baker 1975)

5.

Wheel-thrown red earthenware
5.
(MOh 3-5) with shiny black 1eadglaze; produced in the Bay Colony
ca. 1725 onward (J. Bayley, Osborn,
D. Bayley, Southwick, Purinton)

Jackfield/Whieldon-type and
English black tea service prototypes. (red-/purplish-bodied
earthenware with shiny black
lead-glaze) ; dates to ca. 1715
and later in the Bay Colony
(Watkins 1950)

6.

Wheel-thrown red earthenware
with kaolin slip, brown sponge/
spotted design and clear leadglaze; dates between 1763-1799
(D. Bayley kiln, Smithsonian sherd
11391,398)

Yellow combed, dotted, and
trailed slipwares from Staffordshire region. (Buff earthenware
with clear lead-glaze and brown
slip or red earthenware with
brown design on kaolin slip and
clear lead-glaz~; the former
variety is most common on Bay
Colony sites and postdates ca.
1675 (Deetz 1973: Fig. 1)
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Essex County potters such as Daniel Bayley in the 18th century, are almost
identical in form to those of corresponding European traditions such as
the black-glazed Jackfield and Whieldon wares.
Figure 20.

A domestic and a European utilitarian rimsherd.

o

2. CoH.

James Kettle sherd (kiln
assemblage--1687-l709/l0)

North Devon gravel-tempered
sherd (produced from 16751760)

Ideo-Cultural Change as Refl ected in Domestic Traditions
In this particular historical archaeological situation, the kiln
assemblages and complementary historical documentation can be used to
promote solid archaeological, historical, and anthropological inference.
Specifically, domestic pottery production and decoration can be studied
to illustrate the changing ideology of the settlers of the Massachusetts
Bay Colony. The wares of the Bayley potters, for example, illustrate
well this changing mentality. Historical research (Watkins 1938, 1939,
1950) has suggested that both Joseph Bayley and his son Daniel were
independent potters operating in the same region of Essex County.
Though the wares of Joseph and Daniel generally resemble each other,
study of their kiln assemblages revealed specific differences (see Fig. 9
above; also see Watkins 1950: 58). The earlier specimens made by Joseph
are glazed only with dark or clear lead-glaze, more rarely with green,
and occasionally exhibit restrained, geometric kaolin slip decoration as
well as bands of tooling on vessels such as mugs (see Fig. 9). The later
wares, made by Daniel and his sons, exhibit much more variety in glaze
color, application, vessel forms, and freer experimentation with more
elaborate tooling and slip decoration (see Fig. 9).
Daniel's early years in Gloucester (1749-1753) illustrate a transition from the more restrained style of Joseph's period to the freer, more
innovative style of Daniel's later period in Newburyport. Under Daniel's
execution, Joseph's simple pattern of kaolin-slip lunettes, for example,
began to sport flourishes (1749-1753) and ultimately evolved into a
variety of squiggly designs by Daniel's later period (1763-1799) (see
Fig. 9). Consequently, as demonstrated in Figure 13, the stylistic
evolution of these wares seems to reflect a change in ideology as well
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as a shift from traditional imitation to creative, fashionable imitation of
English wares. These Changes will be further explored below.
By examining local Essex County kiln assemblages, this treatment has
established the existence of late 17th and 18th century schools or traditions
of domestic pottery production whieh exhibit direct Euro-English influence
(see Fig. 19). The early imitative styles (Fig. 19) have been interpreted
as an attempt on the part of the settlers to fulfill the traditional concept
of an exact transplantation of English society to the Massachusetts Bay
Colony.
Later, from the period of the Great Awakening onward, imitation probably
reflects a desire to keep up with the latest Euro-English fashions (as
documented in Noel Hume 1973) as the settlers shed their isolation and
regionalism and became more cosmopolitan. Salem's developing sea commerce,
as an example, probably helped to trigger this trend earlier in the Salem
area than in the more isolated, inland communities of the Massachusetts Bay
Colony. Gradually, the inhabitants of the Bay Colony seem to have forsaken
most of their domestic earthenwares and readopted increasingly available,
inexpensive English and European varieties.
This readoption of European wares also can be interpreted as a result
of the 18th century settlers' perserverance in following new English styles
and obtaining such wares when domestic imitation could no longer keep pace
with such innovative English potters as Wedgwood. The domestic potters of
Essex County did not have quantities of raw materials such as fine kaolin
clays, flint, lead, and manganese (Sears 1905) necessary for making popular
buff-bodied wares such as creamware and Whieldon vegetable wares. Furthermore, unlike Wedgwood, who might import quantities of raw materials (Barb.er
1893: 59-63; Watkins 1950: 72-73; No~l Hume 1973), the domestic potters did
not have the highly-organized ability or the authority for suCh importation.
To do so would have directly threatened the English policy of mercantilism
and, as history illustrates so well, the Colonists were neither ready to
pursue such ventures nor to organize to combat the repercussions until the
eve of the Revolutionary War.
IntraouZt~aZ

Variation and the DOppZer Effect

Temporal Change in types and functions of wares has been demonstrated
in the archaeological record. Spatial variation in types and functions of
domestically-produced wares can also be studied to test for intracultural
variation through space and the applicability of the Doppler effect to
archaeology. The wares of potters may be used to illustrate archaeologically
the validity of the Doppler effect as related to the thesis of intracultural
variation which was dependent upon relative isolation of inland versus
coastal communities.
English black-glazed teapots were first imported to Massachusetts
in 1715 (Watkins 1950: 58). As summarized in Figure 21, potters in
communities close to the cosmopolitan ports of Salem, Charlestown, and
Boston began creating similar wares as early as ca. 1725. Potters in more
distant, isolated communities such as Abington were not manufacturing such
wares at this time.
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Figure 21.

Use of glazes.
Glaze Usage

Potter
Vinson, Goucester
(1649-1690)
Kettle, Danvers
(1687-1709/10)
Gardner, Gloucester
(1693-1749)
J. Bayley, Rowley
(1722-1735)
Osborn, Danvers
(1725-1780)
Purinton, Danvers
( ? -1764)
D. Bayley, Newburyport
(1763-1799)
Southwick, Peabody
(late 18th Century)
Benner, Abington
(1765-1795)
Bradford, Kingston
(1827-1851)

Black

Mottled

Green
x

(x)
x
(x)

(x)

x

x

x

x

x

x

(x)

x

x

(x)

x

(x)

x

(x)

The popular English mottled ware was produced between ca. 1704 and
1730 (Baker 1975). Domestic potters in Essex County began producing a local
version as early as 1709/10, though the early fine imitations of English
mott1edware are first found in the Daniel Bayley and Osborn kiln assemblages.
Later, after 1765, this ware first appears in the farther removed community
of Abington.
Grayish green glazed redware was first manufactured in the northern
Essex County communities of Gloucester, Rowley. Through time, this glaze
color spread to other communities such as Newburyport, Peabody, Abington,
and eventually Kingston. Interestingly, through time a darkening of the
green glaze color accompanied the further removal from the northern Essex
County locus of origin (see Fig. 9).
This variation in form and function of domestically-produced wares
implies differential popularity and accessibility of specific wares through
time and space within one general culture, that of the Massachusetts Bay
Colony. As such, the archaeological variation is illustrative of the
Doppler effect. Variation in the material culture of the Colony can be
interpreted as dependent upon the geographic location, isolation, and
relative distances between these early communities.
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Ultimately, this archaeological study of locally-produced ceramics
has revealed the early provincial, traditional European ideology of the
settlers of the Bay Colony. Later creative, fashionable imitation of
innovative European and English ceramic styles has been interpreted as a
reflection of new, more worldly concerns which developed with ideo-cultural
change (see Fig. 13).
This section has examined domestic wares represented in the ceramic
assemblage of the Parsonage Site. After considering the strength and
importance of the domestic pottery-manufacturing tradition and its cultural
role, a series of kiln assemblages has been used formally to test the Doppler
effect in an archaeological context.
Both temporal change and spatial variation in the early Massachusetts
earthenware tradition have been delineated. By comparison with corresponding
European models, specific local traditions have been placed in the more
general contexts of socioeconomic and ideo-cultural variation and change
within the 17th and 18th century population of the Massachusetts Bay Colony.
Such variation and change has been interpreted in light of prior discussion
of the English policy of mercantilism (see Fig. 2) and of communities'
varying degrees of isolation and access to more cosmopolitan commercial
ports.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Historical data indicate that the traditional, medieval concept of
a static, hierarchical society was transplanted successfully from England
to the Massachusetts Bay Colony during the 17th century. The migrating
populations possessed this ideology in addition to conservative, traditional
habits, occupations, and concerns. Until early in the 18th century, subsequent intracu1tural divergence from the first settlers' imitative model
of traditional English society was considered a manifestation of societal
regression rather than progress. In the"General Setting,"such ideo-cultural
change was attributed historically to factors including: rapid population
growth which encouraged a fluid society; real property as the primary
criterion of wealth until the introduction of currency late in the 18th
century; the demise of the power of the traditional church and corresponding
increase in the power of the more worldly merchant class; and the influence
of the Enlightenment. The policy of mercantilism, and the "Great Awakening";
improved communication networks through the development of roads and sea
commerce; rapid and economically successful maritime growth and resultant
deepening socioeconomic stratification were also cited as factors in this
change.
Both historical and archaeological data imply this change in ideology
and culture. Historically-dated ceramics in the assemblage of the Salem
Village Parsonage Site (1681-1784) which may be attributed to the earlier
ministers such as Lawson, Parris, and Green seem to have included wares
such as combed yellow slipware and Staffordshire prewhite slip-dipped
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stoneware whiCh were relatively inexpensive and were commonly imported.
After demonstrating a linkage between ceramics and cognition (see Fig. 13),
it has been suggested that the high percentage of coarse, basic utilitarian
redwares and stonewares, in combination with these early imported wares,
imply the frugal, Puritanical life-style historically associated with the
first ministers and settlers.
Historical records suCh as deeds, probate inventories, and wills
indicate subsequent rapid accumulation of wealth, perhaps in combination
with developing late 17th and 18th century sea commerce. The later
ministers' acquisition of more expensive, fine imported wares, such as
molded and scratch-blue stoneware, figurines, and Oriental, Jackfie1d, and
Whie1don-type tea services implies the development of an increasingly
worldly, cosmopolitan socio-re1igious ideology.
The later-period ceramics represented in the Parsonage Site's
assemblage, when compared with domestic assemblages from more isolated
regions such as Lexington and Concord (see Figs. 8, 18), have indicated
that the Salem Village ministers were at the forefront of the settlers'
adoption and imitation of the latest English fashions. The less varied
ceramic assemblages from communities such as Lexington have been interpreted as indicative of a slower, more gradual occurrence of ideo-cultural
change in isolated inland communities with more limited access to coastal
ports.
In addition to the observation, demonstration, and description of
socioeconomic and ideo-cultural change and variation within the Massachusetts
Bay Colony households, this study has attempted partially to explain the
nature and influence of the early domestic Essex County ceramic industry.
Assemblages from 17th and 18th century Bay Colony potters' kilns have been
analyzed and variations and changes have been delimited. Specific consideration of this domestic tradition has permitted description of the more
general significance of the industry and has contributed further to the
explanation of socioeconomic and ideo-cultural developments within the
Massachusetts Bay Colony.
In the framework of probate inventory and other historical data,
the preceding sections have described and interpreted three archaeological
data bases: 1) the ceramic assemblage of the Salem Village Parsonage Site,
and its relationship to 2) assemblages of ten other 17th and 18th century
domestic sites, and 3) assemblages of domestic potters' kilns. Historical
themes have been developed and used to generate anthropological hypotheses
which have been tested archaeo1ogica11y with these data bases. Four major
hypotheses have been explored and tested.
Hypothesis 1. Real property, as opposed to personal property,
constituted the primary form of wealth in the Massachusetts Bay Colony
during the 17th century and gradually decreased in importance through the
18th century.
This premise was demonstrated both archaeologica11y and historically.
Initial uniformity in 17th century ceramic material culture · of domestic
sites yielded to variation in later 18th century ceramic assemblages which,
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for upper economic bracket households, began to eXhibit finer, presumably
more prestigious, wares. In combination with diversity of quantities of
real property owned, as historically established for the Salem Village
ministers through consideration of their probate inventories, the data
support this proposition.
Hypothesis 2. Ideo-cultural change within the 17th and 18th century
population of the Massachusetts Bay Colony created a shift in emphasis of
material goods from purely technomic to socio-technic concerns.
Both 17th and 18th century ideological and cultural change have been
discussed in preceding sections. Archaeological indicators such as a
temporal increase in socio-technic versus technomic functions of ceramics
within one assemblage and the development of creative and fashionable
imitation from traditional European imitation in the 17th century and 18th
century domestic pottay-manufacturing tradition have been demonstrated.
Through the establishment of a linkage between cognition and ceramics
(see Fig. 13), this inquiry has demonstrated that ceramic assemblages of
the Massachusetts Bay Colony reflect ideo-cultural change. Such change
has been attributed to historically-documented events such as the Colonial
development of sea commerce, mercantilism, and the Enlightenment.
Hypothesis 3. Deepening socioeconomic stratification occurred through
time both within one class and between classes of individuals within the
Massachusetts Bay Colony.
Analysis of probate inventories of ministers and potters has supported
this premise. Similarly, increasing spatial differentiation in the ceramic
assemblages of one socioeconomic class through time has been assumed to
imply cultural differentiation and deepening socioeconomic stratification.
From such analysis, the validity of this proposition has been inferred.
Hypothesis 4. Intracultural variation between communities of the
Massachusetts Bay Colony was due to varying degrees of isolation as
dependent upon relative access to cosmopolitan coastal communities in continuous contact with European ports.
Through study of differences in contemporary domestic sites' ceramic
assemblages and in Bay Colony potters' kiln assemblages, such variation
has been demonstrated. The Doppler effect and less formal pattern recognition have been used to interpret this variation as dependent upon varying
degrees of isolation and relative access to cosmopolitan coastal communities.
Historical data further support this hypothesis.
In conclusion, the foregoing consideration has described, interpreted,
and attempted partial explanation of the general socioeconomic and ideocultural developments and relationships between England and the Massachusetts
Bay Colony of the 17th and 18th centuries. These processes have been
delineated through the specific consideration of the ceramic assemblage of
the Salem Village Parsonage Site, through its temporal and spatial comparison
to assemblages from ten additional Massachusetts domestic sites, and through
discussion of the importance and influence of the Colonial and English
ceramic-producing industries, as based on comparative analysis of domestic
and kiln assemblages.
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The ceramic assemblages of the Parsonage Site and the potters' kilns
could be attributed to one specific socioeconomic class--ministers or
potters respectively--and were historically documented~ Consequently, each
of these data bases provided an unusually well-controlled socioeconomic,
temporal, and functional context. Such control is of particular archaeological significance because it has made possible the presentation and description
of controlled data, necessary for anthropological interpretation which goes
beyond the level of pure description and approaches the ultimate level of
explanation. In similar ways, archaeologists must strive continually for
greater refinement and creative development of theoretical and methodological
approaches. Since culture is varied and fluid, archaeologists cannot afford
to ignore the eclectic potential of their discipline's methods and their
interpretations for cultural-historical integration.
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